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Editor's 
NOTEBOOK 
What do they say? "In like a lion, out like lamb"? That statement meant 
something important to people in the 
mid-west where I was raised. It had to 
do with the weather; whether we were to 
get more rain and snow or clearing skies. 
New dancers are just the opposite. They 
are usually in like lambs and out (gradu-
ating) like lions. By the end of the class 
their confidence is up and they are enjoy-
ing the activity. 
March can be blustery or fair in Cali-
fornia. But in square dancing it doesn't 
matter what the weather is, short of a 
tornado, dancers will always find their 
way to a dance regardless. Non-dancers 
wonder what is so special about square 
dancing that most of us forego staying 
home. It is the fun, social aspect, making 
new friends, good music, and the very 
challenge of getting through the square. 
When it comes to getting into the swing 
of things we should all become lions. 
Make square dancing known to every-
one who doesn't already know about it's 
beauty and joy. Give others an insight 
into what they are missing. 
With the death of Charles Thomas, 
We thought it appropriate to dedicate this 
issue to him and all his work. The cover 
is a composite of several issues of 
American Squares. t/ 
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L BY-LINE 
rrhis issue dedicated to Charles Thomas, 
I founder of American Squares. The car-
toon on the back was done by Danny Smith, 
our printer. The Encyclopedia has been a 
long time in coming, but its finally finished! 
With the retirement of Ed Fraidenburg, as 
author of Creative Choreography, we wel-
come aboard Lee and Steve Kopman. Many kudos to Ed for his many years of service. 
We also welcome to our list of contributors Don Ward. Don lives in Los Angeles and 
calls Contra Dances. He will be writing a column called Contra Corners 
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"Well, here it is, making its maiden 
bow to the waiting square dance world, 
AMERICAN SQUARED! We hope you 
like it. 
Launched on a shoestring, you'll have 
to like it or we'll fold up. So consider this 
as your publication. Let us know what 
you want in this periodical and we'll put 
it into effect -- provided it doesn't cost too 
much. 
So when you send in your subscrip-
tion, and we hope you'll do it right away 
because we need the money, send us: 1. 
any ideas or suggestions you may have, 
2. your favorite dance, or at any rate a 
dance, 3. an entry in the original dance 
contest, or a least, 4. the names and 
addresses of some of your friends and 
acquaintances who would like to receive 
a complementary copy so we can en-
large our mailing list. Candor compels us 
to explain that this is your complemen-
tary copy and unless your buck is forth-
coming you won't see another issue for 
a long time, and if too many bucks are 
not forthcoming, you'll never see another 
issue. So cough up--please!" So wrote 
Charles Crabbe Thomas for the first is-
sue of American Squares, September, 
1945. 
Charles Crabbe Thomas, 77, of Med-
ford, New Jersey, a Woodbury attorney 
for 50 years and former chairman of the 
Gloucester County Cultural and Heritage 
Commission, died Thursday, December 
6, 1992 in Burlington County Hospital, 
Mount Holly. 
A square dance caller, Mr. Thomas 
owned Hoedown Hall in Deptford and ran 
square dances. He was the founder and 
editor of "American Squares Magazine", 
the first national magazine for square 
('harley Thomas 
dance. One has to assume that many 
bucks came in and 47 years later his 
legacy lives on as the American Square 
Dance magazine. Thank you Charles. 
He also recorded on Continental Re-
cords, which in 1950 sold for $.89 He 
also belonged to Dance Leaders of Dela-
ware Valley. 
"Charley Thomas' specialty is taking a 
bunch of greehorns who know abso-
lutely, nothing about square dancing 
teaching them how in one easy lesson 
and giving them the time of their lives, all 
in one night. He is author of Twelve 
Home Made Square Dances. He was the 
first squares dance caller with a regular 
program on television, WPTZ, and now 
has a program devoted solely to square 
and folk dances over WCAM 	"(quoted 
from American Squares Volume IV #7 
April, 1949). 
The first issue of American Squares 
was typed on a typewriter and mimeo-
graphed on two sheets of 8 1/2" by 11" 
paper, both sides. The cost was $1.00 
yearly or $.10 an issue. V 
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MORE OF ALOHA'S SHORES 
There are two reasons why we decided to spend almost a month in Hawaii 
this year - most of January into early 
February - instead of the usual two-
week stint. First of all, we relish the warm 
escape from frigid Ohio into that mid-Pa-
cific paradise, where the trade winds rip-
ple the palms and warm sands tickle the 
toes. This had been our tenth trip in about 
that many years. (Like lemmings, we're 
drawn to the sea.) 
Secondly, Cathie and I enrolled in a 
new venture offered this year by the Uni-
versity of Hawaii, an informal educational 
course entitled "Our Land and Peoples", 
part of an Elderhostel program. What's 
Elderhostel? Briefly, if you're a golden-
ager you can choose from literally hun-
dreds of learn/leisure lectures plus 
lodging given at any given time all over 
the globe. These non-credit academic 
seminars, usually in collegiate settings, 
were not unknown to us - we taught 
square dancing at one in upstate New 
York a couple of years ago. This time we 
reverted to student status to enjoy a fort-
nightly Frosh foray for fun with fifty other 
grand graying gramps 'n grannies, all 
housed at the Ocean Resort in Waikiki. 
A typical Elderhostel daily routine: 7 
a.m., group breakfast in the hotel restau-
rant; 8:30, field trip to historical sites such 
as Bishop Museum; noon, sack lunch in 
a park; 2:00, classroom lecture on Ha-
waiian culture/language; 5:00, dinner; 
6:30, classroom lecture on rock forma-
tions by a geologist; 8:00, free time and 
retire for the night. Some days were not 
that heavily scheduled -there was ample 
time to socialize with the group ("Oh, 
you're from Islip, New York? I've been 
there.'), sun and swim on the Waikikii  
beach, stroll and shop the market area, 
and generally homogenize with tens of 
thousands of inter-ethnic tourists every-
where. 
CURRENT CURRICULUM 
Just to show the wide diversity of lec-
tures and guided tours presented, here's 
the Elderhostel course in a nutshell: 
"Story of the Hula", "Hawaiian History", 
"Legends and Myths of the People", 'The 
Missionary Era", "Paniolo (Cowboy) 
Dancing", "Kawaiahao Church", "Mission 
Houses", "Judiciary History Center", 
"Honolulu Tour", "Hawaiian Sover-
eignty", "Geology Tour", "Astronomy", 
"Missionary Descendants", "Chinese-
American Heritage", "Waipahn Cultural 
Garden Park", "Coral Reef Life", 'The 
War Years", "Botany Tour", 'The Hawai-
ian Language", "Conservation Issues", 
Statehood Concerns", and "More Dance 
Demos". 
Here are some VIGNETTES of 
LEARNING or Little lecture Samples; 
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not a Banyan. 
*Erosion can be both destructive and 
constructive. 
*Bird of Paradise is a flower; Booby is a 
bird. 
*Early Hawaiians found a way to make 
water run uphill. 
*Hawaiian Islands are actually volcanic 
mountains higher than Everest, rising 
from the ocean floor. 
*Pali means cliff. 
*Plant life, mollusks, invertebrates and 
fish make school and reef life more pro-
lific than a rain forest's natural popula-
tion. 
*80% of hotel rooms in Waikiki are owned 
by Japanese. 
*Wild pigs, ancestors of tame ones, are 
current environmental problems. 
*There are actually 132 islands, reefs 
and atolls making up the Hawaiian 
Chain. 
*Significant dates: 1000 A.D., Tahitians 
arrive in the Hawaiian Chain, guided by 
celestial navigation, trading begins; 
1778, Captain Cook arrives, first influx of 
Westerners; 1795, King Kamehameha I 
is the supreme ruler; 1820, missionaries 
arrive; 1893, overthrow of Hawaiian king-
dom by American businessmen, en-
forced by US Marines; 1900. Hawaii 
becomes a US territory; 1959, Hawaii 
becomes a US state; 1993, 100th anni: 
versary of the overthrow.  
WE WERE THERE 
That latter item became visibly appar-
ent to us in week—long commemorative 
activities in Honolulu. We watched as 
parades, rallies, dramatic re—enact-
ments, emotional chants, and speeches 
were staged in an effort to restore a 
measure of sovereignty to the native Ha-
waiians, the only indigenous people in 
the USA still not recognized by our Fed-
eral Government, and certainly unfairly 
treated. On January 17 a hundred years 
ago, marines encircled the lolani Palace 
in Honolulu and put Queen Liliuokalani 
under house arrest. So it was "dejavu all 
over again". Ethnic pride activist de-
mands, political rumblings during this 
1993 commemorative week were readily 
vocalized, but there were no incidents of 
violence. ("The natives were restless.') 
1111111-DANCE SHOE 
DANCING OR $ 	99 
GENUINE LEATHER ONLY 
WALKING SHOES REG.  
• '/2" STACKED WOOD-LOOK HEEL 
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—to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BADGE HOLDERS, MC. 
(209) 742-7464 
5420 CLOUDS REST 
MARIPOSA, CA 95338 
Part of the problem is that the people 
are divided as to exactly what they want, 
ranging from "compensation and restora-
tion of homelands" to a "formal apology 
from Washington" to "secession and full 
independence." At the same time nobody 
wants to lose Social Security, the tourist 
dollar, and the other 20th century bene-
fits. So a Catch-22 situation prevails -
upset the ''pineapple cart", but save the 
pineapples! 
ANOTHER TEN DAYS  
Cathie and I took an extra week-or-so 
after Elderhostel graduation ceremonies 
to take typical tourist trips around Oahu. 
We moved to the Aston Inn in the Park, 
which offers a Budget car and room com-
binations. There was time now to catch a 
couple of rotary club meetings, see Sea 
Life Park, travel easterly to the dead-end 
town of Makua, see Senator Fong's Bo-
tanical Gardens, tour several galleries 
and art museums, take in a few shows/at-
tractions such as the "Magic of Polyne-
sia" show, travel west and north around 
the island with shop stops along the way, 
swim, sun, walk the fitness trails in two 
downtown parks, and partake of great 
meal deals. ("Skip the Spam and sushi, 
but the Mahi-Mahi is good.") 
AS ALWAYS. SQUARE DANCING  
On the very tail end of our visit, which 
was also on the tail end of January, an-
other Aloha Square Dance Convention 
was scheduled, so we dropped in as 
guests (not on the featured calling staff 
this time), and was nevertheless thrust 
into some tip-call-spots on Thursday 
evening's program. Good crowd, well-
staged event. 
Featured staff members this year 
were: John Corrigan, Ernie Kinney, Roy 
Hensel, Ramon Marsch, Jack Pladdys, 
Ginny Reashe, Jack Selway and Buddy 
Weaver. Featured cuers were Jim 
McNamee, Ace Mark, and Wanda Sel-
way. Other Thursday night callers in ad-
dition to me, were Yuona Chock, Lou 
Ferriera, Rich Stewart, Benny Ruth and 
Norman Hangeman. Convention Chair-
persons; Debbie Mortinsen, Donna Kof-
ford. 
By the way, next year in late January 
Cathie and I will tie into a three-island- 
plus-Aloha-Convention tour with Tor-
tuga Tours and YOU'RE INVITED. Can 
we tell you more? The price is right. 
THAT'S NOT ALL, FOLKS, 
Permit me to back up a page in this 
tumultuous time line. Before we even 
took off for Hawaii in early January I 
called a dance in Lansing. Michigan for 
the Foxy Squares, a club that always 
maintains a bushel and a peck of interest. 
As usual, Lloyd and Linda Catey hosted 
me, and she cued rounds at the dance 
(with one added by Roger Latchaw). Call-
ers visiting were Max Cumberworth and 
Dick Rhodabeck. The dance was appro-
priately named the "BUR-R-R with 
Burdick Special". The weather carried 
out that theme. (Was that a chilly chatter 
sound or a blah hurrah for the caller?-
C.B.) 
Now it's "Aloha" time to vamoose with 
a mongoose. Goodbye, Hawaii. Hello, 
Ohio (early February); hello New York 
(still in early February); hello, Michigan 
(mid-February); hello to more sunny 
days in Florida (late February). Love it! 
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NEW 4 BAR B RELEASES: 
4B-6120 DON'T THINK TWICE(IT"S ALL RIGHT) 
— Mike 
4B-6119 LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND-Lee 
4B-6118 BACK TO THE COUNTRY/ 
SWAMP THING -Hoedown 
RECENT 4 BAR B BEST SELLERS 
4B-6117 JUANITA'S CANTINA—Mike 
4B-6116 RUBBER BALL—Gary 
4B-6115 BRADLEY THE BROWN NOSED 
REINDEER—Mike 
4B-6113 DOES YOUR CHEWING GUM LOSE 
ITS FLAVOR—Bill 
48-6112 TIGER BY THE TAIL—Mike 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES 
Gary Mahnken Q-893 HELP ME MAKE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT 
816-394-2667 	 —Guy 
Q-894 CITY LIGHTS—Bob 
0-892 DREAM OF ME-Sam & Shane 
0-891 	TRUE LOVE NEVER DIES-Richard 
Q-884 CARMEN-Dsm 
.13-J'  0-890 ENDLESS HIGHWAY—Guy 
RECENT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
Q-889 WE BURY THE HATCHET—Guy 
0-888 LORD HAVE MERCY ON A 
COUNTRY BOY—Shane 
Q-880 SMALL SMALL WORLD--Ken Burke 
Q-887 WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, 
WHY, HOW—Richard 
0-886 WALKING HEARTACHE IN 
DISGUISE—Guy 
Q-885 ISLANDS—Bob 
Q-882 COUNTRY GENTLEMAN/UP THE ROAD 
—Hoedown 
LEE MAIN 
Islander RV Resort 
Lake Havasu AZ 
NOV—MAR 
Cassette Tapes Available 
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION FOR 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
CONTRA & EDUCATIONAL RECORDS 
Call or Write for our Free Catalogue, 
Box 7 - 11 
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DID WE LEAVE THE BARN 
DOOR OPEN? 
By John L. Boor, Seattle Washington. 
For the last few years recruiting new square dancers has become as 
tough as sneakin' daylight past a rooster. 
For most clubs it hasn't been for lack of 
trying. More money and time has been 
spent on advertising than in the past. 
Mid—year classes, free dinners and sev-
eral free lessons sit out there as bait. The 
callers in Mount Baker Council tried very 
hard to get a twenty—five move short 
course and simplified dances off the 
ground with intent to create a pool of new 
recruits. Club members have been re-
peatedly urged to bring in friends. 
Whether we like to admit it or not, it's not 
working for square dance clubs. 
Why DO people dance? Anthropolo-
gists will tell you it's part of the courting 
ritual. Some who are past courting will tell 
you it's for exercise and social contact. 
Some just like to get out of the house. All 
good reasons! But the thing that really 
gets dancers moving out on the floor is 
toe taping MUSIC. And  the kind of danc-
ing that is attractive to each individual is 
closely related to the kind of MUSIC that 
the individual prefers  
More people than ever are into danc-
ing — but NOT SQUARE DANCING. For 
example, Country Western dancing is 
growing by leaps and bounds. That it is 
doing so well gives lie to reasons put 
forth for the decline in membership, i.e. it 
takes too much time to learn to square 
dance — there has been a significant 
increase in the number of single parent 
families — young folks are just too busy 
making a living — and so on. People 
interested in dancing ARE finding the 
time to get on the floor but square danc-
ing is obviously no longer giving them 
what they want. It did so once! It will 
again if we read the signs and act on 
them. 
Oh, sure we still see a lot of smiling 
faces in the squares. However, they 
must be thinking about what they did the 
night before, because some are drop-
ping out prematurely. Square Dancing is 
doing something different now than it did 
in its hayday. That difference might well 
have cost us a lot of customers. 
We don't really have to search very far 
to observe what is attracting attention 
American Squaredanoe, March 1983 
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a 6-Gore Square Dance Skirt 
pattern, and View #6 longer 
length 6-Gore Skirt Pattern 
for Country Dancing. 
today. You can see it in some of the 
restaurants that have dance floors and 
floor shows, you can hear it on the radio 
when you drive to work, you can read it 
in on pop music charts. Even TV com-
mercials are now beginning to take ad-
vantage of the upsurge of interest in 
country western MUSIC. Sure, it's senti-
mental. Sure it's corn. Sure it wears it's 
heart on it's sleeve. Don't laugh! The 
simple melodies, and dance able 
rhythms reach out to a very large seg-
ment of the population. Country has al-
ways had followers but as the baby 
boomers have become disenchanted 
with rock, jive and gruge, they have 
turned to country. Many of the older gen-
eration grew up with it and still like it. 
Country Western might turn out to be the 
best generation gap closer of the decade. 
When was the last time you can re-
member hearing the word "hoedown" in 
connection with a square dance. How 
many men do you know who don't like to 
play cowboy once in a while? Look at the 
ads for square dances these days and 
observe that the western motif is gone —  
no horses, corrals or cactus. Observe the 
themes we choose for dances and festi-
vals and you can see why anyone inter-
ested in country is going to look 
elsewhere! 
Square dancing used to BE country. 
Not any more! Maybe we need to re—es-
tablish the country mystique that square 
dancing once had?? 
Change took place over a relatively 
short period. It was the result of the very 
best of intentions by callers who felt that 
in order to attract the younger people, it 
was necessary to change the music. In 
retrospect a case could be made that it 
was wrong to do so. Even when success 
attended such efforts, the young did not 
stick around very long or in numbers. 
Long term attendance has been the prov-
ince of the recent empty nesters and the 
newly retired who are not that much into 
jive, rock and latin rhythms. Those that 
are, have gravitated, quite properly, to 
Round Dance clubs. 
There must be coherence between 
the_typeofmusicandthelypkofdanc-
ing being performed. This applies to 
S-1 ELASTIC WAIST SKIRTS 
One Size fits all $4.95 
MAIL ORDER 
PATTERN CATALOG 
Contains newest S'D patterns 
from all major companies; 
Send $1.00 refunded on 1st 
$10.00 order 
CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our catalog. Me Min send 
you 12 FREE COPIES per class, if you'll send $2.00 to help defray postage. 
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ethnic, ballroom, jitterbug, country west-
ern or square dancing. By design, round 
dance clubs can be very nearly all things 
to all people but that is not true of clubs 
with narrower interest. Perhaps that ex-
plains the rumor that Roundalab has 
voted to incorporate Country Western in 
to it's list of considerations for this year, 
and that the next National Square Dance 
Convention in St. Louis has included 
Country Western in it's list of clinics. 
The foregoing view of the SQUARE 
DANCE club attendance problem was 
presented to give reason to the following 
suggestions: Square Dance Club MU-
SIC should return to its roots for BOTH 
Squares and Rounds. Square Dance 
MOVES should remain UNCHANGED. 
Hall DECORATIONS, dance THEMES, 
and ADVERTISING and PROMOTION 
should more often reflect a country motif. 
For SQUARE DANCE CLUBS, the caller 
or cuer could move to teach and include  
some country western choreography on 
their portion of the program to give the 
clubs an opportunity to take advantage 
of C.W. popularity. We can't teach folks 
to square dance until we get them in the 
door. 
This is a subject that almost every club 
needs to talk about. Callers and cuers 
pick the music so they need to consider 
it as well. The ramifications are many and 
the simplistic plan presented needs meat 
on its bones. While the rumor that the 
E.P.A. has put square dancers on the 
endangered species list may be a comic 
overstatement, its implications can not 
be ignored except at our peril. Let us 
make an effort to attract the large group 
of people who are interested in Country 
Western music and dancing to OUR cor-
ral. It's been pointed out that many of 
them are looking for a home other than 
the commercial institutions. (read that 
BARS) We could be it!. V 
....i , ti 
Etcorb? M 
,4 	- 
Jim Jeffenes 	 Jerry Routh 	Mike Huddleson 
913 648 3831 417-282-6340 316-524-0997 
CARDINAL RECORDS 
314-363-5432 	 SQUARES: 
PO Box 7-11 CAR-15 TWO GOOD REASONS — Mike 
Macks Creek MO 65786 	CAR-14 MAMA DON'T ALLOW — Jerry 
Cardinal is a division 
of Four Bar B Records, Inc. 	CAR-13 OUTBOUND PLANE—Mike 
CAR-12 MY NEXT BROKEN HEART—Jim 
CAR-11 LONESOME ROAD BLUES—Jerry 
QUALITY MUSIC 	CAR-10 GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK—Jerry 
BY THE WESTERNAIRES 	CAR-9 	RUB A DUB DUB—Bill 
For a complete list CAR-8 SUMMER SOUNDS—Jerry of our records, contact: 
CARDINAL RECORDS 	CAR-7 	TALK BACK TREMBLIN' LIPS—Jim 
314-363-6432 	CAR-5 SAN ANTONIO ROSE—Bob 
PO Box 7-11 CAR-4 	IT TAKES A WORRIED MAN—Jerry 
Macks Creek MO 65786 	ROUNDS: 
Cardinal is a division 
CRD-003 THE OLD WATER WHEEL—Bob of Four Bar B Records, Inc, 
CRD-002 YESTERDAY ONCE MORE—Bob 
CRD-001 DON'T WASTE IT ON THE BLUES—Bob 







Do-si-do and swing your 	 matters: our special square 
partner to the north a couple 	 dance cruises include national 
thousand miles. Or in other words, 	 callers like Elmer Sheffield, Vern 
introducing the 1993 edition of Holland 	Weese and Mac Letson. There's also the 
America Line's Square Dance Cruises. 	Juneau Spin" shoreside event, a chance 
For seven days, you'll see snow-capped 	to dance with Alaskan clubs, and a free 
mountains, calving glaciers, and quaint 	gift to all registered square dancers. 
villages. Not to mention fine cuisine, 	 What's more, if you book by 
gracious service and first-class entertain- 	April 2, 1993, you'll save up to 
ment as you might expect from Alaska's 	$400* per couple. 
only five-star fleet t 	 To register, cut out this coupon and 
Now concerning more important 	promenade straight to your travel agent. 
SQUARE DANCE CRUISE 
Bring this coupon and deposit to your travel agent to register for the Holland America Line Square 1)ance Cruise 
Sailing Selection 
May 23, 1993 ss Rotterdam with Elmer Sheffield 	Name 	  
and Mark Clausing 
June 10, 1993 ms Noordam with Tom Miller and 	Travel Agent Return this coupon with deposit to 
Carl Hanks 	 guarantee passengers free gift.  
Sept 2, 1993 ms Noordam with Vem Weese and 
Dan Nordbye 	 Booking # 
Sept 12, 1993 ss Rotterdam with Mac Letson and 
Gary Brown 	 Travel agent stamp 
Holland America Line  
A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE' 
'Savings up to 5400 per couple off published once applies to deluxe categones and suites. Other category discounts available 
Sonic irstnctions apply f As rated by both Fielding's and Ocean and Cruise News Ships Registry Netherlands 4nnlln Bahamas 
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by Bob Howell r 
Since early last fall several folks have sent me routines that have been written to 
the tune of "Achy Breaky Heart" and with Valentine's Day I couldn't find a more ap-
propriate month to list a couple of them. Lin Bradford of Golden, CO. submitted the 
first solo routine which has been credited to Melanie Greenwood of California. 
ACHY BREAKY HEART (I) 
DANCE: Solo 
MUSIC: 	MERCURY 866 522-7, "Achy Breaky Heart", Billy Ray Cyrus 
POSITION: Usual Solo, all facing Head of Hall. Each sequence will face new wall. 
INTRO: 	Wait two measures — start with vocal. 
Step right foot to right side, step LFXIB RF, step RF 
to R side, swing R hip to R side; 
Bump L hip left, bump R hip R, bump L and HOLD; 
Tap R toe to R rear, tap R toe to R side, touch R toe 
forward at same time pivot 1/4 left, step RF bwd and pivot 
1/2 turn left; (making 3/4 turn in all) 
Step bwd LF, RF, lift left knee and turn 1/4 turn left, step 
LF to face head of hall; 
Step bwd RF, LF, RF, stomp L beside RF; 
Step LF to L side and BUMP L hip, Bump R hip, 
Bump L hip, HOLD; 
Step RF fwd, Stomp LF, step LF and turn 1/4 L, Stomp RF; 
Step RF to R side, step LF XIB RF, step RF to R side, 
Stomp LF beside RF and clap hands. 
MEASURES: 
1M VINE RIGHT 
2m 3 HIP BUMPS 
3m 3 TAPS PIVOT 
4m BACK UP 
TURN 1/4 LEFT  
5m BACKUP 3 STOMP 
6m 3_Eup BUNPS 
7m STEP STOMP 
8m VINE RKIIIT 
The Kentucky Dance Foundation 2nd Annual 
BLUEGRASS DANCE HOLIDAY 
Memorial Day May 28-30 at the 
Lewis Dance Barn - Elizabethtown Ky 
featuring EDDIE RAMSEY & STEW SHACKLETTE 
Emphaisis will be on quick teach material, contras, and traditional 
square dancing. Write Leclie Lewis, 2800 Hucherson Lane, Elizabe- 
thtown, KY. 42701 for information (ph. 502-737-6462) or send 
$40.00 per person for registration. 
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Jan Hurwitz of Chardon, OH. shared a much simpler rendition of a solo routine done 
to the same record. 
ACHY BREAKY HEART (II) 
FORMATION: 	Solo, no partner. 
Music: 
	









Shake hands over right shoulder (clasp both hands and toss them over 
right shoulder two times). 
3-4 
	
Repeat movement over the left shoulder twice. 
5-6 Shake clasped hands beside right hip twice. 
7-8 
	
Shake them beside lift hip twice. 
9-10 Wave "HI" twice with the right hand. (Open hand ) 
11-12 Repeat 9-10 with the left hand. 
13-14 Slap and hold right buttocks with right hand. 
15-16 Slap and hold left buttocks with left hand. 
17-20 Jump four times. (Three forward jumps, then turn 1/4 left face on the 
fourth jump, still holding on to the buttocks, to begin the dance again). 
Here is a routine that I used last February with Swinging Angels Square Dance 
club, who have been dancing once a month for over the past forty years. They 
dance in Bainbridge, OH. in a little old church that has been around for a couple of 
hundred years. I used the music, HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN on BIGMAC BM 113. 
HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN 
Use any standard opener, middle break and closer. 
FIGURE: 
The first couple separate, around the outside go. 
When you meet your partner you swing her to and fro. 
Now swing her to the center while six hands circle round. 
You swing while they circle, then it's homeward bound. 
It's allemande left your corner, a right hand to your own, 
It's a grand right and left, boys, all the way back home. 
The pain and strife have no business in your life. 
It's the good things that set your spirits free. 
FREE CATALOG 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE 
MICROPHONES 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
SPEAKER STANDS & TILTERS 
RECORD CASES & SLEEVES 
REPAIR SERVICE 
NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
3 AND 5—YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC. 
POLYETHYLENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 
RANDOM SOUND, INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
317 Harriet Ave., S., Minneapolis MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus. — 612-869-6168 Res. 
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CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES 
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel 




44 10 hq," P 
) 
01 P/8" x 3" - $12.50 
Prices Include Shipping. 
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores; 
or you may order directly from us. 
We also make Club, Name and Fun Badges, Bars and Dangles. 
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome. 
for additional information call or write 
CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY 
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem, OR 97303 
1-800-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada) or (503) 371-1862 
02 2"x 3" - $14.50 03 2 3/4"x 314" - $16.50 
Becky Hill of Cleveland Hts., OH. has just published a book of dances entitled "Twirl-
ing Dervish and Other Contra Dances". One most fitting for this month of lovers is 
called — — — 
HONEYMOON 
FORMATION: Alternate duple. 1,3,5, etc. active and crossed over. 
MUSIC: Becky calls to live music. I am using "Angeline" on BIGMAC BM 119. It is a 
smooth piece of music with a lovely name. 
ROUTINE: 
Al 	Balance and swing your neighbor 
A2 Men allemande left once and a half, swing your partner. 
B1 	Half promenade, star left. 
B2 Star right. (Partners are still on the same side of the set), inactives move 
single file up the set, meet a new couple and circle left three quarters. 
TEACHING TIP: Have the couples mark their spot before they begin the first star. 
This limits confusion later on when they star right and move to a new couple. 
The dance was written for Janice Jacobs and Dennis Daly as their wedding dance. 
The book may be ordered from: Ms. Becky Hill, 3392 Ormond, Cleveland Hts., Oh 
4418, ($7.00 Includes mailing & handling). 
Bill Johnston of Skippack, PA wrote to tell me that the YELLOW CAT JIG, which ap-
peared in the September '92 issue of ASD was devised by Jim Gregory of Hartford, 
CT. (Editors Note: Some how I got February and March mixed up!) V 
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YAK o// NEW FROM 
YAK STACK 
C 
K  FULLY 
PADDED 
CARRYING CASE 
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT 
THE YAK CASE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE YEARS OF PROTECTION 
IT IS A FULL PADDED CASE WITH A DOUBLE ZIPPER CLOSURE 
YAK STACK 	$85.00 
HALF YAK $65.00 
DIRECTOR 	$75.00 
DIRECTOR JR. $55.00 
Please Add $4.00 Shipping per item ordered. 
(Overseas Shipping Extra) 
ORDER YOURS TODAY!!! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, 




P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361 
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By Harold Bausch 
There is one fact of life we seem to forget —no two people are alike. No two callers 
are alike. No two clubs are alike. 
Sure there are a lot of similarities, but 
none exactly alike. It is this fact that has 
stymied us for years in trying to make all 
clubs dance alike, all callers call alike. It 
just won't work. 
There has been a lot of discussion 
about Dance By Definition, and All Posi-
tion Dancing. The terms cause a lot of 
hard feelings, and many callers tried to 
be governed by such labels. The fact is, 
no two callers really see them alike. An-
other fact — most callers use some APD 
— but each to a different degree than 
others. 
The big problem started years ago 
when some dancers complained that 
they didn't like to go to a dance and have 
callers using calls they were not familiar 
with. Therefore —we tried to make callers 
all call alike. 
In years gone by, most clubs had their 
own caller, and the big challenge then 
was to dance at another club, to another 
caller. You had to learn his "Lingo" — his 
way of putting calls together, and his way 
of phrasing the calls. If a dancer really 
wanted to be able to do his calls, then 
they had to dance to him a few times. 
What a blow to a dancers ego to find that 
he/she did not know it all! Actually, it 
wasn't a case of knowing it all — just a 
case of doing a different type of dancing, 
to a different type caller. 
I rememberwhat a "kick" it was to walk 
into a hall and dance to a different type 
caller — what a change! Each caller was 
different. It was a real learning experi-
ence. Some — like Les Gotcher, seemed 
so different, but could get you through 
calls and maneuvers we had never done 
before. Some callers we enjoyed, some 
we didn't. We went back to the ones we 
enjoyed. So there was the challenge for 
the caller — make the dancers succeed. 
It is possible that we have lost some 
of this challenge. We may have lost the 
difference in callers. Today, callers are 
guided by a list of calls, called a program. 
But — in fact, we had variety years ago 
with the variety of calls a caller used "in 
his own program". 
Today, each of us callers still use cer-
tain calls more — certain calls less. Admit 
it or not, we have our favorite series of 
calls, destined to be used more, because 
they are more enjoyed. Can we find a 
"program"that fits all callers and all danc-
ers? I doubt it. The only "program" sure 
to succeed, is a caller you really enjoy. 
V 
SUE'S ORIGINAL PATTERNS 






SEND S1.00 FOR NEW CATALOG TO C & C ORIGINALS 
SUE'S ORIGINALS 
3913 FORT AVE. 	 FRAN BURRUS 
WACO, TEXAS 76710 
KENTUCKY RUFFLES 





ARE COMING FOR CALLERS & MFRS 





July 18-23, 1993 Phases I-II-Ill 
July 16-18, 1993 Phases III-IV 
Staff: Betty & Clancy Mueller 
310 E. Methodist Dr. 
Franklin IN 46131 
(317) 736-1157 
SUPER SCHOOL —WEST 
Battlement Mesa, CO 
August 15-20, 1993 
Accredited Caller Coaches 
Herb Egender, Bill Peters 
John Kaltenthaler, Jim Mayo 
Full Curriculum — Tailored 
To Individual Needs 
Write: 
Herb Egender 
1264 W. Camino Luclentes 





July 14-18, 1993 
Stan Burdick & John Charman 
Especially New Callers 
Complete Choreo 
Fundamentals 
Write Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron, OH 44839 
(419) 433-2188 
MIDWEST CALLERS SCHOOL 
Promenade Hall 
Auburn, Indiana 
for new/newer callers 
June 13-18 
(Just before nat'l Convention) 
Stan Burdick 
Don Taylor 
Don Taylor, Promenade hall 
112 Depot St. Auburn IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-6039 
WALT COLE'S 
TIMING/MUSIC/CHOREO 
Hannibal, MO May 27 - Jun 1 
Walt Cole - Tony McUmber 
Ogden, UT July 1-6 
New & Experienced Callers 
NEW R/D TEACHERS 
Hannibal, MO May 23-26 
Ogden, UT July 7-11 
Cueing—Rhythms—Teaching 
Walt Cole 	801-392-9078 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
Fremont, Nebraska 
August 27, 28, 29, 1993 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write for information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 





May 31, June 1-3, 1993 
Chaparral Records Staff 
K. Bower, J. Haag 
G. Shoemake, S. Smith 
Limited - 2 Levels of Training 
Experienced & New Callers 
Write English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
1-800-633-1281 
(Not In TN) 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INST. 
Canyon City, Colorado 
July 11-16, 1993 
Staff: Calvin Campbell 
Don Armstrong, 
Bill Litchman 
Teaching methods for Squares 
Contras, Rounds, Folk 
Calvin & Judy Campbell 
343 Turf Lane 




Oct 31, Nov 1-4, 1993 
Staff: Gary Shoemake 
& Stan Burdick 
2 Levels of Training 
Experienced & New Callers 
Write English Mountain 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
SevlervIlle TN 37862 
1-800-633-1281 




August 15-19, 1993 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Sight Calling, Stage Presence, 
Programming, Voice, 
Workshopping 
Limit 8 for max. pers. attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experineced 
Write Ed Foote 
140 McCandless Dr. 
Wexford PA 15090 
NO. TEXAS CALLERS COLLEGE 
Frendship Hall Rockwall, TX 
Close Individual Supervision 
For 0-3 Year Callers 
June 13-18, 1993 
Staff: T.D. Brown & Guests 
Choreo Management, Sight vs. 
Modules, Mental Image, Memory 
Write: T.D. Brown 
PO Box 940 
Rockwall TX 75087 
214-771-9701 
SMOKY MT. SCHOOLS 
FONTANA, NC 
Callers Wth 0 To 5 Years 
Experience And Those 
Needing Special Assistance 
June 18-22, 1993 
Preceding National Convention 
Sept. 3-6, 1993 
Labor Day Week-End 
Don Williamson, Acc. 
Rt. 8 Box 281 
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FEEDBACK ) 
A TIME FOR COMPROMISE 
After reading Roy Taylor's article in your January issue, I realized 
more strongly than ever that it is the 
radicals at both ends of the spectrum that 
are the primary forces standing in the 
way of the progress necessary in the 
square dance world today. While I totally 
agree that our current Callerlab pro-
grams are too deep in number and too 
complicated in nature, I believe that to 
return to the original 75 basics would be 
a disastrous mistake that would be 
equally as bad as the situation in which 
we now find ourselves. Very obviously a 
compromise is called for. 
The problem that faces Callerlab is 
primarily the gigantic egos of the square 
dance leaders world wide. We, as call-
ers, are used to always being right and 
how dare anyone dispute or argue with  
2ND ANNUAL 
LEE & STEVE KOPMAN 
CALLER'S SCHOOL 
Aug 26-28, 1993 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
New & Experienced Callers 
Sight Calling, Creative 
Choreography, Changing Figures 
on Singing Calls, 
Plus Much, Much More" 
Kopman's Callers School 
1305 Whitower Dr. 





Sept 19 - 23, 1993 
Staff 
Eddie Ramsey & Stan Burdick 
Comfortable Inn Location 
Teaching At All 
Levels of Experience 
Write: E. Ramsey 
5512 Lyford 
Memphis, TN 38119 
our views? It is this mentality of always 
having our own way that keeps us from 
making the changes necessary to im-
prove a somewhat ill activity and make it 
well again. 
There is no question that we need to 
make it easier to enter this activity. In 
today's busy world it is very difficult to 
convince the non—dancing public to com-
mit 41 weeks of its life to learning an 
activity that they will not even have the 
opportunity to enjoy until they have com-
pleted classes. I know that there are 
some of you around the world who will 
very piously say that you have no prob-
lem getting classes for 41 weeks. This 
may be true in your area, but not in other 
parts of the world. In addition, with the 
increase in hall rents and door fees, it is 
difficult to compete with cable television 
and the VCR. No longer do we offer the 
cheapest form of three hour entertain-
ment. Nor do I believe that we should 
market it as such. I am very proud of the 
activity to which I have devoted thirty—
five years of my life, and I want to see it 
continue. If it is going to do so, we, as 
leaders, must be willing to make some 
sacrifices and not continue to believe 
that our way is the only way. 
My personal belief is that we need to 
make it easier to become a square 
dancer. Once classes are completed, 
we, as leaders, can work at polishing 
their dancing ability. We must, however, 
get the non—dancing public out of 
classes and on the dance floor as quickly 
as is feasibly possible. VVhat is feasible, 
is where lies our biggest points of dis-
agreement. We, as leaders, have the 
responsibility to work out those points of 
disagreement. The only way to do this is 
through compromise. I also believe that 
we should make it more difficult to move 
up through the programs. As long as 
people enjoy personal challenges, we 
will not do away with the different pro-
grams or levels. So why can't we, as 
leaders, control that movement? Why 
not make it easier to become a square 
dancer and more difficult to move to the 
higher programs? There are many ideas 
as to how this can be accomplished and 
I have some of my own. I fully intend to 
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BASIC SQUARE DANCING with Larry McBee 
H 	Vol 1: 	1 trim 23 
• Vol. 2: 24 Ihru 49 
• Vol 3: 	Mainstream Cloverleal to Recycle 
	
IMPROVE YOUR 	PLUS SQUARE DANCING with Lee Schmidt 
DANCE SKILLS ) Vol 1: 	Tea Cup Chain lo Spin Chain 
THRU 	 & Exchange the Gears 





Exchange the Gears 
A-1 SQUARE DANCING with Mike Sikorsky 
o Vol. 1: 	Acey-Deucey lo Cross Net Circulate 
O Vol. 2: Ouarter In lo Mix 
ROUND DANCING with Bob & Edna Faudree 
o Phase I & II 	Fraulein, SI. Louis Blues 
Rainbow Connection 
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen 
O Beginning Clogging 
O Easy Intermediate 
WESTERN DANCING with Maxine Pearl 
O Line and Partner Dances 
o Seven Line Dances 
WESTERN DANCING with Peggy & Chuck Keim 
Line and Partner Dances 
CONTRA DANCING with Hal Rice 	 N 
❑ Vol. 2: 	Cross Fire to Spin Chain & 
3649 Whnuer Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023 
(213) 262-5942 
	 x$29.99 = 
Sales Tax (CA only) 
Shipping / Handling 
Total Enclosed 
VIDEO PLUSDSOLARE1:DANCITNeaG cinupacBh.Dai.nwIt!tRery thlbecWDehuirtceeyr 
o Phase III Answer Me: Desert Song 
ROUND DANCING with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim Lane 
3.00 	 Phase IV 	'Tit Tomorro•v, Audios; 
share them very vocally at this year's 
Callerlab convention. If you have your 
own ideas and suggestions on how to 
improve our activity, why don't you at-
tend the convention? If you can't attend, 
send your ideas in the form of a letter. it 
will be forwarded to the proper commit-
tee and will not be ignored. We invite 
these suggestions from non—members 
as well as members. I only ask this of 
you: please be willing to listen to other 
ideas and consider them with equal merit 
as your own. Only through the exchang-
ing of ideas will we come up with the 
solution that we so earnestly need. 
If you are a leader in this activity, then 
demonstrate your leadership ability by 
sharing your ideas and being willing to 
compromise to the point of finding a cure 
for what ails our square dance activity. 
Wade Driver 
Member, Board of Governors, Callerlab 
As both an avid square and round dancer I would like to comment on 
E.L. Abbott's letter in the December is-
sue. 
It's quite obvious that he and his wife 
are not (and probably never will be) 
round dancers, yet there are quite a num- 
ber of dancers who love to dance both. 
The problem is where does one go when 
there are squares in Hall A and rounds in 
Hall B.? (To my knowledge, there have 
always been separate halls for the 
Round Dancers at the National's, as 
were in Cincinnati — I know, I was there). 
The happy medium seems to be squares 
with rounds between so dancers can 
have their cake and eat it too. I myself 
would like to see more rounds in the 
square dance halls up to plus level. At 
Advanced, the tips seem to take longer 
and the dancers do spend considerable 
time on their feet. Likewise, Phase V — VI 
rounds should be all by themselves, so 
the so—called better dancers (including 
most Roundalab members) can dance in 
their own little clique with their noses in 
the air. (For the record, I dance Phase V 
and VI but I still enjoy a lot of Phase II 
and IV rounds.) What upset me most in 
Cincinnati was the program in the Phase 
V and VI hall which was not adhered to 
by the programmed cuers. Why can't 
something be done about this?? Oh, 
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WHAT CALLERLAB 
MEANS TO ME 
By Tony Oxendine 
H ad someone asked me five years ago, "What does CALLERLAB 
mean to you?" my answer probably 
would have been "Not much". Funny how 
things change over the years. 
When I was first invited to join CAL-
LERLAB, back in 1978, I considered it a 
great honor. I was absolutely thrilled to 
attend my first convention. I was 
awestruck to see "legends" in the flesh. I 
was overwhelmed to see multitudes of 
callers assembled in one building. Amaz-
ingly, it was still just Sunday night. 
The "reality" crept in. I watched this 
multitude of callers argue at length over 
what I thought were very trivial matters. I 
watched these "legends" join in the con-
fusion. I saw, what I thought, countless  
hours being wasted at the meetings that 
I attended. Nothing was being accom-
plished. People that I had never heard of 
were getting the coveted Milestone 
Award. I sat at the banquets and won-
dered where in the world did our Board 
of Governors come from. These people 
were so out of touch with the real world 
of dancing. They were only on the board 
to serve their own ego. 
So...I did what seems to be the popu-
lar thing to do. I attended the conven-
tions, went to the meetings and I even 
joined a few committees. But I didn't 
really participate in anything. My mis-
sion, primarily, was to complain and 
gripe. 
Eventually, a strange thing happened. 
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happened inside this organization. I de-
cided to GET INVOLVED. Then, even 
stranger things began to happen. The 
"trivial" things that were being argued 
about didn't seem so trivial anymore. 
Many valid points, by concerned callers, 
were being brought up at these meetings. 
Time, that I once thought was being 
wasted, was actually being taken up con-
structively. Like within any large corpora-
tion, changes take time. Rash and quick 
decisions are usually not in the best in-
terest of the organization. I learned about 
the Milestone recipients and I discovered 
that ALL of these people were more than 
deserving of this award. 
Finally, the strangest thing of all hap-
pened. I ran for and was elected to the 
Board of Governors. On the board, I dis-
covered, were some of the hardest work-
ers within CALLERLAB. I discovered that 
serving on the board was pretty much a 
thankless job, so these people surely 
weren't in it for their egos. They truly  
loved both the square dance activity and 
CALLERLAB. To my amazement, these 
board members accepted me almost im-
mediately. Having been somewhat of a 
"rogue" for most of my calling career, I 
was very pleasantly surprised. I could not 
believe that they were interested in my 
input. 
I can truly say that it has been a hum-
bling experience serving on the board. I 
am extremely honored to have served 
with the past and present members. I 
have also developed a great respect for 
our office staff. Their hard work ensures 
that the wheels of this great organization 
run smoothly. 
What does CALLERLAB mean to me? 
It is the heart and soul of our activity. To 
be a member of CALLERLAB means that 
you have to care about square dancing 
(even if only a little). I care. I care about 
both the activity and our organization. I 
care enough to try to make a difference. 
DO YOU? V 
MARILYN 
ADAMS 
2012 Warren Ct. 
N. Augusta, SC 29841 
(803) 279-3687 
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purchases, send charge card 
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expiration date. For freight, please 
add $4.50 - 1 pair; $5.50 
2 pairs; $6.50 - 3 or more pairs. 
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This special price valid 
only In March 
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NIL 40 IOW 4Ie 
by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
MARCH 1968-25 YEARS AGO 
"The greatest reward the teachers and 
leader can achieve is the knowledge that 
this is a job well done. The visual; proof is 
the dancer—well trained," Luv & Johnny 
Anderson. 
From the Editor's page, "Square danc-
ing is fun and good for you. It is the only 
form of social activity that I know of that 
requires only you to participate. Who, what, 
where you live — a whole list of qualifica-
tions do not apply. Elementary good man-
ners, personal cleanliness, ability to dance 
at the level of the group, are the only re-
quirements." 
"So take your time. Remember every tip 
starts with a cheery hello and ends with a 
heartfelt thank you to all in the square." 
Mail: We need new ideas, yes. But the 
flood of non—directional calls is too much 
for me. I have set the following policy: If I 
can call a figure directionally, I refuse to use 
the new name. 
Barge thru is a good example. I can use 
the pattern but call it directionally. Centers 
square thru five hands works better than 
centers pass thru in this call. Tom Miller, 
San Luis Obispo, CA. 
New Idea: Turn and Q, by Lee Kopman, 
Wantagh, NY. 
From ocean wave or two facing couples, 
couples turn thru, quarter in and left thru all 
Squevre 2,aace Para,t01.4.- 
Following brands in stock for immediate shipment: 
AUTHENTIC, C & C ORIGINAL, KWIK SEW, 
RUFFLE COLLECTION & FANN BURRUS 
Stiteof re:dozed eta pideer4 cg eta ?awe& 
Jacket back has Club Name, Square Dance Figures, City & State 
Club Towels can have either Club Name or Square Dance Figure. 
Enclose $1.00 for catalog. 
Name: 	  
Address  
City, State, Zip: 	  
ToubPe cD cNoduettoRq, Doe. 
4110 Willow Ridge Road #SD 
Douglasville, Georgia 30135 
(408)949-3648 
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• BEST SELLERS 
LM 161 ROCKIN ROBIN by B. Green 
LM 170 BOOGIE SHOES by Tommy Wells 
LM 176 COWBOY RIDES AWAY by Mac Letson 
LM 181 OPERATOR OPERATOR by Bill Bumgarner 
LM 183 TIME TO BUM AGAIN by Tom Rober 
• IRYF NEW RELEASI S 
LM 186 WHAT A NIGHT by Tommy Wells 
LM 187 ROCK THIS TOWN by Don Wood 
LM 188 YOUR MAMA DON'T DANCE by B. Gillispie 
LM 189 LOVE YOU TOO MUCH by Bill Bumgarner 
LM 190 LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL by G. Shell 
• GREAT HOEDOWNS 
LM 159 CIRCLE 
LM 163 ROAD 
LM 169 WORRY 
LM 182 CYNTHIA 
BE AMONG THE FIRST IN YOUR 
AREA TO RECEIVE NEW 
LOU-MAC RELEASES 
For Details of this New Service Contact' 
LOU-MAC 
EXPRESS SERVICE FOR CALLERS 
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in one move. The equivalent is a square 
thru. Example by Lee — Heads Turn and Q, 
swing thru, circulate, Turn & Q, wheel & 
deal, double pass thru, peel off, spin the 
top, Turn & Q, wheel & deal, substitute, box 
the gnat, square thru 3/4, L.Alle. 
March 1983 — 10 years ago 
The next few months include meetings 
for Callerlab, Legacy and the National Con-
vention. Much serious decisions will occur. 
When recreation leaders gather, their hu-
mor is part and parcel of the agenda. Let's 
keep it there — right in the foreground. The 
weightier the problems, the more a humor-
ous approach will help. We're only in 
trouble when we lose the ability to laugh at 
ourselves — and to share a laugh with oth-
ers, Co—Ed. 
"Don't let the title "Leadership Seminar" 
or "Mini Legacy" throw you off. You don't 
have to be a leader to attend, you don't 
have to be a leader to get invited, but you 
do have to have a feeling toward our activity  
other than criticism and "let the other guy 
do it". The next time you see or hear about 
one of these conferences near you, make 
an effort to attend. You don't even have to 
take part in the discussion. Just your pres-
ence is involvement enough." Chuck Vet-
ter, Plant City, FL. 
Bev Warner discussed Square dance 
shoes in Hem—Line. The dancing shoe in-
dustry has been kind to our feet, providing 
us with a variety of heel heights and a 
well—made leather, roomy shoe. 
A good fitting shoe should have four 
characteristics according to the podiatrists 
across the nation: 
1 — Heels no higher than 1&1/2 inches. 
2. — Broad rounded toes that allow toes to 
remain in a natural position. 
3. — Soles flexible enough to allow the foot 
to roll naturally from heel to toe. 
4. — Materials that allow the foot to breathe, 
eliminating perspiration and odor. Let your 
feet guide you as to what you wear, then 
guide your feet to "good dancing". 
Pulpollex — Synchronize by Bill Davis. 
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by Lee & Steve Kopman 
r 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Jon for inviting us to write the 
monthly "Creative Choreography" articles 
for American Square Dance Magazine and to 
thank Ed Fraidenburg for many years of great 
service to the square dance community. Our 
format will be similar to Ed's, focusing on 
quarterly, emphasis calls (as suggested by 
Callerlab), new ideas, and Experimentals. 
We will tailor the choreography primarily to 
Mainstream, Plus and Advanced material. 
For our first introductory article, we will 
focus on the Plus Quarterly selection for 
1993. The call is CROSS ROLL TO AN 
OCEAN WAVE. The definition is: Cen-
ters Cross Run, Ends run. It starts from 
2 faced lines. The author is Jack Lasry. 
(1) — Side ladies chain, heads square 
thru 4, right & left thru, veer left, CROSS 
ROLL TO AN OCEAN WAVE, spin the 
top, grand swing thru, boys run, 1/2 tag 
the line, coordinate, CROSS ROLL TO 
AN OCEAN WAVE, right & left grand. 
(2) — Heads pass the ocean, extend, 
recycle, veer left, couples circulate, 
CROSS ROLL TO AN OCEAN WAVE, 
swing thru, 8 circulate, girls run, bend the 
line,. square thru 4, right & left grand. 
(3) — Heads lead right, touch 1/4, follow 
your neighbor & spread, girls run, 
CROSS ROLL TO AN OCEAN WAVE, 
scoot back, right & left grand. 
(4) — Heads pass the ocean, those girls 
run, CROSS ROLL TO AN OCEAN 
WAVE, ping pong circulate, center girls 
run, CROSS ROLL TO AN OCEAN 
WAVE, extend, 8 circulate, linear cycle, 
square thru 3/4, left alle. 
(5) — Heads lead right & circle to a line, 
right & left thru, turn 1/4 more, CROSS 
ROLL TO AN OCEAN WAVE, boys 
trade, boys run, couples circulate, 
CROSS ROLL TO AN OCEAN WAVE, 
spin the top, girls run, CROSS ROLL TO 
AN OCEAN WAVE, fan the top, box the 
gnat, right & left grand. 
(6) — Heads square thru 2, pass the 
ocean, grand swing thru twice, boys run, 
center four CROSS ROLL TO AN 
OCEAN WAVE, ends bend, centers spin 
the top, extend, girls trade, recycle, left 
alle. 
(7) — Heads square thru 4, sides 1/2 
sashay, single circle to an ocean wave, 
centers trade & run, CROSS ROLL TO 
AN OCEAN WAVE, same sexes trade, 
centers trade, split circulate, boys trade, 
star thru, trade by, right & left thru, swing 
thru, extend, right & left grand. 
(8) — Heads touch 1/4, girls pass thru, 
centers veer left and CROSS ROLL TO 
AN OCEAN WAVE, boys pass thru, cen-
ters CROSS ROLL TO AN OCEAN 
WAVE, others U turn back, extend, ex-
plode the wave, bend the line, pass the 
ocean, swing thru, turn thru, left alle. 
(9) — Heads lead right & circle to a line, 
touch 1/4, coordinate, CROSS ROLL TO 
AN OCEAN WAVE, extend, centers 
swing thru, others turn back, extend, 8 
circulate, slide thru, left alle. 






Information suppled by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
1-800-455-7398 
Only Sixteen, Stefan Sictsolm 	  SIR 106 
Love Letters In The Sand, Lee Main 	 4-B6119 
Side By Side, Ingvar Pettersson 	  SIR 206 
Welcome To My World, Art Shepherd 	OR 12235 
She Got The Rhythm I Got The Blues, 
E. Sheffield. 	  ESP 182 
I Am A Simple Man, Fred Waker 	 MAR 801 
Whisper Sweet Nothin's, Bob Newman • • 	ESP 530 
Diamond Patter #1, Al Stevens 	  DIA 4004 
We Shal Be Free, Graig Rowe  ESP 718 
Diamond El Paso City, Emie Kinney 	 DIA 4005 
For The Longest Time, 
Bruce McCue & J O'Leary 	  SSR 156 
AJ1 My Old Flames, Chud( Peel  EAG 0016 
Put Some Drive In Your Country, 
Tom Manning 	 YR202  
Oh, There's Singing On The Mountain, 
Grace Wheatley 	  OR 42 
Welkin' The Floor Over me, Joe Sahel . . . . DJ 102 
Hoedown Blues/Mason Jar,  	DR 9006 
Jezebel, Dave Parker  BR 268 
Matilda, Hal Dodson 	  DR 54 
Thanks For The Memories,Larry Cole . . . RWH 180 
I Recall A Gypsy Woman, Kim Hohnholl 	 MR 90 
Happy Birthday, Jerry Hell 	  BS 2411 
The Distance Between You & Me, Stan Cole RWH 181 
Sylvia's Mother, Dick Leger 	  GR 12238 
	
Load The Wagon, Wayne Morvent .   RMR 108 
Dream Of Me, Sam Lowe & Shane Greer . 	 . . 0 892 
CJ/Orange Blossom Special 	  RMR 003 
Light At The End Of The Tunnel, George Shell LM 190 
DISC-COUNT 
(10) — Heads star thru, double pass thru, 
track 2, girls run, CROSS ROLL TO AN 
OCEAN WAVE, recycle, square thru 3/4, 
trade by, left alle. 
DID YOU KNOW YOU COULD 
CROSS ROLL TO A LINE? 
Starting from an ocean wave, the defini-
tion does NOT change. this position is 
more difficur the dancers because we 
rarely call centers cross run from a right 
hand ocean wave. the following are some 
figures to show variety with your danc- 
ers 	 
(1) — Heads pass the ocean, CROSS 
ROLL TO A LINE, wheel & deal, square 
thru 3/4, left alle. 
(2) — Heads square thru 4, swing thru, 
CROSS ROLL TO A LINE, couples cir-
culate, bend the line, square thru 4, right 
& left grand. 
(3) — Heads lead right, circle to a line, 
pass the ocean, CROSS ROLL TO A 
LINE, boys trade & run, recycle, swing 
thru, right & left grand. 
(4)— Heads square thru 2, slide thru, right 
& left thru, dixie style to an ocean wave, 
CROSS ROLL TO A LINE, girls hinge, 
diamond circulate, flip the diamond, 8 
circulate, slide thru, square thru 3/4, left 
alle. 
(5) — Heads lead right, circle to a line, 
slide thru, left touch 1/4, CROSS ROLL 
TO A LINE, girls trade, star thru, double 
pass thru, track 2, swing thru, 8 circulate, 
right & left grand. 
LETS TAKE THIS ONE STEP FUR-
THER. YOU CAN ALSO CROSS ROLL 
TO A LINE FROM LINES FACING OUT. 
(SAME DEFINITION 
(1) — Heads lead right, circle to a line, 
pass thru, CROSS ROLL TO A LINE, 
star thru, leads trade, touch 1/4, split 
circulate, boys trade, pass the ocean, 
right & left grand. 
(2) — Heads lead right, circle to a line, 
right & left thru, 1/2 sashay, pass thru, 
CROSS ROLL TO A LINE, ends load the 
boat, centers square thru 4, box the gnat, 
right & left grand. 
(3) — Heads square thru 2, all square thru 
2, CROSS ROLL TO A LINE, touch 1/4, 
boys run, square thru 3/4, left alle. 
(4) — Heads square thru 4, sides 1/2 
sashay, all square thru 2, CROSS ROLL 
TO A LINE, touch 1/4, coordinate, bend 
the line, left alle. 	✓ 
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by Cathie Burdick 
eather and nature are our 
themes for 1993, so of course 
M rc s party should celebrate the 
wind, sometimes a terrifying force of 
nature, but also the gentle breezes of 
Spring which begin to blow in some 
areas in this month. 
Lions and lambs make good decora-
tions, since pictures of the wind are hard 
to come by. A little research and ad-
vance planning may bring forth stuffed 
lions and lambs, souvenir carved lions 
and wooly lambs, and pictures (we re-
ceived a few this Christmas) of Rous-
seau's famous painting, Peaceful 
Kingdom, which show the lion and the 
lamb fulfilling the Biblical prophesy. 
Finding wind songs is a little like solv-
ing a puzzle. We came up with They 
Call the Wind Maria and Blowing In 
the Wind. We also thought of a few first 
lines like "Oklahoma, where the wind 
comes sweeping down the 
plain", and "Every little breeze seems to 
whisper Louise". Try Chicago—it's the 
"windy city". 
Speaking of wind songs, if you have 
a drug store manager in your club, per-
haps you can wangle some samples of 
Windsong cologne by Matchabelli for 
favors or purchase some for prizes. 
Let's see now—food. Well, there's 
always lamb sandwiches, but perhaps 
we'd do better with cookies in the 
shapes of lions and lambs. 
Here are the starter ideas. Put your 
thinking caps on, too, and I'll bet you can 
throw a "windy" party the likes of which 
have never been seen. Your caller can 
help—most of them can generate quite 
a bit of "hot air". (That's a "Co—Ed" re-
mark, ha ha! V 
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7th Annual 
September 24, 25, 1993 
Ky fair 8 Expos'lion Center Louisville. Ky 
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FULL ROUND 	 MAINSTREAM 
DANCE PROGRAM PLUS 
SQUARE WORKSHOPS 	 ADVANCE 
EXHIBITORS 	 CHALLENGE 
TRAIL END DANCE 
WED.. Sept., 22 
Executive West 
8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
Tom Davis, Mark Turner 
J.R. Sparks 
DANCING SCHEDULE 
FRIDAY (Staff Callers) 10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
Guest Callers - 7:00-7:50 P.M. 
Staff Callers - 8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
SATURDAY (Staff Callers) - 10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
SATURDAY Evening Ceremonies - 7:30 P.M. 
Staff Callers - 8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE AT ALL FAIRGROUND EVENTS • • 
$22.50 PER PERSON (U.S. CURRENCY) 
COMPLETE DANCE PACKAGE 
PRE-JAM - 8:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. 
Plus & Advance (Staff Callers) 
Executive Inn & West 
GOLF SCRAMBLE - 8:00 A.M. 
THURS., Sept. 23 
Deadline Sept. 1st 
AFTER AUGUST 15, 1993 - $25.00 per person 
(51.00 charge per person for each cancellation) 
EMERGENCY PHONE A' AT EVENT ONLY - 502-367-5000 
LODGING INFORMATION 
Please Request Mid-America Reservations 
EXECUTIVE INN - (800) 626-2706 
EXECUTIVE WEST - (800) 626-2708 
Room Rates - 1-4 People - $61.00 
Mid-America Square Dance Jamboree. Inc 
P.O. Box 421 - Fairdale, Ky. 40118 
(502) 368-1006 








Telephone (Ana Cork) 
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Diciest Dancer - Cyril Wybrott 
Youngest Graduate - Tania Ross 
HAWK'S BAY - NEW ZEALAND 
Greetings from the land "down under"! 
As you know, the seasons here are 180 
degrees out of phase with the northern 
hemisphere, and so in December, we are 
just finishing our square dance season 
with thoughts of spending Christmas in 
the summer sunshine, enjoying a BBQ or 
a day at the beach. We had our end-of-
year Christmas/graduation party on De-
cember 5th. With over 60 people in 
attendance. The fun started at 4 P.M. 
and continued until 10 P.M. with dancing, 
food, dancing, awards, dancing, gradu-
ation, dancing, more food, dancing, etc.! 
The theme of the party was "Angels" 
because of the tremendous help the an-
gels have given the caller this year—
even taking over completely when I was 
in the U.S. fora ten week trip. A "choir of 
angels" (from the learners' class) con-
ducted by the "Littlest Angel" "sang" an 
appropriate song. 
The '92 learners (excuse me—gradu-
ates) were a great group. After passing 
their "exam" (dancing with frogman flip-
pers on!) we attired them in U.S. style 
"mortar boards" and presented them with  
their Bachelor of Square Dancing diplo-
mas. In all, 23 completed the lessons, 
and we are very pleased as this almost 
doubles the size of our dancing group! 
One of the high points of the evening 
was the cutting of the graduation cake by 
our oldest club member Cyril Wybrott 
(81 years young) and Tinia Ross (aged 
9) our youngest graduate. There were 
also certificates and halos presented to 
the angels! 
Angell Choir 
We look forward to starting the 1993 
season with a weekend in January at a 
Girl Guide (like Girl Scout) camp called 
Omatua, located near the mountains. 
The name of the weekend is "Operation 
Omatua" and the theme this year will be 
a medical one with suitable doctors in 
attendance! For example Dr. Graeme 
Hankey specializes in "bi-sinister podia-
try" i.e. "two left feet disease"! This will be 
followed by a three-day round dance 
festival starting February 19. Of course 
we will have the usual weekly dances 
and special party nights. If any of you are 
planning a trip to New Zealand, be sure 
to stop in the "Bay" and join us in a square 
or round. 
Submitted by Doug & Marg Foster, 94 
King St. Taradale, Hawkes Bay, New 
Zealand. 
CENTENNIAL BEAVERS 
In 1967, Canada's centennial year, 
Cliff & Betty Beaver started a Square 
Dance Club in London, Ontario. Club 
members chose the name, Centennial 
Beavers in honor of their founding caller 
and to commemorate Canada's centen-
nial year. On Nov. 14, 1992, one hundred 
couples - members of Centennial Bea-
vers and their square dance friends and 
four callers and taws, celebrated the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding 
American Squaredanee. March 1993 
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Cliff & Betty Beaver 
of the Centennial Beavers Square Dance 
club with a dinner and square dance held 
at Delaware Community Center. After a 
delicious roast beef dinner, Centennial 
Beavers Club caller, Ken Brennan, 
started the dancing then shared the mike 
with area callers — Les Greenwood and 
John & Marie Lenart. Current club presi-
dents, Bob & Estella Miller, were M.C. 
for the evening. All available past presi-
dents of Centennial Beavers Club were 
involved in the evening's program. 
Howard & Flo McIntosh, the only couple 
to serve two terms as presidents and the 
only couple who have danced the whole 
25 years with the club, made the special 
presentation to our founding caller & cuer 
— Cliff & Betty Beaver. Then Cliff called 
Ken & Mary Brennan 
a tip and Betty cued a round. During the 
evening, tickets were sold on a carved, 
wooden loon, handcrafted and donated 
to Centennial Beavers Club by past 
president, Harold Ashman. Towards the 
close of the evening, the winning ticket 
was drawn and the loon was presented 
to the winners — new club dancers Clarke 
& Grace Rollings. The $150.00 raised 
by this raffle was given to the 'Waterloo 
Wheeling Squares" — the wheelchair 
dancers in our area. A special presenta-
tion was made to Ken & Mary Brennan 
in appreciation of his fifteen years of call- 
ing, providing enjoyable dancing for our 
club members and for eighteen years of 
teaching basics to new dancers in the 
London areas. Decorated cakes were cut 
by Kay & Lloyd McCallum, the first 
presidents of our club, assisted by Cliff & 
Betty Beaver and Ken & Mary Brennan. 
Afterward, Ken closed the dancing with 
his traditional 'Turn Out The Lights" cake 
and ice cream and coffee finished a 
lovely evening. Our thanks to Cliff & Betty 
for starting our club and a big THANK 
YOU to Ken & Mary for fifteen years of 
fun and dancing. 
CONNECTICUT S/R DANCE 
FESTIVAL 
The 26th Annual Connecticut Square 
and Round Dance Festival will be held 
Sunday, March 21, 1993, from 12:30 to 9 
PM at the Woodrow Wilson Junior High 
School on Newfield Street, Route 3, in 
Middletown, Connecticut, and nearby 
schools. 
The parade of clubs and special 
awards ceremonies will kick off the festi-
val from 12:30 to 1:30 PM. Square and 
Round Dancing will be from 2 to 9 PM. 
For the first time, introduction to 
square and round dancing will be intro-
duced to persons who have not square 
danced before, at the Spencer School 
from 2 — 3 PM. 
A star studded lineup of callers and 
cuers will lead the dancers through the 
various steps. 
APPRECIATION DANCE 
The Dave Chrissey Appreciation Day 
Dance, January 24th, 1993 was a com-
plete success. Dave (who is afflicted with 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Lou Ge-
hrig's Disease) and Mary Lou were able 
to attend and a ceremony was held with 
awards presented from the Lansing Call-
ers and Cuers Association and the 
Lansing Federation. Funds were raised 
for the benefit of the Lansing Federation 
in the amount of $1,353.50. Dancers 
numbered nearly 500 and Callers and 
Cuers numbered 37 and came from all 
over Michigan and Indiana. A special 
thanks to the Callers and Cuers for mak-
ing the dance a fun yet serious time. 
Another special thanks for everyone that 
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supported this special by donations of 
money, time, and refreshments. 
Anyone wishing to mail remem-
brances to Dave & Mary Lou, the ad-
dress is: Dave & Mary Lou Crissey, 2850 
West Harper Road, Mason, MI. 48854 
SEASIDE, CA 
On February 9, the Sage Stompers 
Square Dance Club of Seaside, CA held 
a benefit dance for the Josephine 
Kernes Swim School in that city. Over 
$300 was donated to the school that is 
geared for handicapped children. There 
were eight squares that attended this 
very worth—while affair. The Sage Stom-
pers club held a silent auction and served 
a table of succulently delicious food. 
During the evening the club presented 
honorary memberships to Tuffy & Joyce 
Foster, Ernie & Rosalie Butler and 
Jeanne Briscoe. Each of these people 
have given much to the club and to the 
general world of square dancing during 
the past thirty years. Not present due to 
illness were Bill & Rosie Sutton, who 
were among the honorary recipients. 
Everyone danced to the excellent call-
ing of Vic Kaaria, club caller. 
Does this picture above look a little 
over exposed to you? Well, it's not. As a 
matter of fact it was pretty hard to take. 
Even though the picture does not do 
justice to what really was going on. This 
photo was taken at the Boots N' Slip-
pers of Simi Valley, California Half Way 
dance on January 2 when caller Dick 
Hodnefield said "lights on" and instead 
of normal lights being turned on black 
lights hidden in the ceiling decorations 
were turned on and then the "glow" be-
gan. White was whiter, pinks were al-
most too brilliant to look at. Dick's  
specially painted BRIGHT lime green 
mini stage became the only visible item 
on the stage (with the exception of Dick 
dressed all in white and his guest caller 
Rod Shuping dressed in black with only 
his white tie and pink arm bands glowing 
in the dark.) The photo is also unable to 
capture the sounds of the crowd as they 
ooed and aahed with excitement as they 
looked around them to see "all that 
glowed in the dark". Dick & Rod together 
tossed white gloves in pairs to the 19 
squares in attendance who as you can 
see danced "hands in the air" for this 
special tip. 
Was this a bright idea Dick had? You 
bet — so bright, that by popular demand 
from those who were at this dance and 
those who have heard about it, the Boots 
N' Slippers and Dick Hodnefield will be 
presenting a repeat performance at their 
June dance. 
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• Jan- *604 	 $32 95/pr. 
Black, While, Gold. Silver. Red, Navy. Bone 
Classic (Moditied slender toe character) 
11,4-Matching 
or Money Back 
or Call : 
• 1-800-648-8126 during factory 
hours M-F, 7:30-4:00 EST. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Send to: Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co. 
PO Box 953 a 231 Kingsboro Ave 
Gloversville, NY 12078 
3 Alb tictactoes®  
IN AMERICA 
Style: 'Sylvia' *546 	 $31.95/pr. 
Colors: Beck, While, Gold, Silver. Red, Navy, Bone 
Last 	Uptown (Modified slender too character) 
Heel: 12-Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Style: 'Heather 0538 	 $32.95/13,  
Colors: Bet*, White, Gold. Silver. Red. Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel I r2"Rubber cushioned with non marnno 
replaceable top lin 
Style: 'Shag' *522 	 $29 95,pr.  
Colors: Black, Whrte, Gold, Silver, Red. Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Uptown (Madded sender roe character) 
Hook 12' Rubber cushioned with non marring 
replaceable top let 
7 
Style: "Dancer *519 	 $29 95/pr 
Colors: Black. White. Denon Navy. Bone. Red 
Last 	Uptown (Modified sender toe character) 
Heel: r2- Rubber cushioned wrth non-marring 
replaceable top lift 
Styl • : 'Peggy' *608 	 $33 95ipr.  
Colon: Beck. White, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy. Bone 
Last 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 




T hi ne soeu rsthaooet osr ymal onouaf at ecot ured 
; Gloversville, NY, USA -.41111111111. 
Thus, we are able to offer 
"ALL LEATHER" 
shoes of incomparable 
quality and price 
Style: 	'Jude' *611 	 S33 95/pr 
Colon: Black, White, Gold. Silver. Red, Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 
Heel: t 1,4 -Matching 
Features: 
• Soft genuine garment leather upper, including gold and silver inetallics 
• Non marring split leather outsoles 
• Fully lined with foam perspiration absorbing nylon 
• Foam cushioned long wearing flex-insole and added "ball" padding 
▪ Engineered and constructed for the "Dancer" 
Name: 	 
Address:  
City, State, Zip• 	  
Daytime Phone No:  
Add $3 50/pr. shipping and handling NY residents add 	 r   
sales tax, and give county Canada add $7.00/pr 	 .411191] 
Style: 	  Size: 
Style:  Size: 
Cr. Card No. 
[ ) MC 	[ ) Visa 	Signature: '  
	 Color: 	  
 Color:  
	 Exp. 	  
Width: 
Width: 
Sizing & Widths (women's) 
Narrow 6-10, 11 & 12; 
Medium & Wide 5-10, 11 &12 
Size 12 not available in 
.604, 44508 & 0511. 
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ROUNDALAB 
Golden Classic List -1992 
MOST POPULAR DANCES 
voted and enjoyed by 240 National A Continental Good 
Carousel Clubs 	 Night 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 	A Taste of the Wind 
Adios 






5. Lolita (Esqueda) 	 Birth of the Blues 
6. Are You Still Mine (Lambert/Morales)3oy 
7. Noche de Amor (Goss) 	 ButterflyI Have This 
Dance 
1. Picardy Foxtrot (Slater) 
2. Castles & Kings (Slater) 
3. South Of The Border (Bahr) 
4. Jean (Lambert/Morales) 
PHASE IV 
1. Sugar, Sugar 
2. Two Doors Down 
3. Misty 
4. Black Velvet 








Folsom Prison Blues 
Frenchy Brown 







I Want A Quickstep 






PHASE V & VI 
1. Kiss Me Goodbye 
Rumba 
2. If I Could Right A 
Book 
3. Acky Breaky Jve 
4. Portrait of Your 
Love 
5. Maria Elena 
8. Time Was Rumba (Slater) 
9. Waltz At Sunset (Childers) 
10. If I Could Write A Book (Childers) 
11. Sugar Sugar (Worlock) 
12. Wonderful World Of The 
Middle Aged (Goss) 
13. Heartbreak Hotel (Rother) 
14. Hernando Tango (Childers) 
15. And I Love You So (Childers) 
16 High On A Mountain (Rother) 
Roundalab ROO: 4TH QTR 
Phase II-Boot Scooting Boogie 
Phase III-Strangers in the Night 
Phase IV-Lean Baby 
Phase V-Jean 
Phase VI-If You Forget Me 
Classic - Games Lovers Play 
Callerlab QS - Jeanie's Waltz 
PHASE I & II 
1. Papa LovesMambo 
2. Acky Breaky Heart 
3. Whey Marie 
4. The Race Is On 
5. Velora 
PHASE Ill 
1. Circus Time 
2. Making Whoopee 
3. Old 
4. Jealous Love 
5. Boot Scootin 
Boogie 
CLASSIC 
1. And I Love You So 
2. Hush 
Maria Elena 	V 
III 	Marla Rumba III 
II Marilyn, Marilyn 	IV 
IV 	Mexicali Rose II 
111.1 Moon Over Naples 	11i 
11 	My Love 	 II I 
111 Neapollan Waltz 	II 
111.1 New York, New York 
V 	 11+1 
III Paro Esto 	 V+1 
11+1 Patricia 111+1 
II 	Pearly Shells 	11+1 
III Piano Roll Waltz II 
Pop Goes The Movies IV 
Rainbow Foxtrot 
Riviera de Lune 
Roses for Eltzabeth 
Send Her Roses 




Take One Step 
Tango Mannita 
That Happy Feelng 
The Singing Piano 
Waltz 
Third Man Theme 
Three A.M. 
Till Tomorrow 
Tips of My Fingers 
Very Smooth 






The Complete Book of 
FaJic Round 21ancinq 
by 















1 - 4 books, $18.50; 5 or more, $17.00 Shipping: $1.50 for first book 
$0.50 per additional book. Send to: P.O. Box 951, Tualatin OR 97062 
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CONTRA $by Don Ward American Callers Assoc. Contralab 
elcome to "Contra Corners". Of all the 
names coming to mind for this column, 
Contra Corners seemed to best fit the 
v si n I have. That vision is to acquaint danc-
ers everywhere with the tremendous enthusi-
asm and growth in Contra Dancing from all 
corners of the country and around the 
world.The Contra Dance has many varieties 
and names, but just like a garden of mixed 
roses, they all add color to our lives. My wife, 
Shirley and I enjoy dancing with a variety of 
Contra groups including invitation only 
clubs and open (community dance style) 
groups. With this in mind lets look at some 
of the more common categories that have 
been created and possibly understand how 
little difference there really is..Our American 
Contra Dance, by most accounts, had its be-
ginning in the New England States. The 
dances were taught by Dance Masters and 
had to be memorized, along with the specific 
music for each dance. In those days a 
"prompter" simply announced the name of 
the dance and the music began. As more 
people began dancing the "prompter" was 
required to give brief commands during the 
first few times through the dance after which 
the dancers continued on their own. This 
traditional "prompting" is still very much a 
part of New England style dances today, even 
though their music can be very contempo-
rary.Another form of Contra Dancing that is 
popular today is often referred to as "contem-
porary" or "western" and is most often asso-
ciated with Square Dancing. The music in 
most cases comes from hoedowns and sing-
ing calls, with some New England and Old 
World selections mixed in. The "prompter" 
has been replaced by the "caller who calls the 
entire figure as they would a square dance. 
The music and figures of this group can be 
traditional or contemporary as to their origin 
or performance.You will notice, as I did, that 
trying to dividing dancers into categories is 
pretty difficult to do so I hope we can escape 
the confinement of labels and enjoy Contra 
Dancing as a means of meeting new friends 
and dancing to music, with a minimum of 
lessons.One of the exciting elements of to-
days resurgence of Contra Dancing is the 
ability to participate with as little as 15 — 20 
minutes of instruction and with 15 or so basic 
movements enjoy hundreds of dances. Think 
of it, dancing for fun!Fun and enthusiasm 
take on new meaning if you dance at some of 
the open community style dances aligned 
with the Country Dance and Song Society. 
These dances feature live music, a combina-
tion prompter / caller and single tips up to 10 
minutes long. They offer basic instruction 
half an hour before the dance during which 
the basics needed for that evening are danced 
through. In the groups we dance with the 
average age is 35 —45 with a high percentage 
of singles. Susan Michaels Brentwood dance 
(Los Angeles California area) has upwards of 
130 to 150 dancers each month including a 
dozen or so new dancers.As enthusiastic as 
we may get about the open dances we can 
never forget the important role the clubs, 
such as Bob Osgood's Courtley Contras, 
continue to play in providing Square Danc-
ers a chance to enjoy Contra Dancing. Bob's 
group includes some of us who got our first 
beginners lessons from him in the 50's and 
we continue to be supporting members 40 
years later. 
CALLERS — DANCERS 
Are YOU ComIdenng Sponsonng 
A Square Dance Group Travel Program? 
If So, WE CAN HELP. 
We Specialize In Preparing 
Square Dance Group Travel Programs. 
CONTACT US for Information 
About How We Can Custom Design 
A Group Trivet Program for YOU. 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
RR1 Box 3, Suke 101 
Lowpolnt, IL 61515 
309-443-5061 
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VICKI $43.50 
HI-STEPPER $39.95 
THE LEGENDARY MISSOURI 
MULE! 
From National Squares, by Bob & Karen 
Fleher 
Allow us to tell you a little bit about the 
Missouri Mules. Just in case you don't know, 
mules are a cross between a large Jack, some-
times referred to as a Jackass, and a mare 
horse. According to Melvin Bradley, author 
of "Missouri's Long — eared Miners", Mis-
souri Mules are of legendary size, stamina 
and cussedness. And, they can be controlled 
by three words: "giddap", "gee", and "haw". 
Also, these mules can jump straight up in the 
air, a height of 5 to 6 feet. The 42nd National 
Square Dance Convention has adopted the 
Missouri Mule as part of their logo, along 
that's Going 0,1  
fl 	In k guare D 9 ex ‘c4/  
with the Gateway Arch and the silhouette of 
a square dance couple. 
(Just thought you'd like to know.) ASD 
Editor. 
GATEWAY PASS HOLDERS 
There are still 325 people who bought 
"early bird" Gateway Passes and have not 
completed the required registration form. 
You do not have to pay again, just write 
"Gateway Pass" where you would normally 
put $20.00. Fill out the rest of the form, 
because you might want to buy a Program 
Book, a Buss Pass, need housing, or other 
items on the form. Please mail it in to the 
address on the Form. Do not send the Gate-
way Pass to us; your name will be on the 
computer. Please do this immediately. YOU 
LENGTH AND WAIST ADJUSTABLE PETTICOAT 
60 YARD DOUBLE LAYER 
butter) over on the elastic To make 	 47/17 
To stake it smaller just Illtme the 
it shorter pat remove tunnel elastic 
and slip into stitching one inch or 
0592 NYLON ORGANDY 	$42.95 r-77-Aryri-7- 
#562 SOFT CHIFFON $36.95 
#500 CRYSTAL 	 $69.95 
MATCHING PETTIPANTS 	$10.00 
Petticoat & Pettipant colors Nt 1st, Red Black. Navy. Lt. Yellow, Lt. 
Polk. La Blue, Natural. Wine, Aqua, Lilac Purple Royal. Kali, DuslY, 
Ron, Jade, /Wherry camel Blue 
VICKI Low cut theatrical vamp, 
2 in. coveted leather heel. top gain 
leather uptters. lolly lined. self sal. 
buckle, chrome split Rattier 
outer-elm sae...13111a. full heel 
counters, rotund toe. Colors/lazes 
Black 815-11,N69,W 5 12.10 
Red 81 6912, N 5A. W 6-9 
Silver M 6.10. N 7.9, Mr 7.10 
White NI 5-11. N 611, N' 5-10 
III-Sf EITEK 	•1' strap flat 
All glove leather timers, elk toles 
with gull cushion maul. Mat will 
make 'A al LA% ee d.111,1111, a !Ileasurt. 
This shoe is absolutely 	ni 
cotntruction & comfort. Sizes NM W' 
4 1/2-11 Colors. Black. White Red 
htME.STIC The ultimate in 
comfort. Tiadiforial style. 1' heel. 
glove leather upper. fully tricot 
dowse readier OWISJIG Black de Real. 
MAJESTIC $41.95 	N9.12, )4 412, A 5.10 pith 1t2 sires, 
White 5 410 only 
Western Squares, Int. 	• ii7:11,37,  
Nil 6820 Gravels • St. Louis, MO 63118  
(314) 353-7230 
MESQUITE SHIRTS 
65% poly/35% cotton Colors: White, Red, Royal Blue, Dusty Rose, 
Black, Brown, Navy, Lilac, Yellow, Pia, Peach, Cream, Peacock 
Blue. Grey. Sae 15.17 1/2 37.5 95. 18-19 533 95 
SO% polyat% cotton Colors Vilute/While, 
Cream/Cream, Lt. Bloats Blue.  
Sim L5-17 1/2 52S 95, 18-19 334 95 
RANG ER I'ANTS $38.95 each 
Flatiron 51 	Snap Pocket 
1(15W Poly Colon Burgundy, White. 
Kelly Green. Tan. Black. Red, Lt Grey. 
Ilea Grey. Royal. Navy, Dusty Rose, 
Pewit./ Blue, Brown. 
Sizes: n. 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35. 
3437, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48 
6.i% Poly/3)% Cotton Colors: White, Grey, Black, Navy, Brown 
CHEYENNE Full leather upper & btmW 
Square dance .5 cast al arms for Mtn steel 
shank. cushion insole, crepe oidsole & heel. 
Fa-trendy comfortable. Black. While 
	
CHEYENNE $52.95 
Bone, Bone, 91 7.13, W 1.13 
SIR. STONIPER & MS. 5TOM1'ER 
Classic tau Style Orford, imbued glove 
leather upper, wood heel with composition 
ouisole. Great shoe lot dogging tap, rowsd 
dancing or ballroom.  
addition Colon. Black & White. 
Mean UM 912.14 (6-11 with half saes i & 
W 7.1317-11 with half urn) Wide width new 




4 ION (Li) lialf saes available. Cole,Whits 	STOMPERS $40.95 
CURRENT CATALOG $1.00 - REFUNDABLE FIRST 
ORDER 
TO ORDER: Stale style, color, size and price, send with yoga name, 
address. city. state, zap and telephone 	Ilene add MOD for 
shipping and handhitg. Missouri customers please add S. 725% sales tax 
Forapt shipments please add 35.00 per item. Canada. Hawaii St Alaska 
residuits add 53.00 per item. 
CHARGE PURCHASES. Send eard aunties. MAW pl'inte..1 on card ant 
expiration date of card. VISA and MASTERCARD accepted 
Allow 3.4 Weeks for Delivery 
A8 . 
MEMBER 
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Cleo Barker Don Williamson Chuck Marlow Sam Dunn Danny Weeks Lowell Young 




Rt. 8 Box 281, 
Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone: 615-638-7784 
Mike 
are NOT registered until the REGISTRA-
TION FORM has been returned to us. 
MORE ABOUT THE SQUARE 
DANCE STAMP 
We could still use that square dance stamp. 
One stamp every 20 years wouldn't be much 
to ask for our favorite pastime. Square Danc-
ers should continue to write to the following 
requesting another stamp by 1998 which 
would be about 60 years of Modern Square 
Dancing. 
United States Postal Service, Citizens' 
Stamp Advisory Committee, Room 5800, 
475 L'Enfant Plaza West SW, Washing-
ton, DC. 20260-6352. 
Submitted by Phyllis & Frank Rendon, La 
Jam, Co. 
ABOUT COPYRIGHTS: FROM 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, OCT. 
'92 ISSUE. 
The following information pertinent to use 
of copyrights was sent to us by Round Dancer 
Magazine and we quote: "We ask only for a  
guarantee from choreographers, stating that 
re-pressed music was produced with the 
copyright owners' knowledge and consent. 
This is not a personal RDM policy..we are 
merely obeying the law as it is outlined in the 
Federal Copyright Regulations." We further 
state that our only purpose in bringing this to 
the attention of RDM readers was to alert 
choreos to the possibility that they could be 
in violation of copyright regulations..and to 
do everything in our power to find the facts 
and report them..and in this way discourage 
the illegal production of records for use in the 
RD activity. 
For material straight from the Harry Fox 
Agency call (212)370-5330. Edward P. Mur-
phy is the Pres. and Chief Exec. Officer, and 
if you ask for him, whoever answers his line 
will be able to help you. 
"THE SPECIFICS OF MECHANICAL 
LICENSING" 
"Under the United States Copyright Act, 
the right to make (mechanically re-produce) 
phonorecords embodying copyrighted, non-
dramatic musical works for distribution to the 















Wayne Short 	Chuck Meyer 	Norm 	Wilcox 
ACHY BREAKY HEART Don W. 
I FEEL LUCKY 	 Don W. 
TOP OF THE WORLD 	Don C. 
PUT SOME DRIVE S. Dunn 
COUNTRY BOY 	W. Short 
THAT'S TILE WAY LOVE GOES 
S. Myrick 
THIS OLD HOUSE 	RBB 
HEY GOOD LOOKING N. Wilcox 
TEXAS WOMAN 	R. Kornegay 
ONE OF YOU (In every site) Cleo 
ROBINSON CRUSOE 	Jolly 
MAKEUP & FADES BLUE JEANS 
Lowell 
Ralph Kornegay 	Don Coy 	Jolly Baldwin 
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the copyright owner. However, the Act pro-
vides that once a copyright owner has re-
corded and distributed such a work to the 
U.S. public or permitted another to do so, he 
must grant mechanical licenses to anyone 
else who wants to record and distribute the 
work in the U.S. Upon the payment of license 
fees at the statutory 'compulsory' rate as set 
forth in section 115 of the Act. The current 
• royalty rate as of January 1, 1992 is 6.25 
cents per composition or 1.2 cents per minute 
of playing time, which ever is greater, per 
record, tape, or CD made and distributed. 
• This rate will be adjusted every two years 
through 19% pursuant to changes in the Con-
sumer Price Index, with the next such adjust-
ment taking place on January 1, 1994." 
"DOES THE INTENDED USER HAVE 
TO USE A COMPULSORY 
LICENSE?" 
"No. The person wishing to make and 
distribute phonorecords of a nondramatic 
musical work may negotiate directly with the 
copyright owner or his or her agent." 
CALLERLAB 
Doren McBroom, Chairman of the Plus 
Quarterly selection committee, announces 
that his committee has selected TRANSFER 
THE COLUMN as the Plus Quarterly Selec-
tion for the period March 1, 1993 to June 30, 
1993. 
TRANSFER THE COLUMN by Lee 
Kopman 
DEFINITION: #1 and # 2 dancers in each 
column circulate 3 spots (working slightly 
wider than usual, to give the centers room) 
and Face In. Meanwhile the #3 and #4 danc-
ers Circulate One Position, then Castoff 3/4 
and Extend. 
ENDING FORMATION: Parallel waves. 
TIMING: 8 beats. 
DANCE EXAMPLE: Heads star thru, 
double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4, 
touch 1/4, TRANSFER THE COLUMN, 
boys run, star thru, pass to the center, square 
thru 3/4, allemande left. 
In the most recent keep/drop balloting of 
the Mainstream Quarterly Selection, 
GRAND SWING THRU, the vote was to 
drop it as a Quarterly Selection. 
The current Mainstream Quarterly Selec-
tions are: CROSS THE TRACK, CROSS 
ROLL TO A WAVE (January 1, 1993. ✓ 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S S BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
RECORD CASES 
	





SQUARE DANCE • ROUND DANCE • CLOGGING 
RECORDS 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE — BOBBIE— ROBBIE — SARAH REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 
DALLAS TEXAS 7517 0668 
1835 SO. BUCKNER 
214/398 7508 
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LEARN BY VIDEO 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
The 
Original 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5- SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A-1 PART A 
7. A-1 PART B 
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines) 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing 
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep 
GUITAR 
23. BASIC GUITAR 
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 
25. CUEING WITH HARMONY (ii rvo-step, a wait: ao.tises) 
ALL 
TAPES 
$3 9.9 5 EA. 
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
(no cash please) payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS, $3.50 for shipping, 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). AMERICAN CURRENCY 
(Shipping and Handling $10 each tape out-
side C.S.A— $5 each tape for Canada) 
Add 7 3/4% sales tax if you live in 
California 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 417802 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-87-HINGE 





Any ar Sqvare<lanrr, Mwc' 1`47:3 
"thank you so much for your letter of 
explanation in the December issue 
of ASD. I was beginning to think you 
weren't interested in your foreign sub-
scribers anymore. It was sure a surprise 
to receive the November issue after a 
long "dry spell". 
Your magazine has provided me with 
many useful items, from ideas for parties 
and dances to new records on the mar-
ket. 
Take care and thanks again. 
Don Casper 
Mannheim, Germany. 
I just received my January issue of 
American Square Dance Magazine 
and a couple of articles gave me cause 
to address a reply to them. 
The article by Ed Foote about dancers 
being taught APD from the time they 
started classes was right on. When we 
were taking lessons that is the way we 
were taught and when I started teaching 
that is the method I used. Dancers that 
are taught this way will dance longer and 
will understand the calls much better. 
When we were transferred to Vanden-
berg AFB in October of 1965, I tried to 
get the Central Coast Callers to teach 
APD. None of them knew how and they 
didn't understand the concept. To teach 
APD takes a lot of studying and you must 
develop a method of communication so 
that the dancer understands the call. 
Also, when I started calling I was 
taught to sight call from the very start by 
my instructors (Basil Pickett and Ray 
McVey) both from Indianapolis, Ind.. 
Sight calling requires a great deal of 
practice and also it requires direct eye 
contact with the dancers. There have 
been times that I was sure the caller was 
in anotherworld and didn't have any idea 
what was going on with the dancers. 
American Squaredance. March 1993 
Don't get me wrong, image and modu-
lar type of calling was very handy and I 
used it quite a lot. 
Harold Bausch also hit the nail 
squarely on the head. I have advocated 
that a person should not have to attend 
a weekly workshop in order to dance at 
the club dances. Sometime, when you 
can, watch western type dancing on tele-
vision. If you watch closely you can pick 
up a couple of the steps just by watching. 
This means that the participants don't 
have to attend another training session 
in order to enjoy themselves. 
Well, Jon & Susan, I'm retired now 
after twenty five years of calling and 
teaching. We dropped out of square 
dancing when we retired. Look carefully 
the next time you see some western 
dancers, we could very well be out there 
dancing. Also you can check me out with 
Jim and Jeannie Briscoe. I consider them 
very good friends and might see them 
sometime during our travels. 
Best of luck to you and the magazine. 
Jake & Ethel Felde 
LaPorte, CO 
would you please renew my sub-scription to your excellent maga-
zine. I am enclosing a money order to 
cover the cost. 
Thank you, 
Barbara Cruickshank 
I am enclosing a flyer for a special 
week (5 days) at Copecrest for inclu-
sion in the Dateline section for the next 
several issues. We enjoy your magazine 
very much. Read it cover to cover. How's 
about more coverage for Eastern half of 
U.S.? Keep up the good work. 
ED and Helen Miller 
High Point, N.C. 
Editor's note: If we don't get any news 
from you in the East we can't print it. PI 
As a professional historian and a 
"caller for more than thirty eight 
years, I commend and congratulate 
Dave Taylor for his informative and fas-





   
Hall'', in the January, 1993 issue of 
American Square Dance Magazine. I 
have long been aware of Henry Ford's 
contribution to square dancing and of 
Benjamin Lovett's role in carrying our 
Ford's objectives. But Dave's article pro-
vided me detailed background and ex-
plained much I did not know about the 
unique relationship between Ford, the 
billionaire, and Lovett, the professional 
dance instructor. Not only is this authori-
tative piece meticulously researched, it is 
extremely well—written and gives the 
reader a real "feel" for the early days 
which led to the revival of square dancing 
in the 20th Century. Congratulations, 




Please renew our subscription for American Square Dance Maga-
zine. 
I have never written or expressed my 
views regarding square dancing before 
but now I must! 
Why is it so detrimental and difficult to 
learn and dance DBD as espoused by 
many clubs in our area? That would have 
been a normal process of learning from 
basic to plus in the beginning. Unfortu-
nately our callers have to leave it out 
because of inexperience in our group. we  
belong to the Crestwood Promenaders of 
Whiting, New Jersey. 
Sincerely, 
Larry Krupp 
Enclosed is our check for $20 to re-new our subscription. We enjoy 
your magazine so much. We have been 
square dancing 24 years, also cueing 
rounds 4 to 5 years. I look forward to 
reading all articles about rounds. I also 
enjoy your articles on "Hem Line"sewing. 
I sew all my own dresses and my hus-
bands shirts and vests. I also sew for 
other's on occasion. 




I enjoy your magazine and read it from 
front to back. There are several sec-
tions that I really enjoy..one is the Finish 
Line. 
One of my favorite quotes is: "Yester-
day was just a memory. Tomorrow a 
dream, but today is when we live Yester-
day's dream and create tomorrow's 
memories." 




lit ',1St. Patrick's Days!, RI sib 




BATH OH 44210 
Latest Round Dances: 
GR 17176 BEAUTIFUL LADY P-2 by Walt & Estalee Liggin 
Seasonal SQUARES 
GR 12236 MACNAMARA'S BAND called by Joe Uebelacher 
GR 12239 BACK TO DONEGAL called by Vern Smith plus printed easy square by Dick Jones 
TRADITIONAL SQUARES 
(Printed instructions only) 
GR 12234 RED RIVER VALLEY!! THREE LADIES CHAIN 
GR 12236 LA RUSSE QUADRILLE 
GR 15008 NINEPIN REAL // OCEAN WAVE 
GR 25073 BIRDIE IN THE CAGE//DUCK FOR THE OYSTERPRIGHT HAND CROSS//TAKE A LITTLE PEEK//SICILIAN CIRCLE 
GR 25229 GRAPEVINE TWIST // LADY ROUND LADY 
GR 25231 ADAM & EVE 11 ARKANSAS TRAVELER // LADIES TO THE CENTER 
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THE CARE E FEEDING OF YOUR 
BUCKLES E LEATHER BELTS. 
By Mr. E.S. Gigs Breda 
The precepts that mandate good and proper care of your bolas, likewise 
apply to your buckles and leather goods 
— that is HANG UP, buckle down, rather 
than a toss into a drawer. Almost all belts 
have holes on the "free " end, a handy 
hole to hang your belt by. My belts, 36 at 
last count, hang from a rack made out of 
a piece of 3/4 in. pine in a half circle with 
finishing nails driven into the board (drill 
a small pilot hole first to prevent splitting 
of your stock) every 1 & 1/2 in. and the 
nail bent up 3/4 in. from the end to form 
a right angle hook. 
Buckle Care: Buckles worn by square 
dancers usually are the large heavy cast 
pewter or brass, nickel plated with some 
type of ornamentation for the center; 
ranging from golf ball section to semi— 
precious stones. Not much can be wrong 
with this type of buckle except for: 1. 
abuse to surface or 2. break off of hook 
that engages the closest hole to fit your 
waist. If this hook does break off, most 
times it does not pay to have it repaired 
or to attempt the repair yourself. The 
material does not take too easily to sol-
dering, or any other way of re—attaching 
to the buckle frame. Hooks on brass or 
silver buckles can be repaired, because 
both take to soldering. 
Older buckles retained the center or-
namentation by means of bent over tabs 
that usually broke off when attempts 
were made to change the ornament. Sal-
vage was sometimes successful by us-
ing a special type of jewelers' adhesive. 
You can try using model airplane ce-
ment, rough up back of ornament and 
mating surface if possible for better glue 
e9 dyer coun9s 
Records 
• • RECENT RELEASES • • 
SSR-159 I KNOW THA5T SOMEDAY — Mike 
SSR-158 THE EYES OF TEXAS — Don 
SSR-156 FOR THE LONGEST TIME — Bruce Mc 
SSR-155 COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES — Red 
SSR-154 SHANTY TOWN —Jack 
SSR-153 DAY-0 —Hans 
SSR-150 HOT TIME IN THE OLD TOWN - Bruce W. 
SSR-137 MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC - Tony 
SSR-135 MEMORY —Jack 
SSR-132 CROSS—EYED FIDDLER — Bruce M. 
SSR-112 WIND BENEATH MY WINGS — Jack 
SO/SSR-501 RIDIN' HIGH —Cliff 
Don Brown 
 
Cliff Brodeur Bruce Williamson 
For catalogue and information: Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 or (203) 529-0937 
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adhesion. Glue does not stick too well on 
shiny polished stone or metal surfaces. 
Buckles now—a—days have screw on 
bezels to hold fitted ornaments to the 
buckle. If a retaining screw does not 
thread back on, use a next larger gauge 
(width) screw of the same length as the 
stripped one. 
Belts (leather only) Care: As an aide: 
Why is it that the US of A rates 1st, maybe 
2nd after Argentina, in the number of 
hides produced yet our leather prices are 
so high. At one time, and not too long 
ago, I was paying $1 to $2.50 for a belt 
blank; today that same blank costs $7 —
$12.00. Japan and Italy do not have any 
great number of cattle for hides (have you 
ever tried to get a good steak in Italy?) 
we send them most of ours and now both 
countries produce more leather goods 
than the USA so that we buy leather 
goods back from them. Makes sense? 
Oh, Yeah! 
There are 3 types of commercial 
leather on the market: 1. Oak or natural 
tanned (in Mexico "Natural" tanning was 
soaking the hides in animal urine?, that's  
why Mexican leather goods smell so 
when the weather turns humid. They are 
gradually getting away from using that 
method — too many tourist complaints). 
This (oak) method of tanning allows the 
leather to retain an impression when 
slightly dampened on both sides, flesh 
and hair side. When the leather drys the 
impression remains and is then protected 
by applying specific types of dyes, 
waxes, polishes, and weather proofing. 
Another aide: I have found that boiled 
linseed oil readily available in any paint 
store, makes an ideal leather conditioner 
and water resistant. Make sure you used 
boiled, if you use raw you will have a 
sticky object for a long time. 
Types of leather: 2. Chemical or me-
tallic salts tanning. Almost all of our com-
mercial leathers are tanned by this 
method. The leather that is used for 
shoes for example. Impressions/designs 
can be produced on these leathers, but it 
requires special presses or rollers and 
critical heat and moisture control. The 
ordinary citizen can put a design on these 
leathers by burning it in.  
KALOX-Eeeca-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX: 
K-1321 RIGHT OR WRONG, Flip/inst. by Jon Jones 




RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1318 ONE MORE TIME, Flip/Inst. by John Saunders 
POPULAR RELEASES STILL AVAILABLE 
LONGHORN: 	 LH-193 FREEDOM 
RECENT RELEASES 	LH-194 FIRE BALL MAIL 
LH-138 TWO TIMIN' BLUES LH-1022 GOODNIGHTLITTLE GIRL 
LH-144 BALLIN' THE JACK 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO: 
B-411-A GOODBYE MY DEAR, Two-step by Ken Croft & Elena de 
Zordo 
1. Music only; 	2. Cues by Jack von der Heide 
B-411-B BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON, Two-step by 
Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
1. Music only; 	2. Cues by Richard Lawson 
Ken Crow 






    
   
     
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-398 	MANHATTANMONOLULU HANA-HOU 
NEW ON CROW. 
C-002 	OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
Bill & Virgina Bill C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
Crowson Tracy 
2832 Live Oak Dr. Mesquite TX 75150 
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Callerlab 
approved! 
w • We 
3. A by—product of waste leather is 
called "bonded" and if so is so marked on 
the back of the object — belts etc. This 
leather is made by finely chipping waste 
leather and holding the chips together 
using a special bonding agent which are 
baked and pressed together to cure into 
usable leather. This type of leather is 1/2 
cheaper than other leathers. You get 
what you pay for! 
All leathers, except natural leather 
color, are dyed. After dyeing several 
coats of finish are applied, the top coat 
usually is a shiny lacquer base finish and 
therein lies the problem. After bending 
and/or crimping the leather begins to 
show small cracks or streaks which is 
usually the finish starting to crack or the 
leather drying out. When the natural oils 
of leather (lanolin) dry out the leather 
becomes brittle and cracks. Only re—dy-
ing will restore color to the leather. Drying 
out can be alleviated by applying some 
paste wax or polish, best not to use the 
quick drying types. Allow the polish to 
dry, then buff with a soft cloth. Do both 
sides of the leather item if possible. 
Another problem encountered with 
leather products is mildew or mold. Wip-
ing with laundry Clorox, rinsing, drying 
and re—polishing usually works. Severe 
cases of mold or mildew have to be 
treated with oxalic acid, a POISON, —
also an excellent leather cleaner. It was 
obtainable in some of your old type drug 
stores — used to be. 
Remember leather doesn't last for-
ever. However my wife and some of her 
aged aunts', to this day continue to use 
wallets our son tooled and made forthem 
some 22-24 years ago. With every day 
use they are still in excellent shape. 
Proof that if you treat your leather right —
keep it clean — keep it dry — keep it supple 
and limber — renew polish every so often, 
you too will enjoy many years of use from 
your leather items. 
Feel free to contact me if you have any 
specific unsolvable by you — problem 
either buckle or leather belt wise. 
Egidlo S. Breda, 19 Liberty Ave. North 
Babylon, NY. 11703-4910. 	V 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS 
I' PROGRAM VIDEOS 
Broadcast (wady 
video tapes Filmed 




(Cade-at sequence 51-€7 arcade S. 	PDX SpeoIy 
'Farber U S Dan" 	$39 95 
Cheoi or MO only 
0.w ix. in.— 	Add $3.50 postage and handling • N.J. res. add 6% sales tax 
a•M•IIMINIMINIII•111M11•111•••11•II••••••••••1011•MM•ONNI•ex.. 
• 




•  • 
FICS 
6▪	44i:111.NIVC°S'  SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS A Div &on of Tra Bien, Inc 
•  
P 0 Box 1350, Maplewood, NJ 07040 •  
•  
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Mail check or money order to: 
•  
• ADDRESS 	  
•  
• CITY 	  
•  STATE 	  ZIP 	  
1.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1111  
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Tim 14.4cA, 
KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI—HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 	5151 	TIPS OF MY FINGERS by Wayne McDonald 
ELK 024 HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER by Ernie Kinney 
HH 	659 	MOLLY Flip Hoedown/2cpl-plus by Ernie Kinney 
)11 
Ernie Kinney 	Tom Perry 




Boise Lepard vileawec 
Marty 
Firstenburg 
-Ivry 4 u !Knee. 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 	5150 DO YOU WANTA DANCE? by Erika Johansson 
HH 5149 WALK, WALK by Bobby Lepard 
HH 	5148 ROCK AND ROLL ANGEL by Bronc Wise 
NH 5147 ANYTIME by Tom Perry 
ELK 023 	A FOOL SUCH AS I by Tom Perry (A Sing-A-Long) 
Erika 
Johannson COMING SOON ON HI-HAT AND ELK RECORDINGS 
COME A LITTLE CLOSER by Marty Firstenburg 
SWEET PEA by Tom Miller 
ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES 
ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER 
BLUE 	RIBBON RECORDS 
*.vimd 
Earl West 	Bill Stone 	Jerry Murray 	Dew Amur 	Durbin as 	-Wry 
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON 	 191wersia 
BR 	271 	SUGAR BLUES by Bill Stone 
BR 1008 ROCK AND ROLL ANGEL(Round) By Bob Ford 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 	270 	HEART ACHES BY THE NUMBER by Burlin Davis 
BR 269 DID SHE MENTION MY NAME by Jerry Gulledge 
BR 	268 	JEZEBEL by Dave Parker 
BR 267 WALTZ ACROSS TEXAS by Jerry Murray 
Bill Donahue 
J.aan bean 
COMING SOON ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 	272 	TEMPTED by Dave Parker 
BR 273 SEND ME THE PILLOW THAT YOU DREAM ON by Earl West 
PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES, 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD 
FRESNO, CA 93726 PHONE: 209-227-2764 
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TIMING'S THE THING: 
	ALLE MANDE LEFT 
: GRAND RIGHT AND  LEFT  
PARTNER SWING  
• SIDES FACE 	GRAND SQUARE  
INTRO 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
Static Square: Heads right & left thru, same 
ladies chain, heads lead to the right. Zero box. 
Static Square: Head ladies chain, sides 
promenade 3/4, heads pass thru. Zero box. 
Static Square: Head ladies chain, heads star 
thru, pass thru, circle to a line. Zero box. 
Static Square: Four ladies chain 3/4, heads 
star thru, pass thru, star thru. pass thru, bend 
the line. Zero box. 
Zero Box: Swing thru, men trade, box the 
gnat, change hands & LA. 
Zero Box: Pass thru, centers right & left thru, 
star thru, pass thru, separate around one to 
a line, LA. 
Zero Line: flight & left thru, spin the top, 
ladies trade, turn thru, LA. 
Zero Line: Star thru, dive thru, pass thru, right 
& left thru, 8 chain three, LA. 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
WHEEL & DEALS: 
Zero Line: Pass thru, wheel & deal, double 
pass thru, lead couple California twirl, swing 
thru, boys run. Zero line. 
Zero Line: Pass thru, wheel & deal, double 
pass thru, zoom, leaders partner trade, swing 
thru, boys run, bend the line. Zero line. 
Zero Box: Swing thru, all 8 circulate, boys 
run, wheel & deal, LA. 
Starters: 
Static Square: Heads pass thru & separate 
around the outside, all the way back home & 
into the middle & make a right hand star. 
Look for the corner & LA. 
Static Square: Heads pass thru, U turn back, 
star thru, right & left thru, pass thru, U turn 
back, box the gnat, right & left thru, LA. 
Static Square: Heads star thru, zoom, double 
pass thru, lead couple U turn back, swing 
thru, boys run, lines forward & back, pass 
thru, wheel & deal, zoom, square thru 3/4, 
LA. 
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THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM: 
CLOVERLEAFS: 
Zero Box: Pass thru, outsides cloverleaf, c 
square thru, right & left thru, dive thru, 
square thru 3/4, LA. 
Zero Line: Pass thru, tag the line, cloverleaf, 
double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4, star 
thru LA. 
Zero Line: Pass thru, wheel & deal, double 
pass thru, cloverleaf, centers pass thru, star 
thru, pass thru, tag the line, cloverleaf, cen-
ters box the gnat, swing thru, turn thru, LA. 
Zero Box: Sides rollaway 1/2 sashay, pass 
thru, outsides cloverleaf, centers star thru, 
spin chain thru, girls circulate-twice, boys 
run, 1/2 tag the line, walk & dodge, partner 
trade, La (Zero Line) 
EASY NON-STANDARD: 
Static Square: Heads rollaway 1/2 sashay, 
circle left, girls slide thru, girls walk & dodge, 
touch 1/4, boys trade, boys run, bend the line, 
slide thru, LA. 
Static Square: Heads rollaway 1/2 sashay, 
circle left, boys slide thru, boys walk & dodge, 
star thru wheel & deal, LA. 
Zero Line: Right & left thru, Heads 1/2 sa-
shay, all slide thru, girls walk & dodge, those 
who can star thru, others face to the center, 
lines forward & back, right & left thru, slide 
thru, LA. 
Zero Box: Centers in, cast off 3/4, ends trade, 
centers right & left thru then fluttery/heel & 
sweep 1/4, ends star thru, centers pass thru, 
LA. 
WHO FANS? 
Static Square: Heads pass the ocean & fan 
the top, sides partner hinge, each wave of 
four fan the top, boys run, wheel & deal, 
sweep 1/4. Zero lines. 
CIRCULATES: 
Zero Lines: Touch 1/4, single file circulate, 
center four box circulate, all single file circu-
late, girls box circulate then walk & dodge, 
those who can star thru, others face in, lines 
go forward & back, right & left thru, dixie 
style to an ocean wave, LA. 
Zero Line: Touch 1/4, single file circulate, 
center four box circulate, boys run right, 
centers pass thru, all pass the ocean, recycle, 
cross-trail, LA. 
NON-STAN DARD: 
Zero Box: Swing thru, all 1/2 circulate, center 
wave spin the top, all single hinge, all 1/2 
circulate, center 6 single hinge, center girls 
run left, bend the line, LA. V 
14,14444$044 0-004-$21L 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
I I-1 I-I 1-1 
1111 nun  FM  
uuuu 
OF GAY SQUARE DANCE CLUBS 
584 CASTRO ST. • SUITE 483 
San Francisco, CA 94114 - 2588 
(800)835 - 6462 
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• Increase your calling level ability 
• $50.00 per set 
• Pays for itself in less than 1 
dance 
• Immediate delivery 







1,03P M Anrs 
KOREO KORNER 
By Steve Kopman 
This month lets take a look at the popular figure: 
Heads Square Thru 4 
Touch 1/4 
Follow Your Neighbor & Spread 
Recycle 
Replace the Recycle with FAN THE TOP then: 
1. Recycle 	 2. Hinge 	 3. Explode Swing Thru 
Slide Thru Coordinate 	 Extend 
Left Allemand 	Wheel & Deal Right & Left Grand 
Square Thru 3 
Left Allemand 
Replace the Recycle with HINGE 1/4 then: 
1. Scoot Back 	2. Split Circulate 2x 	3. Walk & Dodge 
Boys Turn Back 	Girls Run 	 Chase Right 
Square Thru 4 Square Thru 2 	Hinge 
Rt. & Lt. Grand 	Rt. & Lt. Grand Girls Trade 
Explode Square Thru 3 
Left Allemand 
I hope I have helped expand your horizons. 
Any questions or comments, write me at 1350 Whitower Dr., Knoxville, TN 
37919 
Don't forget Steve & Lee Kopman's Callers School 8/28 - 8/29 1993 in 
Knoxville, TN. 
Kopman's Choreography 
• 50 sequences per set (enough for 1 
dance) 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Not computer generated 
• Easy to read 
• NOW AVAILABLE, MAINSTREAM • 
Send check or money order to: 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 






1993 WEEKEND (TWO-DAY) SCHEDULE 
APRIL MI • MAY 
I 
TBA 
MAY 7 • 11 
TEA 
MAY 14.16 
Wry. Smith (MS) 
Andy Bo. (TN) 
R. Harold A 
Emile Leach (Pd) 




MAY ZS • 23 
C2 lk CI 
Daryl Lipicorub 
(TX) 
Ray Des. (IN) 
MAY 211 • 30 
Drew Seam (VA) 
Cleo Barker (NC) 
lida Lucy a 
Brie Smith (VA) 
PUNE 4 • II 
CHAPARRAL BBC. 
• Ka Boner (CA) 
Gary Shoe.. 
(1N) 
Jerry Ham (WY) 
Manual Flippo (TX) 
Scow Smith (UT) 
Rda Ray • Bea 
Dowdy (WV) 
JUNE 11-13 
BIG & LITTLE 
SHINS 
Wes Dyer (KY) 




George Bradfield do 
Daisy Alford (GA) 
JUNE IS • 20 
Roy Hawn (GA) 
Ray Donn. (TN) 
Rd.: Joh* A 
May wee ath 
JUNE 25 • 27 
Tim Durham (VA) 
Dick Kuria IVA) 
Rd. Jody 46 Ed 
laworaki (VA) 
JULY 3 • 4 
Gem Recant (KY) 
Mite Almada 
(OH) 
Rd. Joln a ka. 
Stivera (OM 





R. Ray a Be. 
Dowdy (WV) 
JULY 16 - IS 
Bill EVahlorl (IN) 
Dave paw (IN) 
R. Jody Evan. 
(IN) 
JULY 23 - 25 
GOOD OL' BOYS 
Sam Dina (OH) 
Mike Kiag (OH) 
Keith Zia:nun. 
(OM 
Rd. Phyllis A Bob 
Hathaway (OH) 
JULY 30 • AUG. I 
Mel Pees (AL) 
Bill McVey (GA) 
AUGUST 6 .11 
Chuck Myers (AL) 
Jack Phan (OH) 
Rd. Althea 
Pladdys (OH) 





kir/ SwrY MO 
Lay Lama (TX) 
Rd. flea* loan 
Poona. AL) 




AUGUST 17 • 211  
Nick Harney (IN) 
Tom Davis (KY) 
R. Clack a 
Bab Rix (OM (FL) 
Ma, Ho & 
Carlene Bohan= 
(Crik) 





SEPT. II • II 
Sus Rumen (SC) 
Sian Lowe (SC) 
R. Larry Mood. 
a Gladys Guela 
(NCI 
SEPT. 17 • Is 
Rick Bundle 
SEPT.34 - 26 
TBA 
OCTOBER 1 • 3 
R. Meld (PA) 
Tom Rodebon 
(OM 
R. Pal Mein 
(PA) 
OCTOBERS • 10 
Hairy Koppenhaver 
(OH) 




Joha P. Brame 
(AL) 
Virgil Trona (DP) 
Rd' Jun A Bann 
Pierce (AL) 
OCTOBER I 5 • 17 
Herold Kelley (GA) 
kin Swindle (OA) 
Rda Hal A Sadie 
Rodeo (GA) 
OCTOBER 22 • .14 
ESP RECORDS • 
Elma Shdfidd (FL) 
Bob Newnwa (TX) 
Sieve Komar (TM 
Craig Rowe (MD) 
Rd. 
Bib Stelne (NC) 





Rd. Jobs .le Martha 
Ines (GA) 
NOVEMBER 5 • 7 
Buck Hastedi (SC) 
Rds; Dewey ( 
Lib Parnell (SC) 
• Indicates special priced package. Call for prices. 
Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments • Hot Tub • Heated 
Swimming Pool • Miniature Golf • Tennis •Ping Pong • Volleyball Horseshoes • Horseback Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITH CHECK-IN FRIDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AND ENDS SUNDAY AFTER BREAKFAST. 
per person 
plus Tennessee Sales Tax 
based on double occupancy 
SAME PRICE AS 1992 ... ONLY $123 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 
ALL THIS FOR THE 
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cEnglish Mountain 
Retreat 
Sevierville, l cmtessee 
1993 FIVE-DAY SCHEDULE 
APRIL 25 - 30 
Bob Barnes (FL) 
Don Hanhurst (FL) 
Rds: Jack Raye 
(GA) 
MAY 23 - 2S 
Wayne McDonald 
(TN) 
Ron Lowe (CAN) 
Gary Shoemake 
(1N) 
Rds: John & 
Valerie Prinks 
MAY 31 - JUNE 4 
CHAPPARRAL 
CALLER SCHOOL 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Scott Smith (UI) 
Gary Shoemake 
(JN) 





Ms; Jeny & 
Bea Lavelle (TX) 
JUNE 13 - 131 
ROUNDS WEEK 
Tom & Jan 
Kannapel (KY) 
Charlie Lovelace 
& Bev Daly (FL) 
JUNE 27 - JULY 2 
King Caldwell (LA) 
James Martin (TX) 
Shelby Evers (TX) 
Gary Shoemake 
(rN) 
Rds: Clyde & 
Evelyn Kirk (TX) 
JULY 4 - 9 
Marshall Flippo 
(1x) 
Alan Schultz (KS) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Dan & Linda 
Prosser (PA) 
JULY 11 • 16 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Guy Adams (1L) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Bill & 
Martha Buck 
(LA) 
JULY I$ - 23 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Chuck Peel (IN) 
Jim Randall (CA) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Sonny & 
Charlotte &elle 
MO 
JULY 25 - 30 
Frank Gairell (OH) 
Scotty Shaffer (OH) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Dick & 
Pat Winter (OH) 
AUGUST 1 - 6 





Rds: Chuck & 
Sandi Weiss (MI) 
AUGUST S - 13 
Tony Oxendine 
(SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Letson (rX) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Jim & Jane 
Poorman (IL) 
AUGUST 15 - 20 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (IX) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Jim & Jane 
Poorman (IL) 
AUGUST 22 - 27 





Rds: Russ & 
Wilma Collier (IN) 
AUG. 29 - SEP. 3 
Dave Walker (MI) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Ted & 
Evelyn Petz (MI) 
SEPT. 5 -10 
A2 - Cl 
Darryl Lipscomb 
(TX) 
Dave Towry (MI) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
SEPT. 12 -17 
Larry Prior (FL) 
Gary Shoemake 
(IN) 
Rds: Larry & 
Bernice Prior (FL) 
SEPT. 19 - 24 
ROUNDS WEEK 
Jerry & Barbara 
Pierce (AL) 
Frank & Pbyl 
Lehner* (OH) 
SEP. 26 - OCT. 1 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Cliff & Marilyn 
Hicks (MI) 
OCT. 1 - 8 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Chuck & 
Voncille Murphy 
(MS) 







Rds: Neale & 
Arthurlyn Brown 
(CAN) 
OCT. 17 - 22 
Tony Oxendine 
(SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
Rds: Jim & Priscilla 
Adcock (VA) 
OCT. 24.29 
Rea Schneider (FL) 
Rds; John Parker (FL) 
OCT. 31 - NOV. 5 
CALLER SCHOOL 
Stan Burdick (OH) 
Gary Shoemake 
(TN) 
• Indicates special priced package. Call for prices.  
Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments • Hot Tub • Heated 
Swimming Pool • Miniature Golf • Tennis •Ping Pong • Volleyball Horseshoes • Horseback Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITH CHECK-IN SUNDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AND ENDS FRIDAY AFTER BREAKFAST. 
ALL THIS FOR THE 
SAME PRICE AS 1992 ... ONLY $325 
per person 
plus Tennessee Sales Tax 
based on double occupancy 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 
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Dance Parties for Beginners by Ed Butenhof 
A book containing over 100 squares, contras, and 
solo dances, all suitable for beginners. It's also full 
of advice on organiiing and programming successful 
one-night-stands. 136 pages. 
$15 post paid from: 
Ed Butenhof. 201 Red Oak Drive,v 
Hendersonville, NC 28739 
by 
Ed Foote 
Last month we discussed how various 
Mainstream and Plus calls are used at 
Advanced and Challenge. This month 
we look at Crossfire, when done from 
lines facing out. Callerlab says the end-
ing position of the call when done from 
this formation is a 1/4 tag, but many 
Advanced and Challenge callers dis-
agree. They say this is a four person call, 
ie. a line going to a box and thus the 
ending position of the call when done 
from lines facing out is a starting double 
pass thru formation. 
These callers say that a 1/4 tag ending 
might be justified if an "extend" were part 
of the definition, but the word "extend" 
appears nowhere in the Callerlab defini-
tion. It is also noted that when the centers 
step forward after the Trade when the 
call is done from a two—faced line, they 
do not step as far forward as what is 
required for the step forward when the 
call is done from lines facing out (if the 
intent is to end in a 1/4 tag). 
Furthermore, even if "extend" were 
part of the definition, it would be an incor-
rect use of the word. For the centers to 
do a true "extend" after the Trade, those 
facing in would have to step up to take 
hands with each other. The fact that they 
do not do this means there is no "extend", 
and that when people use that word in 
talking about the call, they are merely 
using it as a generic term to mean "step 
ahead". 
However, because the Callerlab defi-
nition says that Crossfire from lines fac-
ing out will end in a 1/4 tag, callers know 
that if they try to call it wanting a starting 
double pass thru formation instead, the 
dancers will be confused. So the solution 
is to avoid it altogether, and this is why a  
large number of Advanced and Chal-
lenge callers never call Crossfire from 
lines facing out. 
Those who support the 1/4 tag ending 
say that the action of the call is an "ex-
tend" in a box of 4, and therefore the word 
"extend" should be in the definition. The 
fact that it is not there, they say, does not 
preclude using it to establish the ending 
position of the call from lines facing out. 
Length of tips. In the September is-
sue of this magazine, Lew and Rene 
Rieth made the following comment: "The 
30 Minute Tip: While many callers show 
true genius in their calling, and call patter 
that will challenge anyone, not all danc-
ers can (or want to) dance at that level. 
This type of calling has it's pace at A-1, 
C-1 and similar dances..." 
This statement shows a total lack of 
knowledge by the Rieths about Ad-
vanced and Challenge. A 30 minute tip is 
never acceptable, whether it is Main-
stream, Advanced or Challenge. Danc-
ers at Advanced and Challenge would 
complain loud and bitterly if callers made 
their tips this long. The standard rule of 
thumb is that a tip should be no longer 
than 15 minutes. 
We wanted to clear up any miscon-
ception that readers of that article may 
have had that if they entered Advanced 
or Challenge they would have to endure 
30 minute tips. It just doesn't happen. ✓ 
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US A:  
Lee Kopman 
2965 Campbell Ave. 
Wantagh, NY 11793 
Tel. 08-5434565 	Tel. 5 16-221-5028 
THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL 
Advanced & Challenge 
CONVENTION 
August 6-8 1993 
Barmstedt, Germany 
Hosting Club: 
Tally Ho / Germany 
FULL TIME IN THREE HALLS 















Saturday, August 7 Sunday, August 8 
1 0.00-1 3.00 
	
1 1 .00-14.00 
1 4.00-1 7.00 
19.00 Grand March 
20.00-23.00 
- DM P.P. DOORPRICE 68. -DM 
Information: Steffen Mauring, Hauptstrabe 16, D-2083 Halstenbek, Te1.04101-43270 
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Jock Ploddys 
PO BON 128733 
Clochnoll OH 45212 
(513)361-8653 
Curt Bror144 
PP 01 Boa 318 
8io4on IL 62512 
(2 171732.9404 
* * * * * * * * * 
Bob Payne' 
RR 62 Bon 5031) 






CC 29 MAMA GOODTIMES 
by B. Poynee 
CC 23 CELEBRATION by J. Pladdyst 
CC 25 I STILL DO by C. Ebaflet 
CC 20 JUST THE WAY YOU ARE 
by B. Caner 
CC 30 THUNDER ROAD by B. Wilcox 
CC II HELLO MY BABY by J. Berg 
CJC 509 BEAUTIFUL NOISE 
CJC 510 SAINT by L Ingber 
Lorry Inspor 
	 Bred Carter 	 Bob Wlkon 
	 Torn DIII.nd 
	
4002 Saguaro Pr1, Ln.\ 
	
PO Box 3101 71C Genova PO Box 178 
Glenda° AZ 85310 Decatur IL 82524 
	
Well Dumf. IL 6011 8 
	
Motion CH 43301-0178 
16021581-0892 
	
(217)4221029 (708142945015 1131 41389-4915 
HEARTLAND STUDIOS LTD. 130 WEST ST. GALENA, IL 61036 
dba CHICAGO COUNTRY AND CROSS COUNTRY RECORDS. CHANTILLY ROUNDS, NICKEL AND GASLIGHT RECORDS 
SEND FOR TAPE DUPLICATION INFO. AND RECORD CATALOG 
   
EXERCISE 
Does Your Heart Good. 
American Heart 
Association 
   
   
The JUDGE says subscribe to AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
$20.00 for 12 issues 
$23.00 for Canada (U.S.) 
$32.00 for Foreign (U.S.) 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY, ST, ZP 
661 Middlefield Road, Salinas, CA 93906-1004 
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This month our caller in the spot light is 
Dave Crissey. Dave married his wife, Mary 
Lou in June of 1953. They reared three girls 
and two boys. 
Dave started taking square dance lessons 
from the late Birdie Mesick in the Fall of 
1969 and knew by the third lesson that he 
wanted to be a caller. He took music lessons 
at MSU to improve his skills. Dick Kenyon 
taught him to call. During his calling days he 
would buy at least 20 records a month and 
now owns thousands of them. 
He has been a popular caller and teacher 
through the years. His first club was the 
DeWitt Merry Mixers, but he has called for 
more clubs than he can remember. His most 
rewarding moments were during his years of 
teaching square dancing, from beginners to 
C-1 levels. He also enjoyed teaching at the 
School for the Blind. One student also had a 
hearing problem and would recognize him 
when she came up very close to him and saw 
his belt buckle with the red stone in it. In the 
1980's he would be on the road calling 25 
nights out of the month. 
Since 1975, he had been a very active 
member of the Callerlab as well as being 
President of the Lansing Area Callers & 
Round Dance Leaders Assoc. for three years. 
Dave is an International Caller. He has called 
in England, Norway, Holland, Germany, It-
aly, Switzerland, to name a few. 
He very rarely used written materials, but 
made up his own singing pattern calls. He 
recorded tow songs on C & W records. They 
are 	Love To Hear Dave Dudley and 
"Gypsy Woman. Dave wrote the lyrics for 
Gypsy Woman. 
The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis has 
advanced to the point that he has discontin-
ued calling. He lives by the advice he has for 
others: LIVE, LOVE AND LAUGH. 
Some of us have enjoyed his friendship, 
use him as a model in some areas of our life, 
will remember him fondly and miss him at 
square dance events. 
Submitted by Dave Magee, Lansing Area 








For The First Time Five Great Diamond Program 
Records In One Package * SAVE $ 
GEM KIT- M 
DIAMOND BURGERS AND FRIES by Elmer Sheffield Jr 
DIAMOND DON'T LET THE GOOD LIFE PASS YOU BY 
by Frank Lane 
DIAMOND 00 WEE BABY by Marshall Flippo 
DIAMOND PATTER #1 by Al Stevens 
DIAMOND EL PASO CITY by Ernie Kinney 
All records are limited to calls 1-20 on Callerlab's Basic Program list and are available as singles 
Th• DIAMOND PROGRAM Is clossIgindsci for uss in school clo sass 
and in EASY SQUARE DANCE PROGRAMS. For info, writs: 
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • PO BOX 3055 •YUBA CITY, CA 95992 3055• (916)673-1120 




$95.00 per hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
2. Plus Movements Handbook 
-32 pagesf ully illustrated. 75c eac h. 
160.00 per hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS BELOW 
sum DANCING 
3. Indoctrination Handbook 
Background, history, traditions- a must 
for every dancer. 754 each, $60.00 per 
hundred. 
SHIPPING COSTS-• 
IMPORTANT -Acid these SHIPPING COSTS (4th Class) 
Itabieftlaiustreaut Handbooks: 
I 	Book $1.00 19-39 $3.70 Diplomas, Au a 
2-5 Books 51.35 40-60 $4.63 A. Certificates 
6-I I 	Books $1.85 61-100 $6.25 
12-IS Books $2.35 1-9 	$1.35 
10-17 $1.85 
Plus & Indoctrination Handbooks 18-33 	52.80 
1 	Book 5.75 13-37 $230 34-100 53.50 
2 Books $1.15 38-64 $3.25 
3-12 	Books $1.40 65-100 54.50 Calendars 
DEALER PRICES ON REQUEST 
1 or DealersOnly-QuickService-I-800-666-ORDER 
144.75: 2443.01 
PRODUCTS of 
The AMERICAN SQUARE. DANCE SOCIETY 
Now Marketed By: 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8069, Lowell MA 01853 
508-452-3222 
These three colorful handbooks 
are a must for every dancer. 
e-- 
 
BASIC ma MAINSTREAM 
win pasc:xl 	mzih. 
The CaderfTeacher manual-This special 
	
The Caltertext-640 pages. 100 authors, 
guidehookcoversthe how-to-teach 
	
with important lips on how to be a caller. 
elements of calling. The Mainstream basics 	Virtually every phase of caller 
are covered with guidelines every caller knowledge is covered in this marvelous 
needs to know. $29.00 each + $4.00 S&H 	volume. $49.95 + $7.00 S&H 
Both volumes bound in quality, heavy-duty, 3-ring binders. 
ME ALSO OFFER: Single Quantity Shippping 
Needle Notes Vol I $5.00 1-2books 
Needle Notes N'ol II $5.00 $1.25 
Square Dancers on Slate (gill item) $19.95 $4.00 
Loneley 
Lioe/Solo Dance, Vol II I $13.95 $2.05 
Glossary of Line Dance Terms $9.50 $1.50 
LineDance Video $19.95 $3.05 
Basic Round Dancing 160pp $18.50 $2.00 
Bow To boor Partner (200 pp) $12.95 $1.55 
Diplomas-S D 
Diplomas-ICD .25 ea $17.00 per 100 See below 
Archangel Certif. (Aa Combo) 
Appreciation Ali arils 
Calendars-5year $1.95 $1.75 
SHIPPINGCOSTS FOR liSAGNLY-USCURRENCYONLY 
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People 
IN THE NEWS 
This young couple shown in this picture 
won 1st place in the Junior Division of the 
Annual Orville Redenbacher "Popcorn 
Fest Talent Show" held on Sept. 29, in 
Valparaiso, Indiana. They are Brandee 
Boswell, age 12, of Chesterton, Ind., and 
Ryan Cox, age 11 of Valparaiso, Ind. 
These kids paired for this competition, it 
was their 1st for both, as well as being 
their first year of dancing. Tom Johnson 
of Valpariaso is their instructor. 
CHET HOWELL 
On December 13, 1992, the members 
of the Miami Valley Caller Association 
(MVCA) held a benefit dance in memory 
of Chester (Chet) Howell. Chet passed 
away November 25 after a lengthy ill-
ness. 
Chet and Wanda learned to square 
dance in 1972. Chet did his first calling at 
an amateur caller night at the Jud—i—
Ques Square Dance Club. He started 
calling in 1974 and later called through-
out southwestern Ohio. Chet served as 
President of the MVCA in 1986. Chet and 
Wanda founded the Washington Court 
House (W.C.H.) Square Dance Club in 
1988. W.C.H. dancers lovingly said that 
W.C.H. stood for Wanda & Chet Howell. 
It is hard for many of us to think of it in 
any other way. 
Submitted by John R. Chevalier, Pres., 
Miami Valley Caller Association. Dayton, 
OH. 
Pelham Promenaders 
On Dec. 13, the Pelham Promenaders 
Square Dance Club held their 10th An-
nual Toys for Tots dance in conjunction 
with the Marine Corps. Over 250 dancers 
came from all over the tri—state area to 
dance and donate toys to this cause. 
Twelve callers and nine cuers volun-
teered their time to call for them. Callers 
Mickey McFarland & Randy Page were 
presented with certificates by the Ma-
rines for calling at this dance since it was 
started by the Pelham club 10 years ago. 
The Promenaders were also honored for 
their support of the Toys for Tots pro-
gram. Club members brought in refresh-
ments to feed the dancers, and 
merchants in the area also donated food 
and prizes. At this dance almost 300 toys 
were given to the Marines to distribute to 
the needy children in the Westchester 
areas. 
Among the merchants who donated to 
this dance were, Arties Deli, Pelham Piz-
zreia, C Town Supermarket, Village 
Wine Shop, Village Pizzreia, Imperial 
Milk Co., Wise Hardware, Pelham Pastry 
Shop, Pelham Pet Shop, Royal Coach 
Diner, Wedge Inn, Bowerland Bowling 
Alley, Mt. Vernon Indoor Tennis, Eden-
wald Liquor, Solco Plumbing, Roccos 
Pizza, Second Step Beauty Parlor, Gen-
eral Wholesale Electric, Deliwood Dair-
ies, Llerhoff Distributors, Met Food and 
Actaeon Coffee Shop. 
We wish to thank all those who sup-
ported us as well as the callers and cuers 
who donated their time, talent and equip-
ment to make this a successful dance. 
From New Jersey Dan & Kathy Koft, 
Betsy & Roy Gotta, Nick Raspa, Frank 
Valente & Herb Rivken. 
From Connecticut Mark Castracane, 
Dave Haas, Ed Rutty, Randy Lon-
gobucco & Randy Page. 
From Mass. Suptei Rogers. And from 
New York Stuart & Janet Summers, 
Mickey McFarland, Harry Gaulke, Don 
Bunch, Lois Testa & Rosina Wagenhof-
fer. 
Submitted by David Casa, Pelham, NY. 




by Stan & Cathie Burdick 
I\AUN I HLY NOTE SERVICE 
FOR CALLERS 
COMMENTARY CHOREO AND SKILL TIPS 
WRITE: S & C BURDICK 216 WILLIAMS ST. 
HURON, OH 44839 
JOE LEWIS 
The whole world of square dancing was 
saddened by the loss of Joe Lewis, who 
passed away December 11, 1992, in 
Dallas. The pleasant—spoken gentleman 
from Dallas made a name for himself in 
the square dance world, with his infec-
tious hoedown, ragtime calling. As 
quoted: "The syncopated yet smooth 
rhythm seems to communicate directly to 
the feet of his dancers, and 'whoops', 
there goes the roof!" 
He became a professional caller after 
being introduced to square dancing in 
1941. He owned and operated his own 
square dance barn (the J Bar L Barn), 
had his own band and made numerous 
recordings as well as teaching square 
dancing and traveling abroad calling. His 
most famous recording was "Jelly Bean". 
Joe's name was a problem. An airport 
wouldn't page him because it would 
cause too much confusion. (People 
would think they were calling for Joe 
Lewis, the fighter!) 
Joe will long be remembered for his 
love of music, his ability to keep his floor 
dancing and just his knowledge of 
square dancing in general. Joe will be 
missed by so many business people and 
square dancers all over the world. 
The thoughts and prayers of all dancers 
are with Claire and daughter, Vickey. 
Submitted by Rachel Thompson, 
Wichita, KS. 
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY BENEFIT 
Darryl McMillan, caller and Charlene & 
Bo Bohannon, cuers, arrived in Rome, 
Georgia at their own expense and gave 
their time and talents for a successful 
dance to benefit HABITAT FOR HU-
MANITY. Berry college gave their ball-
room, CoCa—Cola Company & the Piggly 
Wiggly food Store provided refresh-
ments, a local supporter of Habitat paid 
for advertising and the dancers arrived. 
Because of this $1257.00 (100% of door 
receipts) was turned over to the local 
HABITAT chapter to help get another 
home started for a deserving family. 
Another example of the positive influ-
ence our square dance activity has in the 
community. A huge "Yellow Rock" to all 
involved. 
Dr. Grant Fairbanks Longley passed 
away Oct. 23, 1992 at Sarasota Memo-
rial Hospital in Florida. He was born in 
Georgetown, Mass. and leaves his wife 
Marion as well as two sons and two 
daughters, and numerous grandchildren. 
Dr. Longley was one of the leading 
LINE/SOLO dance instructors in the 
United States. He wrote and published 
the first book in the field in 1977. Three 
more books on Line Dancing followed in 
the next fifteen years. He was an active 
instructor right up to the time of his de-
mise, including being the founding presi-
dent of the Florida Line Dance Teachers' 
Assoc. 
He will be greatly missed by his friends. 
Sympathy goes out to the family in their 
time of grief. 
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1.Fill The Blank 
2.Cross The Diamond 
3. Peel By 
4. Fan Out 
5. Rotate The Wheel 
6. Vertical 1/2 Tag 
Back & Weave 
7. Hinge Ho 









Grand Swing Thru 
Cross The Track 
PLUS 
Cut the Diamond 
Box the Top 
Clover & Anything 
ADVANCED 
All Eight Recycle 




Preservation of Circle 
to a Line 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend 
Flip the diamond 
Follow hour neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle (waves 
only) 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel Off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
	
Trade the wave 
Remake the thar Triple scoot 
Single circle to a wave 
	
Triple trade 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
3/4 tag the line 
	




Caution: Not recom- 
C ASD 
	 mended for dancers prior 
Not a Callerlab 
	




JIM "WHT LOGAN 
3600 Belmar Drive 
Des Moines IA 50317 
(515 265 3183 
JIM "WHO" CHOLMONDELEY 
12610 Lusher Road 
Florissant, MO 63033 
!3141 741 7 799 
CHUCK PEEL 
301 Fieldcrest Drive 
Augola. IN 46703 
(2191665-5095 
DICK DUCKHAM 
14525 15 Mae 
Marshall, MI 49068 
(616) 781-5914 
"GOLDEN EAGLE RECORDS 
GE 0004-Do You Remember Me 	Jim -Who' Logan 
	
GE 0011-Love Or Something Like It 	Chuck Peel 
GE 0006-Paradise Tonight 	. Chuck Peel • GE 0013-Armed Forces Medley Jim -Who' Cholmondeley 
GE 0007-Chasin That Neon Rainbow 
	
• GE 0015 Cadillac Style 	 Chuck Peel 
	
Jim Who Cholmondeley 
	
GE 0016-All My Old Flames 	 Chuck Peel 
GE 0008-lb Go Crazy 	 Ken Bower GE 0017-Every Second. Every Minute 	Jim -Who' Logan 
GE 0010 Meet Me In St. Louis . 	Special Guests 
	
' GE 0018-Boot Scooting Boogie Jim 'Who" Cholmondeley 
Has Country Western Lne Dance on back 01 Record SJeet,e 
EAGLE RECORDS 
EAG 250241 You Want To Find Love 	Dick Duckham 
EAG 2503-You Call Everyone Darlin Dick Duckham 
EAG 2901-My Heart Skips a Beat 	Dick Duckham 
EAGLE ENTERPRISES. SUITE 169 11220 WEST FLORISSANT ROAD. FLORISSANT MO 63033 
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FONTANA VILLAGE RESORT 
SPRING 
1993 
Come Dance for a Night or a Week! 
Gerald's of Due West, Square Dance Shop 
at most Festivals 
MAR 19-21 Dixie Classic Country-Western Dance Clinic & Workshop 
with Ken & Beth Rollins 
MAR 26-28 IDA Springs Frolics - Plus 
with Darryl McMillian, Craig Rowe, and Jerry & Barbara Pierce 
APR 15-18 Springtime in the Smokies - A-1 thru C-3A 
with John Marshall, Tim Scholl, Ray Denny, & Steve Kopman 
APR 18-23 Fontana Spring Jubilee with Jim & Faye Park, Mac & Phyllis 
McCall, Don & Mildred Williamson, and Alice & Joe Hill 
APR 23-35 Dogwood Festival - Dogwood Boys Live Music 
with Mandrake, Tiny, Bowser, & The Kid' 
APR 28- 	Fun Fest - Plus with Allen & Joann Tipton, Roger & Mary 
MAY 2 Jane Chapman, John & Linda Sanders, and Harry & Clara Lackey 
MAY 2-9 New Swap Shop - Plus with Fred & Joy Drouant, Nora & Jim Hall, 
Dave & Arlene Stevenson, Robert & Pam Walker, Charles & Barbara Johnson 
MAY 13-16 Mountain Blossom - Plus A-1 with Dick Shinham and Guest Caller 
MAY 23-30 Accent on Rounds - Rounds with Ed & Carolyn Raybuck, Jerry & 
Barbara Price, Derek & Jean Tonks, and Mike & Marsha Burkhart 
MAY 28-30 Spring Red Boot Hoedown with Don Williamson & Guest Caller 
JUNE 3-5 Fontana Fantasy - Plus with Damon Coe, Steve Kopman, Darryl 
McMillian, Tony Oxendine, and Jerry & Barbara Pierce 
JUNE 11-13 June Jam Square-Up with Wayne Short, Bobby Barber, and 
Don Williamson 
JUNE 17-20 Mountain High - Rounds with Jim & Bobbie Childers, Ed & Carolyn 
Raybuck, and  floss & Kit Waldorf 
Dancers Enjoy 
AIR • CONDITIONED HALLS 
Great Callers & Cuers. Famous Floor 
Heated Indoor Pool. 	After Parties 
Cook-outs. 	 Tennis. 
Jacuzzie. Theme Parties Special Events 
Nightly Refreshments Mountain Dining 
Line Dancing 	Western Nights 
FOR FALL SCHEDULES OR MORE INFO. Contact Fontana 
Group Sales at P.O. Box 68, Fontana Dam, NC 28733 
1-800-849-2258 
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Callers & Cuers 




2996 Bobolink Dr. 






   
TEMPO 
by Jeannie Roscoe 
NOSTALGIA 
I have just been looking through some old American Squaredance Maga-
zines mainly for my own curiosity and 
hoping to find some ideas for our index. 
Well, I just pulled the 1954 book off the 
shelf, (carefully, since it is so old) and do 
you know the price on the front per issue 
is 25 cents!! Of course the mag was only 
28 pages long. Quite a difference, eh. 
It seems things have gone hay—wire 
so quickly that it surprised me to see that 
price. I remember a little later during my 
search that bread was still 25 cents a loaf 
at that time. So I guess it all balances out, 
(bread being almost $2 a loaf, depending 
on which kind you buy.) 
I was also made aware that the front 
cover said 'The Magazine of American 
Folk Dancing" How we often get off on 
the other foot, and so easily. It seems like 
back then Folk dancing was drifting into 
something that was to eventually take 
over it's place in the "American Folk 
Dance Tradition" called Square Dancing. 
This is not to say that Square Dancing 
was not known then, we have had 
Square Dancing for many, many years 
but it was struggling to come into it's own 
in 1954. There was a small smattering of 
it creeping into society by way of Folk 
Dancing. In this particular issue of Ameri-
can Squares there is an ad for "Back To 
Donegal"; it is advertised as a new, sing-
ing, square dance. But if you have ever 
danced this one you have found out it 
resembles a Contra Line dance. It is one  
that I used every time I taught a square 
dance class and even the club members 
loved it. I used it for 30 years. 
I have also read some of the articles 
and letters to the editor. One letter en-
courages us to work with young people 
and get them interested in the activity. No 
matter whether it is Square Dancing or 
Folk Dancing we are today finding out the 
importance of this mission. 
One insert in the issue was asking for 
the directions for "Bumps—A—Daisy". In 
this maneuver clap hands, then your 
knees, stand back to back and bump 
rear—ends. Then you waltz with your cor-
ner until the music tells you to repeat. 
One last thing was the ad on the inside 
back cover showing the latest in square 
dance dress styles. They were floor 
length and as full as the ones are today. 
Bet you were tired after a night of dancing 
in that gown. But they were beautiful! V 
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Akli11, 1• 1/11 
S.111....da. O GOLD 
— ) for St. Patrick's Day 
LOVE LETTERS IN THE SAND 
4-BAR-B 6119 
Caller: Lee Main 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do , swing 
thru, boys run, bend the line, pass thru, wheel & 
deal, double pass thru, track two, swing & prom. 
WELCOME TO MY WORLD 
GRENN 12235 
Caller: Art Shepherd 
Heads square thru 4, do sa do, swing thru, boys 
run, wheel & deal, right & left thru, dive thru, centers 
square thru 3/4, swing & prom. 
JEZEBEL 
BLUE RIBBON 268 
Caller: Dave Parker 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, make a right hand 
star, heads star lett one time, to same two, slide 
thru, square thru 3/4, swing corner, prom. 
WALKIN' THE FLOOR OVER YOU 
DJ 102 
Caller: Joe Satte 
FIGURE: Heads prom 1/2, into middle square thru 
4, touch 1/4, scoot back, boys run, star thru,pass 
thru, trade by, swing this girl, prom. 
BACK IN THE COUNTRY 
DJ 101 
Caller. Dan Nordbye & Joe Saltel 
FIGURE: Heads prom 1/2, sides square thru 4, 
right & lett thru, eight chain six, swing this girl, prom. 
TIPS OF MY FINGERS 
HI-HAT 5151 
Caller: Wayne McDonald 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do, swing 
thru, spin the top, right & lett thru, square thru 3/4, 
swing corner, Pro,. 
AGAINST THE GRAIN 
DJ-103 
Caller: Dan Nordbye 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, into middle pass  
the ocean, extend, linear cycle, right & left thru, 
square thru 3/4, corner swing, prom. 
DID SHE MENTION MY NAME? 
BLUE RIBBON-269 
Caller: Jerry Gulledge 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, into the middle, 
right & left thru, flutterwheel, sweep 1/4, pass thru, 




Caller: Dick Leger 
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, chain back, heads 
promenade 3/4, heads star thru. pass thru, around 
one to a line, all star thru, double pass thru, clover-
leaf, centers square thru 3/4, left alle., weave the 
ring, pass her by, promenade the next. 
DREAM OF ME 
QUADRILLE 892 
Caller: Shane Greer & Sam Lowe 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do, swing 
thru, boys run right, ferris wheel, pass thru, slide 
thru, square thru 3/4, swing corner, prom. 
LOAD THE WAGON 
ROCKIN M RECORDS 108 
Caller: Wayne Morvent 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do, swing 
thru, spin the top, right & left thru, square thru 3/4, 
swing corner, prom. 
POLLY WALLY DOODLE 
ROCKIN' M RECORDS 109 
Caller: Wayne Morvent 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, lead right, right & 
left thru, veer left, bend the line, ladies lead dixie 
style, girls circulate, boys scoot back, corner swing, 
prom. 
SO YOU WANTA' DANCE 
HI HAT 5150 
Caller: Erika Johansson 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, walk in & square 
thru 4, right & left thru, eight chain 6, swing & prom. 
DON'T THINK TWICE 
FOUR BAR B RECORDS 6120 
Caller: Mike Sikorsky 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, corner do sa do, 
swing thru, boys run, tag the line all the way, 
cloverleaf, girls square thru 3/4, star thru, couples 
circulate. promenade. 
HELP ME MAKE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT 
QUADRILLE 893 
Caller: Guy Adams 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do corner, 
swing thru, boys run, couples circulate, ladies 
trade, bend the line, star thru, pass thru, trade by, 
swing corner, promenade. 
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PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES 
Direct record orders and dealer inquires to: 
GATEWAY RECORD SERVICE, 11915 N.E. 
Halsey, Portland, OR 97220 
YOUR VISA or MASTER CARD 
IS NOW GOOD AT 












Ray & Virginia 
CHINOOK RECORDS: 
CK-112 A BETTER LOVE NEXT TIME by Daryl 
CK-111 DON'T WAKE ME UP by Jerry 
CK-110 "CATFISH BATES" by Daryl 
CK-109 FREE TO BE LONELY by Daryl 
CK-108 NOW I'M GONE by John 
CK-107 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS by Dee Dee 
CK-106 BLIND MAN by Jerry 
CK-105 YOU CAN HAVE HER by Daryl & Bill 
CHINOOK HOEDOWN: 
CK-513 DILEMMA/POKEY JO 
CK-512 WHITE LINE / SHORT LINE 
ROUNDS ON CHINOOK: 
CK-1101 NEVER LOVED ANYONE MORE (waltz) 
by Ray & Virginia Walz 
HOEDOWNER RECORDS: 
HD-127 THAT'S WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU by Bob 
HD-126 LONESOME FOR YOU by Doug 
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LEARN THE 





PLUS $ 3.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING 
The most asked questions about our video are: 
My dancers are wanting to learn the Texas Two Step, 
can I learn enough off your video to teach it ?. 
The answer: Yes, hundreds of Callers and Cuers are 
already using our video as the foundation of their 
Texas Two Step teaching. But remember, the video 
was designed for the student too!!! 
Is your video compatible with the Country/Western 
dancing we see on television ? 
Yes, the dancers on our video are well know regulars 
on a popular cable T.V. dance program. 
Learning has never been made easier or more fun. 
You get step-by step inartuctions, practice drills 
and a manual. Study privately or invite the whole 
gang over for a 'LEARN THE TWO STEP PARTY'. 
1-800-423-1417 
WANE t 
MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO 
COFFEY VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
3300 GILBERT LANE 






$ 29.95 PLUS $ 3.50 SHIPPING PER VIDEO 
( PRICE INCLUDES ONE MANUAL ) 
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by Bill & Bobbie Davis 
ast year at Callerlab the Board of Governors had a brain- 
storming session. According to the December Direction, 
Callerlab's newsletter, two consensus opinions from the ses-
sion were: 
Modern square dancing has become too complicated to 
allow effective recruitment of new participants. 
and 
Modern square dancing has become too serious. We should 
promote the fun, sociability, and the dancing 
experience more than choreographic skill ... at least 
in the MS & Plus programs. 
Gosh! I must have arrived late. 
From past columns you might not be surprised that we don't 
totally agree. 
There are two coupled premises in the first statement. The 
problem with the statement is that new recruits are not normally 
exposed to complexity in lessons. We have taught lots of 
lessons — and the thing about square dance lessons is that they 
cannot progress from une to the next until the students have 
learned the previous lessons. This is because we build each 
lesson on the prior lessons. Unlike a class in complex math or 
science, a square dance student can't just sit and listen. If he 
doesn't get it, the class slows down and repeats until he does. 
This one step at a time process preempts complexity — at least 
in the MS and Plus environment. No conceptual learning is 
really required. Some may experience it, but it is not required. 
Further, whatever complexity exists is not a real factor in 
recruiting per se. It may be a factor in getting eventual commit- 
ment from people to become square dancers. But, not for 
recruitment. Army recruitment ads say 'Be as good as you can 
be'. They seem to think this is effective recruiting motivation. 
They don't emphasize the learning process details. 
They imply that the effort you make will be worth it. In square 
dance recruitment we say it will be fun to learn and after you 
learn, you will have a lot of fun dancing. To be an effective 
entry—level dancer you have to learn the equivalent of about 
100 words. Carrying on a conversation with a 100 word vocabu-
lary is not a complex conversation. 
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New Rel 	 
MAR 701 - Ride This Train (Mark) 
MAR H01 • I Am A Simple Man (Fred) 
MAR 901 - Do You liellev• in Magic (J.R.) 
Recent Releases 
MAR 530- Aekey Ireaky Heart (Vern) 














The problem with the second state-
ment is that it is two statements, and the 
implication is they are somehow coupled. 
We admit to being serious about 
square dancing. We, serious square 
dancers, recently had a great New Year's 
Eve party. We had dancers from our 
recent beginner's class along with danc-
ers who have been dancing for over 20 
years. We had tips at five different levels. 
Some danced at all the levels. Most ate 
too much. All visited a lot. 
The implication that you can not be 
serious about having fun is that you have 
to make a commitment to become a 
hobby dancer in the '90s. But the com-
mitment is still only one day at a time. 
Why do people ever learn Plus or Ad-
vanced? It is because they have fun. The  
commitment is that — having found out 
what square dancing is really like — they 
enjoy it more than the things they give up 
or to which they decide to give lower 
priority. 
Current mobile square dancers are 
proficient. To dance in their environment 
requires a minimum skill level. But that is 
what makes square dancing fun for most 
people. You need eight articulate people 
to 'talk' modem square dance. You can, 
if you wish, bowl alone. You can even 
participate in a handicap league. In mod-
em square dancing, there is no way to do 
that. All the leagues are scratch leagues. 
To suggest that this means they are not 
fun is to not understand modern square 
dancing. 	V 
*YOU'RE IN CLOVER. 












DESIGNED WITH SQUARE DANCERS IN MIND 
TOP OF THE LINE  
CRUISE 
March 20 - 27, 1994 
on Carnival Cruise Lines' Brand New Super Liner 
" THE SENSATION " 
1 
AND MANY MORE TOP OF THE LINE CALLERS 
AND CUERS FROM ACROSS THE NATION!!! 
DANCING 8 - 12 EVERY NIGHT FOR 7 NIGHTS 
ABOARD SHIP!!!! 
ONE PRICE INCLUDES MOST EVERYTHING 
Prices Starting at $1199.00 per person including airfare 
For More Information Call or Write: 
Tortuga Express Tour Co. 
P. 0. Box 4384 • Anaheim, CA 92803 
1-800-521-2346 
Ask for Jeff, Judy or Fred 
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The Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. 
presents 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DANCE ROUNDUP, 
La Foret camp, near Colorado Springs, Colorado. July 
4-10, 1993. Traditional and contemporary squares, 
contras, rounds, Scottish and folk, staffed by LSF 
professionals. Live music. Cabin and RV accommoda-
tions. Contact Diane Ortner, 419 N.W. 40th St., Kansas 
City, MO 64116. Tel: (816) 453-0157. 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INSTITUTE, 
St. Scholastica Academy, Canon City, Colorado. July 
11-16, 1993. Teachers and tutors: Cal Campbell, Bill 
Litchman and Don Armstrong. Write Cal Campbell, 343 
Turf Lane, Castle Rock, CO 80104. Tel: (303) 790-7921.  
Ask about scholarships. 
BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN DANCE ROUNDUP, 
Copecrest Dance Resort, Dillard, Georgia. August 8-14, 
1993. Contras, squares, rounds, Scottish, English and 
folk, staffed by LSF professionals. First class lodge 
accommodations, superior Southern cooking, also RV 
facilities. Contact Ed Butenhof, 201 Red Oak Drive, 
Hendersonville, NC 28739. Tel: (704) 697-9773. 
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ScteTouRA 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
TODDLIN' TWO STEP-GRENN 17044 
Choreography by Bud Parrott 
Good music (Chicago) & a good little different P-2 
two step 
GOODNIGHT SWEET LOVE FOXTROT-GRENN 
17058 
Choreography by Armand & Joan Daviau 
Pretty music with a two part P-6 routine. 
AIN'T CHA GLAD-GRENN 14302B 
Choreography by Rhonda Moeller 
Good peppy music & a lively interesting P-2 two 
step 
MY HEART-GRENN 14120 
Choreography by Al & Betty Albertson 
Pretty music & a nice P-3 waltz routine 
WHAT KIND OF LOVE-COL 3874360 
Choreography by Maurice & Melba Chambers 
Good music (Rodney Crowell) with a P-4 rumba 
routine. 
JUST BEYOND SOUTH PADRE-SPEC PRESS-
NC88-1A 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Good music (Janelle Susanne Kibbe) with a P-5 +1 
(Three Trees) rumba. 
BING BANG BOOM-WB 7-19346 
Choreography by Roger & Kathy Wright 
Good peppy music & a good P-2+2 (strolling vine, 
rock the boat) two step. 
BLUE MAGIC-EPIC 74051 
Choreography by Bob Paul 
Good music (Collin Raye) with a comfortable 4 part 
two step P-2+2 (fishtail & strolling vine). 
DINAH-EN 056 
Choreography by Pete & Carol Metzger 
Good Peppy music & a comfortable quick step 
P-3+2 (quarter turns & running locks) cued by Pete. 
COVER GIRL-MGR 097 (HH955) 
Choreography by Lester & Barbara Auria 
Good smooth music & a nice easy two step P-2+1 
(fishtail) Cued by Pete Metzger 
BE NOBODY'S DARLING-ROUND DANCE 103 
Choreography by Vaughn & Jean Parrish 
Good music (new label), easy waltz cued by 
Vaughn. 
DOES ANYBODY TWO STEP ANYMORE-
ROUND DANCE 104 
Choreography by Vaughn & Jean Parrish 
Joseph Davis vocal with an easy two step routine-
cued by Vaughn. 
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NO ONE ELSE-CURB MCA S7-54449 
Choreography by Lloyd & Joyce Goode 
Good vocal by Wyona Judd with a P-3 +2 (un-
phased) cha cha 
NO ONE ELSE ON EARTH-CURB MCA S7-54449 
Choreography by Phil & Jane Robertson 
Same music as above but with a P-6 (+4 unphased) 
west coast swing. 
DON'T TURN YOUR BACK-SPEC PRESS-
920912 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Good music & a good P-4+2 (Amer. spin & stop & 
go) slow jive. 
IN THE STILL OF THE NIGHT-SPEC PRESS-
920912 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Pretty music & a nice P-5+2 (traveling contra check 
& throwaway oversway) foxtrot. 
CUI ZAS (PERHAPS)-HOCTOR 650 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Good music with a good P-6 bolero rumba. 
AT THE HOP-MCA 2411 
Choreography by Jim & Carol Elder 
Real jumping music with an easy two step routine. 
SLIPPIN AWAY-MCA S7-54489 
Choreography by Pris & J.C. Collins 
Music with a good beat (Vince Gill) P-2 two step. 
ENCHANTMENT-GRENN 17174 
Choreography by Jim & Carol tucker 
Nice music with a little different 3 part P-2+2 (crab 
walk & figure 8) waltz cued by Jim. 
ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT-RCA 447-0629 
Choreography by Roland & Betty Hill 
Good Elvis vocal & a good P-3 +1 (telemark to BJO 
+ unphased. 
WHISPERING CHA CHA-HOCTOR H-637 
Choreography by Mike & Toni Auriene 
Good music & a good P-4 +1 (kick to a 4) cha cha. 
RIM 
BM,. 
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BRAND NEW RELEASES 
WHEN THE ROLL IS CALLED YONDER by Larry 
MY LOVE by Jerry 
MOUNTAIN OF LOVE by Tony 
SOONER OR LATER by Tony 
YELLOW POLKA TOP BIKINI by Randy 
SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES 
RIGHT NOW by Randy 
STILL ROCK & ROLL TO ME by Jerry 
WHEN WILL I BE LOVED by Tony 
MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT by Tony & Jerry 
MIDDLE GROUND by Jerry 
HOT TO TROT by Larry 
SALLY WAS A GOOD OLD GIRL by Randy 
LOUISIANA MAN by Tony 
GET RHYTHM by Larry Letson 
I SAW THE LIGHT by Tony & Jerry 
RO1AL RECORDS INC. 
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ROYAL RECORDS 
WEEKEND 
Pheasant Run Resort 
St. Charles, IL 
March 5-6-7, 1993 
Into Bill & Betty Letson 317474-6801 ...............................,„ 
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Ken Bower 	 Jerr y Hang 	 Gory Shoemoke  
/ I • NEW RELEASES • 
I 	 C-119 SOFT PEDALING/BURN DOWN - Hoedown • rji  C-327 KEEP ON WALKING - Gary 
C-527 KINDA KEEP IT COUNTRY - Ken 
C-815 LET'S DO IT RIGHT - Scott 
C-222 DOWN AT THE TWIST AND SHOUT - Jerry 	 I de 
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e  Do Callers really care about dancers or do they just want to make as much money as they can, or prove what hot shots they are? 
Do Dancers care about their clubs or are they more interested in 
doing their own thing instead of thinking of the welfare of their club? 
A Caller, who is no longer with us, once said that We Callers should 
never forget that We were once dancers. We are hired to work for the 
club that books us, not as Broadway Stars with greatly inflated egos. 
We must do what the clubs tell us to do, not as we please, since they 
are paying us. This same Caller also said — "any caller can break a floor 
down but it takes a good caller to keep 85% of the floor dancing all the 
time". After all aren't the dancers paying to dance and not stand? DID 
THAT CALLER CARE ABOUT THE DANCERS? More and more 
callers are complaining because they had to join Callerlab now that we 
have to be licensed. These are the callers that do their own thing, teach 
what they want when they want, instead of staying with the Callerlab 
list so that the students all over are doing the same thing. They teach 
old calls that have been dropped but are their favorite, or teach 
movements out of order like Teacup Chain (Mainstream Plus) the 1st 
or 2nd lesson. Do these callers care about the dancers? 
That caller that passed away cared, he put the dancers ahead of his 
ego. You clubs can control the rest of us. If we don't give you 100% at 
each dance,  don't hire us. If our ego gets so big that your floor is broke 
down most of the time, don't hire us. The clubs have the control 
because if you don't book us, we can't call. WE WILL THEN HAVE TO 
START TO CARE OR SELL OUR EQUIPMENT. 
Now if dancers cared about their clubs, more of you would attend 
your club sponsored dances no matter who was calling. I hear a lot by 
just listening. I hear dancers ask others if they are going to their next 
club dance & most will ask in return, Who is calling? Ask dancers to 
participate in a banner raid, what do they ask? Who is calling? Just ask 
a group of dancer friends to go to any dance and what's the question? 
— You got it — Who is calling?  
Dancers don't go to a dance anymore, they go to a caller. Even if it 
is their own club, if the caller doesn't suit their taste, the heck with the 
club. Do these dancers care about their club? 
I have heard the same story from many clubs all over, 'We can only 
get 25 to 40% of our members to attend our club dances". They ask 
me why. Why is this happening? Does anybody care why? I can 
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JPS ENTERPRISES - P.O.BOX 1681 - MARION, OH 43301-1681 
1-800-4JP-SOUND - (fax) 1-614-382-8522 - 1-614-387-2603 
For Just Perfect Sound - It's Just Plain Smart to choose - JIPts1 
remember a time when dancers went to 
nearly all their club dances, just to have 
fun with all the members. Now stand back 
and look at your club, how many little 
groups do you see that stay together most 
of the time, and then go dance with some-
one else a tip or two and say 'We did our 
duty, we mingled". Do these dancers 
care? 
We are losing more and more dancers 
each year, especially new grads. Just 
think about the clubs; how many are in 
serious trouble, memberships are down, 
classes are down and if this keeps going 
more clubs will fold. No one wants to take 
an office or become active in a committee. 
Are you becoming a dancing snob? 
DOES ANYBODY CARE?  
ANYBODY???? 	I DO! ✓ 
THE JPS SIDEAKIEIR SYSTEM 
SO REVOLUTIONARY IN DESIGN 
A US PATENT IS PENDING 
Comments by user "Moe" Brewer of Decatur, Indiana: 
"The J.P.S. Sound System is everything I expected "PLUS". 
Everyday I learn something else that can be done with a J.P.S. complete 
sound system over and above what can be done with a turn-table." 
"I can't imagine ever going back to the "other" type speakers 
again. The clarity is unbelievable." 
TROUBLE BEING UNDERSTOOD? 
CONSIDER A PROFESSIONAL- QUALITY SHURE MICROPHONE - the SHURE BETA/68 
CORDED OR WIRELESS -- SAME PERFORMANCE 
specially negotiated discount pricing 
CORDED BETA/58 $168.91 	list price $266.00 ] 
FULL LINE OF QUALITY SHURE MICS AT UP TO 36.5% OFF LIST - CALL FOR OTHER MODELS 
WANT STRONGER, CLEANER AND CLEARER SOUND? FOR LESS $$$ 
CONSIDER THE — ALL NEW JPS T4C300 TOTAL CONTROL AND FLEXIBILITY 
300 WATTS RMS STEREO or MONO VARIABLE SPEED REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL 
REMOVABLE / BUILT IN WIRELESS MIC (optional) ' CORD and MIC CARRY COMPARTMENT 
BOTH BASS & TREBLE CONTROLS * FULLY PROTECTED OUTPUT (no more blown amplifiers) 
AUTO-REPEAT CAPABILITY * FOAM WORK SURFACE STARTING AT 61746.00 
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You'll have the time of your life ! 	 Featuring 
A First Class Square Dance Resort 
on the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks 	• Outstanding  
Dance Weeks  
Staffs tir Squevte Dance Ilacatieut '7well/ 
Pied-4149 FOR INFORMATION WRITE: 	
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FINDING THE BEST DANCE IN-
STRUCTION Look Before You Leap 
By Barbara Early 
"This book should be required reading 
by all parents whose children are inter-
ested in dance!" Gwen Verdon, Broad-
way & Film Dancer Extraordinaire 
The world of dance is as foreign to 
most people as outer space! This lack of 
dance knowledge wouldn't be a problem 
if people weren't blindly throwing away 
millions of dollars annually on inade-
quate, unsafe dance instruction. The 
shocking reality is that anyone can open 
up a dance studio or teach classes. Find-
ing the Best Dance Instruction: Look 
Before You Leap (Betterway Books, 
$8.95, paper) provides the knowledge 
needed to help those interested in dance 
make the right choice. 
The first part of the book focuses on 
finding the "right" facility: determining the 
options available; looking into all the 
school considerations — from the facility  
itself and licensing to the credentials and 
personality of the teacher. Finding the 
Best Dance Instruction explores differ-
ent types of dance in detail: pre—dance, 
tap, ballet and pointe, jazz, modern, ball-
room, folk and ethnic. 
For each category of dance, Early pro-
vides tips—guidelines for determining 
whether the instructor is qualified, if the 
class size is appropriate, if the flooring is 
satisfactory, the dress required, and 
much more. 
Finding the Best Dance Instruction 
also considers dance instruction for spe-
cial people and groups, such as athletes, 
pre—and post—natal women, senior citi-
zens, and those with physical limitations. 
Barbara Early has devoted more than 
35 years to dance — in national tours of 
Broadway productions, regional theater, 
revues, films, and TV commercials. She 
has owned three professional dance 
schools and has been guest artist at 
colleges, schools and studios. 
Finding the Best Dance Instruction: 
Look Before You Leap is available at 
local bookstores and from the publisher. 
To order direct, send $8.95 plus $3.00 
postage and handling to: Betterway 
Books, 1507 Dana Avenue, Cincinnati, 
OH. 45207. VISA and MasterCard or-
ders may be placed by calling Toll—Free 
1—(800)-289 	0963 V 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
From the January issue of MECHANICS; produced by Wayne 
Morvent, we are happy to see he is answering questions asked of 
him about particular basic movements. Some times these do get 
lost in the shuffle. Among them is one that gives a lot of dancers 
trouble and that is "the passing rule and the crossing rule", Whether 
it is left shoulder or right, Wayne explains the rules. 
The recent Advanced Quarterly Selection is well covered with an 
explanation of what happens (doesn't happen) with that call. 
Wayne also does a fine job with Crossfire explaining it's inner—
workings. 
Along with all of his great material in MINNESOTA CALLERS 
NOTES Warren Berquam had "Some food For Thought" on his 
introductory page. He shares some wisdom with us that all callers 
should read. This is in the February issue. He covers programing, 
listening to the dancers wishes, as well as their enthusiasm. 
Between tips "You can tell by the noise they are glad they came to 
be with their friends." 
 
He enlightens us about using Country Dancing with the club, 
listing some popular dance music that can be used for this purpose. 
"I started to teach several easy dances for my club dances, also to 
AiiM$ g be used with one night stands. I have found many of the partyroups have already started country dancing, because they had 
been exposed to square dancing." 
11111ear 
He asks for your opinion about keeping people in the square 
dance movement. He would like to hear from you. 
 
UM" TORONTO & DIST. SQ. & Rid ASSOC. INC. notes feature a variety of subjects in the first page of that publication. Edited by Norm Wilcox, he discusses in his Creative Choreography "How To 
Keep Your Dancers From Rushing Into a New (higher) Program 
before they are ready." We all surely could use some of his 
philosophy. 
He introduces some material from Pete Noll, (Dearborn, MI.) 
covering an unusual use of Ping Pong Circulate (split ping pong 
circulate). That 15 different! 
The A-1 section covers Pass In from lines facing, and A-2 has 
the popular Shadow To A Column, by Dick Han. Lot's of good 
material in the Feb. issue. 
=I) 
THE NEW VIEW by Bill Davis states that the trend to picking 
established calls from other levels for QS calls continues. The new 
Plus Quarterly Selection in Transfer the Column. It is from the Al 
program. Bill is in favor of this trend because these calls are proven 
and have an established appeal for both callers and dancers. Appeal 
to both is important to the success of an experimental program. 
He includes a section about Technical Zeros giving a few facts and 
figures (and calls) relating to these choreo entities. V 
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SHINDING IN THE BARN by John 
SR-201 DON'T YOU EVER GET TIRED 







Two seasons give us pause for earnest 
thought— 
Spring and fall, whose meanings we have 
sought 
To justify the pains that most of us 
Endure from birth to death, in-glorious. 
	-I Would I be willing to go through it all 
again? 
Yes, but not add others to the span. 
Rhyme Time 
Spring Flowers and Showers 
So spring has sprung with flowers coloring 
Our dreary years like rainbows while birds 
sing 
In celebration of the same old story—
Birth and death, and birth again, not sorry 
Though we know that birth means death 
again 
For singing birds or dreaming, scheming 
men. 
Now girls will blossom, too, like pretty 
flowers 
And boys will yearn to demonstrate their 
powers, 
The playthings of the brainless facts of life 
That keep us going through all kinds of 
strife. 
Barn Dance 
By Timothy Morris, Concho, Ariz. 
I went dancing with my darling, 
To a fiddlers happy song. 
We didn't want to leave the dance floor, 
So we stayed there all night long. 
We kept the sawdust flying, 
In our boots with shinny sole, 
We'd rather go squaredancing, 
They can keep their rock and roll. 
ROCK IN 
RECORDS 






















401899-1096 	 214-347-2053 	405-347-2724 
FRIENDS - Wayne 8. Dean Crowell ROCKIN M RECORDS 
OKLAHOMA BORDERLINE - Nickey 
STOCKADE BLUES (Hoedown) - Nickey 4915 Beaumont, TX 
WHO WHAT WHERE WHEN WHY HOW - Wayne 
GOIN AGAINST THE GRAIN - Ken 	 77708 
BETTER CLASS OF LOSER - Wayne 
(409) 899-1098 
LOAD THE WAGON - Wayne 
POLLY WOLLY DOODLE - Wayne 
CSORANGE BLOSSOM (Hoedown) 
STAMPEDE RECORDS —4915 BEAUMONT DR. BEAUMONT, TX 77708 (409) 899-1098 














FREE LINE DANCE MANUAL INCLUDED 
* Add $3.50 ea for shipping & 
Handiling 
VISA & MASTERCARD 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1400441-3006 
or Send OrderTo: 
VIDEO VACATION 
306 West Ave. • Lockport, NY 14094 
MAW 	OS Ott 
LINE DANCING VIDEO 
FOR SENIORS 	with professional instructor 
Dr. Grant Langley 
5 Popular dance tunes with instructions 
CLOGGING Appalachian Free-Style 
Techniques 
with the World Champion Firehouse Cloggers 
Learn Competition-tested, Award—winning forms and figures for 
Running sets, Country Hoedowns, Smooth and Eight Couple Free Style 
GRAMMY—NOMINATED MUSIC • Great Train Medley by Moody Bros. 
Also Rode Medley, Sugar Foot Rag, Legends Medley, Dixie 
•ENDORSED BY AMERICA'S CLOGGING HALL OF FAME • 
ONLY$24.99__ 	NOW$19.95 	FREE CLOGGING MANUAL INCLUDED 
Also available in PAL Fromat (Please add $3.00) 
- MADE IN U.S.A - 
•White•Red•Black Patent* 
Sizes' 6 to 11 WIDTHS: NARROW, MEDIUM, WIDE and now EXTRA-WIDE 
BREATHABLE LEATHERLIKE UPPERS WITH LEATHER SOLES 
Toll Free 1-800-688-4325 U S & Can (7 days a week) 
Or Mail To: 
rochester .he storms 
8186 Pembroke Dnve Manlius, NY 13104 
WF NEED TO KNOW STYLE•COLOR-SIZE-VvIDTH 
NAME. ADDRESS. CITY STATE. ZIP 
Add 13 50 par pair for hangl.Ing / shipping 
Corsod• acid 15 00 per p•rr 
N YS. ResId•nte AAA 7% Sao. TEN. 
We Accept Cheds. Vise Mastercard 
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/STRAIGHT 
GOOD SQUARE DANCING 
Submitted by H. Orlo Hoadley 
A couple of years ago two callers defined in print a 100% square 
dancer as one who could move promptly 
from his/her position in the starting for-
mation for a call to the proper position in 
the ending formation. An 80% dancer 
was one who made some mistakes; a 
120% dancer was one who not only 
made no mistakes himself but also 
helped the other dancers in the square to 
get through without mistakes. 
No where in this definition is there any 
mention of how a dancer moves. There 
is even no need to play music, because 
BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing  
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling 
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of 
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, 
Programming, 2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $5 for overseas. 
THE ALL NEW 1992 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square Dance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and Is the most comprehensive 
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 
5 CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 
1991 updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It Is filled with diagrams and 
examples plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, 
formation names, learning hints, and common misunderstandings. 
By Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
NEW - 8.5 x 11 Comb bound DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE 
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions. Commentary on square 
dancing. Bi monthly. Per Cal. Yr.- Dancers: $6.95/Callers: $13.95 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA. 94087. 
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it bears no relation to the dancers' move-
ments. 
I'd like to suggest a different definition 
for a good square dancer: one who 
moves smoothly and rhythmically along 
the prescribed path from his position in 
the starting formation to the proper posi-
tion in the ending formation, with move-
ments coordinated in time with the music 
and in space with the other seven danc-
ers. I also believe that we could keep in 
the activity a lot of the new dancers who 
drop out because they don't find much 
satisfaction in dancing by the first defini-
tion, but would enjoy dancing by the sec-
ond definition, if they could only find so 
WHAT IS SQUARE DANCING? 
By Harold Bausch 
I
recall just a few short years ago, we 
had a saying, "Square Dancing is 
friendship set to music." Today many 
seem to have forgotten just what that is. 
It is relaxation, it is rhythm, it is laughter. 
Who ever it was that originated square 
dancing had no intentions that it become 
competition, survival of the fittest, or a 
"drill". 
We read that Sweden and Germany 
are better square dancers than we are. I 
maintain they are misguided and do not 
realize the free wheeling spirit square 
dancing is meant to be. When our dance 
started it was a gallant stylish dance. 
Men bowed, ladies curtsied. There was 
a distinct difference between men and 
ladies. Men treated ladies with respect, 
ladies honored the men as the leaders. 
Somewhere down the line — maybe 
during the cowboy days, we got a bit 
more rowdy, all in fun of course. Then in 
the 1950's callers tried hard to come up 
with something new — and it has gone on  
and on. Now 'Challenge" dancers seem 
to want this to become a sexless dance 
where there is no distinction between 
men and ladies! For shame! You are 
turning this into something other than a 
dance. 
Some of our challenge advocate call-
ers were the first to travel to Sweden and 
Germany, they gave the unfortunate idea 
to those good people that this is a drill, 
not a dance. Too bad they had to repre-
sent this as American Square Dancing, it 
isn't! 
So, numbers are down here in the 
good old USA! I wonder why? Could one 
of the reasons be that too many really 
don't know what a real square dance is? 
Fortunately, there are still areas here 
in the good old USA that do indeed 
Square Dance. Some day, the real 
square dancers will again reign supreme. 
MEG SIMKINS 119 Allen St. Hampden, Mass. 01036 413-566 3349 
Everything for 
Square Dancers 
Send $100 for catalogue 
Refuncledon first order 
Hondling$400m 
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bot-
toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline 
Extremely full #6000—Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $33 00 
Extremely full #5000— Fifty yards-3 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 
Extremely full #4000—Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds each $28 00 
LENGTHS. 19, 20, 21, and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue. Ivory, Peach, Burgundy, 
Pink, Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: Small, Medium and Large 
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BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA 
APRIL 15, 16, & 17, 1993 
and 
SEPTEMBER 15, 16, 17, & 18,1993 
DANCING LEVELS 
MAINSTREAM, PLUS, ADVANCE; in Sept. also C-1 
April 1993 
TONY OXENDINE, JERRY STORY 
GARY SHOEMAKE & KEN BOWER 
and 
JACK & GENIE WHETSELL 
ED & CAROLYN RAYBUCK 
September 1993 
TONY OXENDINE, JERRY STORY, BOB NEWMAN 
RANDY DOUGHTERY & JOHN MARSHALL 
and 
JACK & GENIE WHETSELL 
CLYDE & LUCILLE HENSLEY 
Also 
FASHION SHOW (Sept.), SEWING CLINIC, CALLERS "RAP" SESSION, 
and JOHN INABINET MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT (Sept.) 
• i1  	' FOR SPECIAL LODGING RATES AND BROCHURES 
r TICKETS & INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
BARBARA HARRELSON 
1604 Grays Inn Road, Columbia, SC 29210 
Tel 	1-803-731-4885 	 ----- 
-., 	7-----.  ',---:':.77-7 ---*••-•;.---Te 	/ • :•-____.--.•••,-,.—..._ 
:A 	 • '4.--2-7—‘,..4.:;.,... r.• ,. .:.,... _,. 	.........—. ...2.7:.:77‘,........ 	' 
*` •-L., — 	-;... :-........ 
• , ....._......:...- ,---7•77:----- 	• ''"•• . ..,.• ... ,.. , 
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
For All Of Your Square And Round Dance Records 
Square Dance, Round Dance And Line Dance Manuals 
Square Dance Records • Round Dance Records • Clogging Records 
• Line Dance Records • 
Samson Wireless Systems • Williams Sound Wireless 
• Williams Sound Personal PA For The Hearing Impaired • 
Call Today For A Free Sample Of Our Monthly Square Dance Tape Service. 
Stay On Top Of The Latest Releases. 
Receive A Monthly/No Return/You Keep The Tape/ "New Releases" 
Cassett Tape Service / $32.00 Per Year in U.S. / $42.00 U.S. Funds To Other Countries. 
Need Blank Cassettes? • Yes We Have Them! • Boxes, Poly And Hard Plastic • Labels • Cas-
settes Are Ampex 617. • Lengths are: C-12, C-22, C-32, C-46, C-62, and C-91 
BLUE STAR (New Midi Keyboard Sounds) (Rounds: New & Updated) 
BS-2414 LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL (MS) 
BS-2413 	HONEY (Ph II + 2) 
BS-2412 CECILIA (Ph II + 2) 	 
BS-2411 HAPPY BIRTHDAY (Song & Dance) 
BS-2410 FREIGHT TRAIN (Plus/Track Two) . 
BS-2409 ROSE ROOM (pH iii + 2/Foxtrot) 
BS-2408 	HAPPY PAIR (Ph II +s/Fishtail) 
BS-2407 HER FLASHING EYES (MS) . 
BS-2406 JEANIE'S WALTZ (Ph II/Quarterly) 
BS-2405 SAINT'S HOE / HAPPY PATTER 
BOGAN (Country Western & Bluegrass — Live Pickers) 
BOG-1393 BE NOBODY'S BABY BUT MINE (MS) . 
BOG-1392 MY HOME IN SAN ANTONE (MS) 
BOG-1391 IF IT WEREN'T FOR COUNTRY MUSIC (MS) 
BOG-1390 SELFISH (MS) 	  
BOG-1389 MOSTLY GUITAR / BLUE MOON SPECIAL . . 
BOG-1388 MADOLIN BARB / BANJO LEWIS 	 
BOG-1387 SOMETHING TO BRAG ABOUT (MS) 
BOG-1386 DRINKIN' CHAMPAGNE (MS) 	  
BOG-1385 BANJO ON LINE / MOUNTAINS OF HARMONICA 
. by Johnnie Wykoff 
by Kirks 
by Kirks 
by Jerry Helt 
by Ben Goldberg 
. . by Carvers 
. by Carvers 
. by Johnnie Wykoff 
by Cutters 
. Two Hoedowns 
by Johnnie Wykoff 
by Aden & Wykoff 
by John Aden 
by Johnnie Wykoff 
Two Hoedowns 
Two Hoedowns 
by John Aden 
. by Johnnie Wykoff 
Two Hoedowns 
DANCE RANCH (The Old Merrbach Masters Updated) 
DR-722 	IF YOU KNEW SUSIE (MS) 	  by Ben Goldberg 
DR-721 JINGLE BELL ROCK (MS)  by Johnnie Wykoff 
DR-720 	KING OF WESTERN SWING (MS) 	  by John Aden 
DR-719 MORE THAN I CAN SAY (MS) 	  by Johnnie Wykoff 
DR-718 	HOOKED ON COWBOY CLOTHES (MS) 	  by King Caldwell 
DR-717 SMOKEY MOUNTAIN BOY 	  by Frances Zeller 
DR-716 	EVERY STREET'S A BOULEVARD (MS) 	  by Johnnie Wykoff 
DR-715 IN DREAMY CHINATOWN (MS) 	  by Chuck Myers 
DR-714 	BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN (MS)  by Bob Baier 
DR-713 OUT BEHIND THE BARN (MS)  	 by Jerry Story 
DR-712 	CAROLINA IN THE PINES (MS)  by Tony Oxendine 
CALL, FAX OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICES 
Johnnie Wykoff DBA 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO BOX 7309, Houston, TX 77248-7309 * 323 West 14th, St., Houston TX 77008 
Tel # 713-862-7077 	* Fax 713-802-2922 
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
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PUZZLE PAGE 
1144. 4.1  
This month's crossword puzzle comes 
to us from Arlene Lane of 
Sacramento, California. 
" 3 " II 7 It' 
le " ME M 
• 111111115111 ME 
11■• III 













II '2  
Mil 
■ UM  ■■ 
Across 
1. 	Part of a circle 
4. Epoch 
7. 	Speed leters 
10. College cheer 
11. 	To demand again 
13. South of the border R/D oldie 
15. Charged atom 
16. Stravinsky 
17. 66 	She Lovely" 
19. 	Typesetting measures 
20. 101 to Cato 
22. Enlistees in the US army (Abbr.) 
23. Fala or Him 
24. 	Alte" 
25. Because 
26. Adlai's monogram 
27. 	in USA, label 
28. A position of leadership 
30. Blythe or Jilian 
31. RID Latin number 
35. Power namesakes 
36. Time period 
37. Letters placed after their 
names by Augustinians 
38. 	gratias 
39. "Little _ Wagon" 




3. Daisy 	 
4. Land of the shamrock 
5. Legal matter 
6. "Oh my 	back" 
7. 	Clinic, Rochester, MN 
8. Type of earring 
9. Letters relating to royalty 
	
12. 	Spider's feature 
14. "To be or 	to be..." 
17. A Gershwin 
18. S/D walk 
19. Spanish two 
21. Anger 
23. 	To ask for with authority 
26. Dog food giant 
27. JKL follower 
29. Pound or Stone 
30. Charlie Chan's exclamation 
31. Pontiac model 
32. Third in a series 
33. down 
34. "Birth of Rock 	Roll" 
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By Barney Munyan, St. Paul, MN 
I
n response to all the correspondence 
from everyone about the December 92 
article about what to call our dance or 
whether to change the name. I thank 
everyone and I will respond to everyone 
as time permits. 
Your replies once again cannot find a 
common ground on which you may all 
stand together. Just as it must have been 
in 1948 it is beginning to repeat itself 
again, it seems. 
Can we really afford to stand idly by 
while little patches of fenced off turf for 
irritable groups continue to cause confu-
sion and disarray among your family of 
Dancers? 
I have read everything I could find 
including the dance being done by Lewis 
and Clark's expedition members while 
mapping our frontier. No country I know 
of may boast that there dance is done 
exactly the same and in their same Ian- 
guage no matter where in the world you 
travel. I've been in 62 of them and know 
the feeling of pride. 
The work done by your Federation in 
conjunction with Callerlab since 1948 
has brought this dance to such dizzying 
heights and respectability. I compare it 
on a level to a treasure such as Mt. 
Rushmore. You wouldn't rename that 
"Presidents" or something else, would 
you? 
Nowhere in the rest of the world can I 
find a problem with our name. I remem-
ber what it was like in the 40's and where 
Square Dancing was going. 
MD had three replies so they win as 
the area with the most problems educat-
ing the people. I suspect there still exists 
an "OLD TIME" hard—core element 
popular with the people in that area. Just 
ask them how many countries in the 
world do there dance and then show 
them our National Registry. 
Although our bodies change with time 
(WHAT DOESN'T) our names do not 
change as the same thing with most 
things. I hope we will all gather together 
and not change things unless it is 
brought to a vote just as it is in other 
aspects of our activity. 
Unless I am advised otherwise by Cal-
lerlab and the Square Dance Federation 
along with Legacy, I will continue to pro-
duce with the established name. I would 
produce just as proudly with another 
name if it was established but until then 
it shall remain The American Square 
Dance at Brainard National Physical 
Education Teachers Workshop Seminar 
again this year and all TV productions as 
well. Thank you. 	V 
NEW 
YettRac 
A STITCH IN TIME SEWING 
MACHINE CO, 226-06A Kingsbury Avenue 
Bayside, NY 1364-3126 Tel#: (718) 479-3362 
$30.00 add $2.50 for 
Postage & Handling 
Send for Free Brochure 
Use for traveling or storage. 
Holds up to 6 Petticoats 
Lightweight Nylon-Sturdy-Secure 
Water & Dirt Repellent. U.S.A. 
NY Res. 8 I/4 % tax/30 day Guarantcc 
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DON'T LET OUR LOVE START SLIPPIN' 
AWWAY 
CHOREOGRAPHY: Gene & Linda Kureger 
RECORD: MCA-MCA57-54489 
DANCE: Two Step Cha 
LEVEL: Phase IV Cha 
FOOTWORK: Dance starts Open Facing Wall 
SEQUENCE: Intor-A-B-C-B-INT-C-END 
INTRO: 
1-8 	WAIT 2;; APT,-,PT,-; TOG,-, TCH (Bfly),-; TWIRL VINE/REV TRWIRL;; 
CUCRACHA (Twice) (Blend Oplod);; 
Opfc wall wait 2 meas;;stp apt L,-, pt R,-;tog L,-;bfly sd L, xRib,sd UR,L; 
sd R,xLib,sd R/L,R; bfly sdL,rec R,in place L/R,L;sd R,rec L, in place 
R/L,R;oplod 
PART A 
1-16 	(Oplod)WK 2,CHA(Twice);; SLIDE DOOR(Twice);; CIRCLE CHA;; 
FULL BASIC;;NEW YORKER(Twice);;FULL ALEMANA(Bfly);; 
CRAB WALKS(Rlod);;FENCE LINE(Twice);; 
Oplod fwd L,R,UR.L;R,L,R/L,R;sd L,rec R, xLif/sd R, xLif, sd R, rec L, 
xRif/sd L, xRif,cirle away twds COH(W twds wall) L,R,UR,L;circle tog twds 
wall (W twds COH) R,L,R/L,R;rk fwd L,rec R,chasse UR,L;bk R, rec L, 
chasse R/L.R;xLif R trn 1/4 rf rlod, rec R blend bfly fc ptr,chasse UR,L; 
xRif L tm 1/4 If lod, rec L,chasse Ft/L,R;bfly fwd L,rec R, chasse UR,L; sd R, 
rec L, inplace R/L,R (W circle under lead hnds fwd L swvl RF, fwd R swvl 
RF to fc M, sd & fwd chasse UR,L to fc bfly); rlod xLif of R,sd R, xLif/sd R. 
xLif; sd R, xLif, sd R,xLif, sd R;bfly lunge thru rlod L, rec R, chasse UR,L; 
bfly lunge thru lod R, rec L, chasse R/L,R; 
PART B 
1-12 	FULL ALEMANA;; PEEK-A-BOO CHASE;;;;(Bfly)1/2 BASIC;FAN; 
HOCKEY STICK;; SHOULDER/SHOULDER (Twice);; 
fwd L, rec R, in place UR,L; bk R, rec L, chasse R/L, R; fwd L trn 1/4 rf, rec 
fwd R cont RF trn, fwd UR,L COH(W bk R,rec & fwd L chase M, fwd R/L,R); 
M rk sd R look over L shoulder, rec L, inplace R/L,R(W rk sd L, rec R inplace 
UR,L);M rk sd L look over R shoulder, rec R, in pl UR,L (W rk sd R, rec L, 
in pl R/L,R); M fwd R. trn 1/4 LF, rec & fwd L cont LF tm to chase W, 
fwd R/L,R to Wall (W fwd L,rec R, bk UR,L);fwd L, rec R,. bk/cl R, bk L;bk R, 
rec L, chasse R/L,R (W fwd L trn LF 1/4, bk Ulk R in frnt, bk L Ivng R foot 
extended no weight; bfly rk fwd L scar. rec R, chasse UR.L; rk fwd R bjo, 
rec L, chasse R/L,R; 
PART C 
1-16 	BREAK BK OPEN;SVVVL,2,CHA;SLIDE DOOR(Twice);;CIRCLE CHA;; 
FULL BASIC;;NEW YORKER (Twice);;FULL ALEMANA(Bfly);; 
CRAB WALKS (Rlod);; FENCE LINE (Twice);; 
1-2 	bk L(W bk R) oplod, rec R, fwd UR,L;swvIR,L,UR,L; 
	
3-16 Rpt meas 3-16 Pt A 	
PART B 
1-12 	FULL ALEMANA;;PEEK-A-BOO CHASE;;;;(bfly) 1/2 BASIC; FAN; 
HOCKEY STICK;;SHOULDER/SHOULDER(Twice);; 
Reoeat measures 1-12 Part B from first page  	
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INT 
1-13 OPEN BREAK; HAND/HAND; TIME STEPS(Twice);;SPOT TURN (Twice);; 
OPEN BREAK; WHIP; SHOULDER/SHOULDER (Twice);; 
1/2 BASIC; WHIP; SIDE DRAW,-,CLOSE,-; 
rk apt L, rec R, chasse UR,L bfly, bhd R tin RF, rec L tin LF fc ptr, chasse 
R/L,R;xLibR, rec R fc ptr, chasse UR,L;xRibL, rec L fc ptr, chasse R/L,R; 
xLif tm, rec R tin, chasse UR,L; xRif tin, rec L tin, chasse R/L,R; repeat 
meas one Int; bk R tm 1/4 LF, rec L tin 1/4 LF, chasse R/L,R; repeat meas 
11-12 part B;; repeat meas 11 pt C; repeat meas 8 Int; sd L,-, Close R to L,-, 
PART C 
1-16 BREAK BK OPEN; SWVL,2,CHA; SLIDE DOOR(Twice));;CIRCLE CHA;; 
FULL BASIC;; NEW YORKER(Twice);; FULL ALLEMANA(Bfly);; 
CRAB WALKS(Rlod);; FENCE LINE(Twice);; 
1-2 	bk L(W bk R) oplod, rec R, fwd UR,L,swvIR,L,UR,L; 
	
3-16 Rpt meas 3-16 Pt A 	
END 
1-8 	FULL ALEMANA;; LARAIAT;; TIME STEPS(Twice);; 
VINE 2, FACE-FACE(Open); STEP THRU ON R, CHECK & HOLD; 
Bfly fwd L, rec R, Chasse VR,L;sd R, rec L, in place R/L,R; repeat meas 2 pt 
A & end W to M's R sd; sd L, rec R, in plUR,L (W cont cir arnd M fwd R, 
L,R/L,R); sd R, rec L, in pl R/L,R(W fwd L,R,UR,L to fac bfly); repeat meas 
3&4 of IINT;; sd L, xRibL, sd Ucl R to L, tin 1/4 LF on L to open; stp thru R, 
ck raise free hands; I/ 
• • • • • • • • 	 • • • • • • 
• 
• 




A Threesome For 
-Summer Fun- 
Havea"Fiesta" Summer in this kiveli threesome! 
Fearuring a three-tiered skirt with lase separating 
rash tier • showoff a contrasting color pettis0Jr 
as the color filters through the lace tiers 
Elasticized waist Mix-&-match with a glhae-
netk ; 4 length sleeve White Fiesta blouse, or 
match your skirt color with the V-neck Fiesta 
Blouse with matching lace All 01 washable 
65 45 puly-cortun trimmed with IOW: polyester 
lace A Sensational Stammer Treat' Asailable in 
soft Petal Pink or ocean wave Aqua 
Sizes! P-S•M L. XL 
Style "Summer Fiesta" 
3-Piece Set ...Special $99.01) 
Send with order 
Style. Color. Sue and Price Your Name. 
Address. City. State and 1p For Charge 
Card Number and Expiration Date 
Add, $6.50 for postage & handling. 
Check. Visa. MasterCard or Discover 
accepted. 
Please allow 	weeks for delivery 
Send SI 00 for a copy of our complete 
Square Dance Apparel Catalog including 
a Spring & Fall Supplement Will he 
























P. 0. Box 2340 Fairfax, Virginia 22031-0340 	• 
• (703) 323-9572 	 (800) 627-0412 • a 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 	• • • • • 	 • • • — 
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MICRO 75C HT-100 
darilirda 
• SPEAKERS 
• SPEAKER STANDS 
• CORDS & CABLES 
AC-300C 
• RECORD CASES 
• MICROPHONES 
• TAPE RECORDERS 
• WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
CALL OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
THE DIRECTOR 
SOUND COLUMN 
BY YAK STACK 
Sound Systems 
QUALITY THROUGHOUT... 
QUALITY SOUND • QUALITY DESIGN • QUALITY PERFORMANCE • QUALITY SERVICE 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E SHARY CIRCLE • CONCORD, CA 94518 
PHONE 510-682-8390 • FAX 510-682-8497 
American Squaredance, March 1993 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 P,necrest Drve 
Redwood Valley CA 954 70 
1-800-468-6423 
Free Swatches, Fryers 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
219 32 Shoento rn St 
Canoga Park CA 91304 
818-347-1207 
SHERRY'S DANCE STORE 
2468 Almaden Road 
San Jose CA 95125 
(408) 267-2333 
Compiete Line of SD Apparel 
SQUARE D FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd Ste 5 
Sacramento. CA 95841-1207 
916-344-0346 
COLORADO 
SA1 RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sherdan Blvd 
Denver, CO 80214 
Phone 3 03-238-4 810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW SA) SHOP 
8650 4910 St N 
Pinellas Park FL 34 66 6 
813-541-5 700 
Everything the dancer needs 
JENNIFER SHOES 
917 Brookhills Dr 
Canlonment. FL 32533 
904.968-4415 
Phone & Mail Orders Welcome 
FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
RR 3 Box 125, Patera HI 96 778 
on the Big Island, 808966-7076 
EverythIng for the SA? Dancer Inc 
Hawakan-made Items 
Bed 8 Breakfast try reservations ony 
KANSAS 
BIT Sip & WESTERN WEAR 
637 E 47th St S . Wichita KS 
2 blk. W of 1-35 Trnk, Exit 42 
316-522-6670. Closed Sun/Mon 
Al New First Line Apparel 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/D SHOPPE 
RI 9 Box 997 (318)855-4470 
Lake Charles LA 70611 
Member NASRDS, yea & MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt 115 Yarmouth Rd 
Gray ME 04 039 
20 7-657-34 12 
Catalog $2 Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES WV & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109 Liberty Rd (301-795-0808) 
Fldersburg MD 21 784 
Catalogue Available - $2 




Detroit MI 48 209 
Prettier perke pencoats & 
pantalettes 
NEW YORK Py 
SKY RANCH WEST .S SA) STORE 
109-111 S Main St (315-668-2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Wester, & SID Store 
Calabg $1 Credited on 1st Order 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W 6/0 FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
193 Winery Rd (Phone 919-327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry NC 28460 
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA 
OHIO 
TERRI'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
(Formerly M & H Western Fashions) 
13002 Lorain Ave 
Cleaveland OH 44111 
216-671-5165 or 800-553-9761 
OAKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73160-5105 
Apparel 405-799-5602 
Just outside OK Cry & worth the trip 
PENNSYLVANIA 
FABIAN'S WESTERN WEAR 
Square Dance Apparel 
18th & Jefferson Sts 
Lewisburg PA 17837 
Phone 1-717-523-6280 
TEXAS 
A NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these shops 
CALIFORNIA 	 HAWAII 
THE CATCHALL 
ILLINOIS 	 NEW MEXICO 	 18 13 Ninth 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 	 JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 	 Wichita Falls TX 76301 
7215 W Irving Park Road 4017 Central Ave NE Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Chicago IL 60634 	 Albuquerque NM 8 7108 	 Immediate Mail Order Service 
505-255-8961 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST 
112 Depot St 
Auburn IN 46 706 
219-925-3818 or 925-0639 
24-hour Phone Service 
TRIPLE R 's CATALOG SERVICE 
PO Box 2340 
Fairfax, VA 22031 
1-800.627-0412 
CIRCLES & SQUARES INC 
904 7 Garland Rd 
MINNESOTA 	 Dallas TX 75218 
SKYLINE SA3 SHOP 	 214-328-8684 
9 Skyline Dr 507-345-1900 	 SA) Apparel & Monogramming 
Mankato MN 56 001 
Member xl NASRDS 	 VIRGINIA 
We welcome mail orders! 
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Dan Nordbye Joe Salte! 
MIND!! 
10E11 
PICTURING THE CLASS 
Dental patients reclining in the dentist's 
chair in a Dental Clinic on Yokota AB, Japan, 
will see this square dance class recruitment 
poster placed on the ceiling by dental assis-
tant Ayumi Taguchi, a member of the Fugi 
Squares. 
I thought it is a novel way of displaying a 
poster, and thought you might like to know 
of it. I, by the way, am instructing the class 
of both American and Japanese students. 
Amy and I arrived here in Dec. of last year 
(1990) from North Carolina. Amy works for 





,.*.keiti 	1'4 • 
• 
3=1J' 
R C RDS 
New Releases! 
"WHY GET UP" 
Dan & Joe - DJ104 
"GOING AGAINST THE GRAIN" 
Dan Nordbye - DJ103 
"WALKIN' THE FLOOR OVER ME' 
Joe Sahel DJ102 
"BACK TO THE COUNTRY" 
Dan & Joe - DJ101 
3925 N. Tollhouse Road, Fresno, CA 93726 (209) 227-2764 
American Squareclance, March 1 993 
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[CALLER LINE- UP These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals Call 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
Call 419-433-2188 
The Meandering Nlan 
Fax: (203)934-2653 
427 Campbell Ave. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nile 
with "Railroad Bill" Barr 
Jim Snyder 
RD 3, Box 101 
13ernville, PA 19506 
Call: 215-488-6988 
Artist Buckskin Records 
Now Travel Full -Time 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is timing 
The basis of timing is music 
1111 	
Jim "Who Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
—• Florissant MO 63033 
(314) 714-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 














2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025 
PO Box 940, Rockwall TX 75087 
216 Williams St., Huron OH 44839 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
5911 Oak Run, San Antonio TX 78247 
140 McCandless Dr., Wexford PA 15090 








DON TAYLOR Promenade Hall, 1212 Depot St., Auburn IN 46706 219-925-3818 
TOM TRAINOR 	12809 Seville Dr., Sun City West AZ 85375 602-584-3607 
JOE ULEBELACKER 	RR4, Peterborough, Ont., Can. K9J 6X2 705-292-53352 
JIM WHEELER 	11 Crabapple Ct., Orchard Park NY 14127 716-662-7284 
-ASO— -a,- --411380-- 	-413,- —MEM— —439.— 	--eap-- 
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RWH-181 DISTANCE BETWEEN YOU AND ME by Stan C. 
RWH-180 THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES by Larry 
RWH-179 I'M ALABAMY BOUND by Lee 
SIZZLIN' SELLERS 
RWH-178 HEY, GOOD LOOKIN' by Dale 
RWH-177 SEND A MESSAGE TO MY HEART by Stan 
RWH-176 DREAM, DREAM, DREAM by Jerry J. 
RWH-175 ENOUGH LOVE FOR ONE WOMAN by Steve 
RWH-174 ANGRY by Larry 














HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES 
BUC-1246 DON'T THINK TWICE by Jim 
BUC-1245 HIGH ON A MOUNTAIN OF LOVE by Otto 
BUC-1244 THE BOYS ON 16TH AVE. by Jim 
SIZZLIN' SELLERS 
BUC-1243 HEAVEN SAYS HELLO by Otto 
BUC-1242 BALL & CHAIN by Dick N.  
BUC-1240 ROCKY TOP by Chuck 
• WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW CATALOG' 

























QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY: 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 
BRAND NEW RELEASES: • • 
	
ea, aewman .. ESP-182 	SHE GOT THE RHYTHM I GOT THE BLUES . . . 	by Elmer 
.. 	ESP-181 WALKIN AFTER MIDNIGHT 	  by Elmer 
.. ESP-718 	WE SHAL BE FREE 	 by Craig 
.. 	ESP-530 WHISPER SWEET NOTHINS 	  by Bob 




WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
ESP, 2213 S. Adams St., Tallahassee FL 32301 
Elmer Sheffield Jr 
SPECIAL RE-RELEASE 
••• ESP-109A A ROLLIN IN MY SWEET BABIES ARM by Elmer 
(same tune - new music) 
RECENT RELEASES: 
ESP-903 	SEEIN NELLIE HOME 	  by Steve 
ESP-179 NOW THAT'S COUNTRY 	  by Elmer 
ESP-530 	WHISPER SWEET NOTHINGS 	  by Bob 
ESP-410 SUNSHINE II (Hoedodwn) 	  by ESP Staff 
ESP-717 	AIN'T SHE SWEET 	 by Craig 
ESP-177 ACHY BREAKY HEART 	  By Elmer 
ESP 178 	BOOT SCOOTIN BOOGIE  By Elmer 
• BRAND NEW 
JP/ESP-700 RAINBOW CONNECTION 	  by Bill 





National Square Dance 
0 	 DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world. 
• Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage) 
$50.00—Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 





TNT 272 PISTOL PACKING MAMA. Rd by Fran Kropf 
TNT 273 IF I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Mulroy 
TNT 274 JUST LOVING YOU (Flip) by Ed Shortman 
TNT 275 WALKING SHOES. Rd by Jack Raye 
TNT 276 SEA OF A HEARTBREAD. Rd by Steve Viihlhoit 
TNT 277 SHES A LITTLE PAST FORTY by Ron Noble 
TNT 278 COME FOLLOW ME BABE. Rd by Frank Krop 
TNT 279 PERFECT HARMONY. Rd by Jeff Grossman 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LP1001-DICK LEGER 95. • 75  psi. 
Plastic Record Sleeves Avallabie 
Clusorty Oiscourts for 25. 50 /00 & 200 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, Si. Alban. VT 0547S, 902-5244474 
WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
pp Box 847 
MICRO PLASTICS 
Thank You 	
[Ca.  ELLIE 
UPTOWN. U S A 
MANDERS 
Orders $IO 00 or less. 
odd $100 Orders over 
1000. odd $2.00 
Rills CO 81650 
303-625-17111 
I line Slirn Jn  $150 
None only Regular Size $185 
Nome and Town OR Design $200 
None and Town and Design $275 
Name. keen. Design. Club None $.300 
Slate Shope $3008. up 
15 Mirrnum Order. 
Bodge Colors: Block white. blue, green, brown, red, 
yelkY and wolnut 
CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 





J & J Manufacturing 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 
Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 
Phone (803) 288-4000 
VISA - MC Prepayment Ck or MO Inside Con. U.S. 
protection with a 
professional look. 
DATELINE 
The numbers before the states are the 
month and day of the activity! 
If you would like to list a festival, convention or 
others special dance in the next issue please 
contact ASD office. 
03-03-TENNESSEE-Memphis German R/D Ex-
travaganza-Memphis State U. March 5,6,1993-P.&.M 
McGee. Contact (901)365-8686 
03-05-CONNECTICUT-March Get Away- March 
5,6,7,1993-Ramada Inn, Mystic, Connecticut 195, Exit 
90-A.Uebelaacker-!.Marshall-contact B&J Marcus, 8 
Everturn circle, Norristown, PA.19401, (215)275-8255 
03-01-01110-March Madness- March 1,1993- Bon-
ham Road Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio. G.Shoemake, 
K. Bower, R/D R. Warner. Contact M. Jackson, P.O.Box 
15717, Cincinnati, Ohio 45215-0717-(513)385-4505 
03-05-CALIFORNIA-19th Annual Sq & RD Fest.-
March 5,6,7,1993-Palm Springs Pavilion, 403 S. Pavil-
ion Way, Palm Springs, CA. National Callers, no 
contact. 
03-12-MISSISSIPPI-38th Annual Sweetheart Fest. 
Jackson, MS. March 12,13,1993. D.McMillan, R/D 
M.White.Contact (601)234-4117 
03-12-TEXAS-Pottsboro 9th Annual Jamboree, 
March 12,13,14, 1993-Pottsboro High School, Contact-
H&L Johnson RT 2, Box 475, Pottsboro, TX 75076 
(903) 786-2253 
03-19-LOUISIANA-24th Annual Convention-
March 19-20, 1993 G. Shoemake-R/D R&J Lawson-
Civic Center, Monroe, LA.contact-J&F Stinson, 605 
South Trenton, Ruston, LA. 71270 (318)255-3113 
03-19-CALIFORNIA-25th Anniversary Redding 
Square Dance Jamboree-March 19,20,1993-Shasta Dis-
trict Fairgrounds, Anderson, CA. J.Haag, J.Saltel, cuers 
S&C Parker. Contact (916)221-2578. 
03-26-NORTH CAROLINA-Spring Frolics-
March 26,27,1993-Fontana Village, NC. D. McMillan, 
C. Rowe-cuers J&B Pierce. contact (706) 291-4016 
03-26-TENNESSEE-14th Annual Spring Frolics. 
D.N1cMillan, C.Rowe-R/D J&B Pierce. Contact 
B.Crawford, 3070 Summer Ave #56Memphis, TN. 
38112-2450, (901)452-4535 
03-26-CALIFORNIA-4th Annual Southern Calif. 
Sunshine Fest.- March 26,27,28,1993-Oxnard Commu-
nity Center, 800 Hobson Way-Callers various-contact 
(714)945-3420 or (714)351-1729 or (714)534-6489 
03-26-COLORADO-Swing Into Spring-March 26-
27, 1993-The Hayloft, 2950 West Mississippi, Denver, 
CO. A.Petrere-J.Blessing-R/D L.Shade & B.Lyon-con-
tact John Blessing, 2500 S. Lincoln, Denver, CO. 80210 
(303)778-1873 
03-27-COLORADO-3RD Annual Crane Festival 
SQ/DA March 27,1993. Contact P.Rendon, Box 737, 
LaJara, C0.81140.(719)247-5577. 
03-02-ARKANSAS- 1st Annual Jamboree-April 
2,3,1993-Pine Bluff Convention /Center, Pine Bluff, 
Arkansas-K.Bower, W.Driver, M.Flippo, J.Hagg, 
L.Letson, T.Oxendine, G.Shoemake, S.Smith, J.Story-
R'D 13&J Pierce-B&B Lincoln-contact-Jamboree 
American Squaredance. March 19433 	
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PROMENADERS 
Clog & SID Shoes 
Blk Wht $37.95 
Colors $37.95 
Gold & SII. $39.95 




Square Dance 8 Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
Rt 9, Box 283 • Hwy. 70 East a Goldsboro NC 27534 
CLOGGER for men (black & white) 
CLOGGER for women (white only) 
$38.95 
Brochure available—$2.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P. Earrings or Pendant $395 
Both for only $6.95 
plus $1.00 ship. 8 handling 
(Calif res add 64o sales tax) 
Earring also available 
with clips 
When ordering specify dress 
color red, blue or black 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 4208 




Dancing is singing with your 
feet, and we put the song in your soles. 
Caller Schools & Clinics 
Leadership Seminars 
Caller Training Tapes 
The Basis of Calling is Timing 
The Basis of Timing is Music 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
Summer-801, 392.9078 Winter-602-7268415 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * * 
1916 Poseyvilie Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524. 
* * * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
24K Gold-Plated Enameled 
U.S.A. Regist.-500 Buckboard Lane, Midwest City, OK. 
73130-(405)769-6868 
03-21-HAWAII-Big Island Caller College Work-
shop,Bilo. L. Gotcher & B. Weaver. Contact-(808) 935-
8382 
03-05-CALIFORNIA- 12th Annual Wing Ding-
March 5-6-7,1993-Stanislaus Co. Fairgrounds-
K.Garvey-J.Preston-V.Weese-R/D S&C Parker. 
contact-F&D Bishop, 330 S. Bryan, Oakdale,DA.95361-
(209)847-4939 
03-05-LOUISIANA-Dogwood Celebration, March 
5,6,1993. Family Life Center E.S.M. Methodist Church, 
510 Ave. B, Bogalusa, Louisiana.T.Kennedy, C.Myers, 
P.Marcum. R/D B&L Vanata. Contact C&A Jarrell, 
1801 S. Ave F, Bogalusa, LA. 70427. (504)735-0930 
03-12-TENNESSEE-Houston's 41st Annual Round 
Dance Fest.-March 12-13-14,1993-Nessler Center, 
Texas City, Texas-B&M Moore-contact-C&W Curbo. 
9738 Pine Lake, Houston TX, 77055-(713)467-1604. 
03-12-MINNESOTA-Golden Plus Weekend-
Moorhead, MN-L. Letson, L&S Mills-No contact. 
03-12-TEXAS-Spring Fling, March 12,13,14,1993-
Lubbock Civic Center, Lubbock, TX. K.Bacon, 
A.Tangen.R.Fennell. Cuers: D&N Smith, J.Brewer. 
Contact (806)793-1935 
03-19-PENNSYLVANIA-Pocono Heavenly Holi-
day-March 19,20,21,1993-Split Rock Resort, Lake Har-
mony, PA-L.Kopman, S.Kopman-R/D R&A 
Lock-contactB&J Marcus, 8 Evertum Circle, Norris-
town, PA. 194014215)275-8255 
03-19-01110-9th Honeymoon S/Q Weekend-
March 19,20,21,1993-Burr Oak Lake Lodge, Glouster, 
Ohio-C&J Marlow-L&M Noland-contact-J.Marlow, 
3795 Pamela Dr. Gahanna, Ohio 43230-(614)868-9828. 
03-19-PENNSYLVANIA-Pocono Heavenly Holi-
day-Split Rock Resort, Lake Harmony, Penn.-Mar. 19, 
20, 21, 1993-L.Kopman, S.Kopman-R/D R&A Lock-
contact B&J Marcus, 8 Evertum Circle, Norristown, PA. 
19401- (215) 275-8225 
03-19-FLORIDA-R/D Council of FL Spring Week-
end of Rounds-March 19,20,21,1993- Lake Mirror 
Auditorium, Lakeland, FL. contact-D&O N1allozzi, 409 
Avocado Dr. Barefoot Bay. FL. 32976 
03-13-OREGON-Kick off dance for 43rd National 
Square Dance Convention- March 13, 1993-Oregon 
Convention Center and Memorial Coliseum, Portland, 
Ore. For free map and tourist info: call 1-800-962-3700. 
03-19-COLORADO-Four Corners Fling-March 19-
20. M. Linder. contact Angie Masks, 402 N. Washing-
ton, Cortez, CO 81321, (303)565-1261 
04-02-KENTUCKY-33rd Derby city Festival-April 
2,3,4,1993-Kentucky Fair & Expo Center, Louisville, 
KY.-R.Howe II, B.Harrison, T.Roper, K.Burke, R/D P&J 
Robertson-contact S.& L Trinkle, 3850 Horne Ave., New 
Albany, IN. 47150 or P&W Nally,1-(502)361-8888. 
04-09-UTAII-22nd Sego Lily State R/D Fest.-April 
9,10,I1,1993-Army Natnl. Gaurd Armory, 1543 East 
Sunnyside Ave. (840 South),Salt Lake City, Utah. L&D 
Roumagoux-no contact. 
04-23-NEW HAMPSHIRE-New England Sq & RD 
Cony. 35th Anniversary- Manchester, NH. Info: 35th 
NESRDC, Box 4794, Manchester, N.H. 03108. 
04-17-11AWAII-S aturday Dinner Dance, Hilo 
YWCA, Hilo. contact (808) 966-6151 
04-23-TENNESSEE- 17th Annual Music City SQ 
DA Fest.- April 23-24-1993-Woodbine Cumberland 
Presbyterian Church, 3016 Nolensville Rd. Nashville, 
TN. J. Story, T. Oxendine - R/D B&G Pinkston. Contact 
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R&B Young, 213 Wauford Dr. Nashville, TN. 37211 -
(615)834-2238 or (615)822-1286. 
04-24-DELAWAWRE- Whirl-A-Ways Spring 
Fling, April 24, 1993. Municipal Building, Seaford, DE. 
J.O'Leary, L.Kanniard, R/D D.Roberts. Contact 
(302)856-2366 
04-02-ILLIONIS-Greater St. Louis Folk & SQ Fed. 
45th annual Jamboree- April 2,3,1993-Belle-Clair Ex-
position Hall, 200 South Belt East, Belleville, IL. 
K.Berg, E.Foote, S.Kopman. R/D R&S Anderson-con-
tact R&D Edwards, 2616 Center St. Granite City, 11 
620404618)876-6803. 
04-30-CANADA-Prairie Lily Promenade-April 30-
May 1st., Union Ilan, Saskatoon, SK.- Red Boot Boys -
contact-G. & F Sanson, 1306 Ave. J. North, Saskatoon, 
SK, S7L 2L8 - Phone 382-7048. 
5-31-GERMANY-The European Round Dance 
Week-May 31 -June 6, 1993-at Scholb Eringerfeld-R. 
Lamberty & M. Morales-Host cuers K. Volkl & J Bradl. 
Contact J. Bradl, Georg-Lechleiter Platz 10, W-6800 
Mannheim I, Germany. Tele: +621/44 71 38 
5-16-NEW YORK-Lake Shores Squares Apple 
Blossom Dance-Eason Hall, 23 Elm St, Westfield, NY. 
May 16, '93-J.Jones, B&N Slomcenski-contact: G. Col-
grove, R.D.2, Box 30, Westfield, New York, 14787-
(716) 753-7389 
05-16-OREGON-The Bloomin' Dance- May 16-
Cooley's Gardens, 11553 Silverton RD NE-Silver-
ton,OR. contact: (503) 873-5463 
05-22=OREGON-The Bloomin' Dance-May 22-
Cooley's Gardens, 11553 Silverton Rd. NE.-Silverton, 
OR. contact: (503( 873-5463 
05-01-CANADA-Rose City Festival-25th Anniver-
sary Dance-May 1,1993-University of Windsor, Vanier 
Hall, Convention Center Wyandotte St. W. at Ambassa-
dor Bridge, Windsor, Ontario. Callers: various. Cuers 
N&A Brown. Contact G.Clark (519)252-0672-B.Pen-
ney (519)948-5078 
05-02-GEORGIA-DBD Advanced Week-[No Pris-
oners Taken] C-1 star tips. May 2-7,1993. Copecrest 
Square Dance Resort, Dillard, GA. D.Wilson, R.Silver. 
Contact Charlotte at Copecrest, (706)746-2134 
05-09-CALIFORNIA-7th Annual Petticoat Hoe-
down, May 900993. Palm Springs Pavilion, 403 S. 
Pavilion. O.Mathews, K.Clegg, D.Parnell, C.Masters, 
P.Thompson. Cuer C.Brown. Contact 0.Mathews, 
P.O.Box 2743, Palm Springs, CA.92263-2743 
05-09-01110-33rd Buckeye Dance Conv.-May 
7,8,9,1993-Ohio Center, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 350 N. 
High St., Columbus, Ohio.-contact-T.&R. Davidson, 
194 Lansdowne Ave., Gahanna, OH 43230-2868, 
(614)471-4986 
05-28-ALASKA-Buffalo Wallow SQ & RD-May 
28-31, 1993. End of Alaska Highway, Delta Junction, 
Alaska. R. Fennell, Cuers G&B Kersey. Contact N&M 
Wold, Buffalo Squares, P.O. Box 133, Delta Junction, 
AK 99737 (907)895-4644 
05-28-NEW YORK-Memorial Day Weekend, May 
28,29,30,31,1993-Oleana Campground, West Copake, 
NY. R.Page, D.Kofl-R/D K.Koft.Contact R&F Page, 14 
Boxwood Lane, Danbury, CT. 068114203)794-0053 
06-11-COLORADO- 39th Annual Colorado State 
Square Dance Festival-Colorado Gold Rush Days-
Colorado State Fair Grounds, Pueblo, CO. June 11-12.-
contact-A&V Bistline, 4785 Topaz Dr., Colorado 
Springs, CO. 80918 
06-22-ILLINOIS-Trail Thru Square Dance-June 
22, 1993-Times Past Banquet Hall, 1305 South Mercer 
Ave., Bloomington, ILL. Callers: various. Contact:N. 
Franklin 353 So. Carol Ave., Morton, ILL. 61550-(309) 
266-9870 
06-07-CANADA-32nd International SQ & RD 
Dance Conv.May 6,7,8,I993-McMaster University, 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. L.Kopman, J.Priest, !.Pre-
ston, J.Lee, N.Wilcox, J.Marshall, K.VanVliet, R/D 
S&W Bradt, N&ABrown. Contact J.Hurley, 5170 Lake-
shore Rd. Apt. 309, Burlington, Ont.L7L 1C4 
06-05-VIRGINIA-Plains Promenaders Special 
Dance-June 5, 1993, Plains Elem. School, Timberville, 
VA. 8-11 PM. Dee Dee Dougherty. Contact (703)896-
7913 
06-11-MICHIGAN-Marriner Regatta Weekend-
June 11,12,1993-Evergreen Commons Senior Center-
Michigan Ave. & State St., Holland, MI.-T.Marriner, 
R/D A. Steinke. No Contact. 
06-12-MICHIGAN-National Asparagus Dance-
June 12, 1993-Shelby High School, Shelby, MI. 
G.Adams-R/D K. Cekola. Contact D&M Knapp, 4435 
W. Grant Rd., Shelby, Michigan-(616)861-2786 
06-18-WASHINGTON-42nd Washington State Sq 
& Folk DAnce Fest.- June 18,19,1993-Lynden Fair-
grounds-contact-T&C Moon, 1020 W.Burchcl Rd.,Cou-
peville, WA. 98273-(206) 678-6284 
06-17-KENTUCKY-27th Adv.&Cgall. SQ. DA. 
Convention-June 17,18,19,1993-Commonwealth Con- 
vention Center, Louisville, KY. Callers Various-contact 
E"'M Foote, 140 McCnadless Dr., Wexford, PA. 15090. 
06-20-NEBRASKA -Chinook Records Trail In 
Dance, June 20th. D. Clendenin, J.Junck, J.Kwaiser. 
Live Band Dance. contact, Melonie shipman (402)435-
7208. 
06-21-KANSAS-Chinook Records Trail In Dance, 
June 21, 1993, Northeast Kansas S/Q Association, 
Croco Hall, Topeka, D.Clendenin, J.Junck, J.Kwaiser. 
Live Band. contact R. Been (913)-862-9447. 
06-22-ILLIONIS-Chinook Records Trail In Dance, 
June 22, Springfield Squares, Sherman Athletic Club-
D.Clendenin, J.Junck, J.Kwaiser, contact R. Kuhn 
(217)632.7437 
06-22-ILLINO1S-Trail Thru Square Dance- June 
22,1993-Banquet Hall, 1305 S. Mercer Ave. Bloom-
ington, ILL. Exit Veterans Parkway-N. Franklin-
E.Elder-Contact (309)266-9870 or (309)828-3265 
06-23-MISSOURI-42nd Natnl SQ Convention-
June 23,24,25,26,1993-Cervantes Convention Cen- 
ter,Down Town St. Louis, MO. contact R&V Wittman, 
1875 Yaqui Dr. Florissant, MO. 630314314)921-7582 
or P.O.Box 13570, St. Louis, MO. 63138. 
06-24-CANADA-Festival '93-June 24,25,26,1993-
Exhibition Grounds, Chilliwack, B.C. Canada-Contact 
S&F Zink, P.O. Box 273, Sardis, B.C. V2r 1A6, Canada. 
or phone (604)858-8882. 
07-04-COLORADO-Rocky Mountain Dance 
Roundup-July 4-10, 1993-La Foret Camp-w/Lloyd 
Shaw Found. Professionals-contact: D.Ortner, 419 NW. 
40th St., Kansas City, MO 64116 
07-01-ALASKA-27th Alaska State Feat. SQ & RD 
Dance. Mat-Su Valley Hoedown- July 1,2,3,4, 1993, 
Houston Jr./Sr. High School-Houston,Alaska-
L.Schmidt. G.&J. Summitt RD. Contact D.Tomlin, Box 
2765, Palmer, AK 99645-746-1654 or 892-7930 
07-09-CALIFORNIA-24th Monterey Area Square 
Dance Weekend- July 9,10,11,1993-Santa Cruz County 
Fairgrounds, Watsonville, CA. 210 E. Lake Ave.-HWY 
152-D.Norbye, J.Salte I, V.Kaaria, R/D C.Auria. Contact 
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B. Fox, 610 Marvista Dr., Monterey CA. 93940-
(408)375-8139 
07-09-SOUTH DAKOTA-Dam Campout, Gavins 
Point Dam, July 9,10,11,1993. J.Junck, J.Kwaiser, 
M.Hogan. contact J.Junck-(402)585-4829. 
07-09-WASIIINGTON-25th Annual Sq.Da.Lead-
ership Seminar-July 9,10,11,1993-Central Washington 
University, Ellensburg, WA. Featured Speaker Ray Lin-
denau-contact Mary Clerf, Chairman, and Betty Toops, 
Registar. (no number given.) 
07-16-COLORADO-3rd Annual Weekend of the 
Opera-July 16,17,1993 in Manassa, CO. S.Atkinson, 
S.Grandy. SQ/DA, R/D, CWTY. Limited registration. 
Contact F&P Rendon, Box 737, LaJara, CO. 81140-
(719)274-5577. 
07-16-TENNESSEE-Twin States Celebratrion SQ 
& RD, Viking Hall Civic Center, Bristol, TN. July 16-17, 
1993. D.D. Dougherty, Cuers/W&N Dickerson - contact 
J&R BRown, 303 Arnold Way, Bristol, TN 37620 -
(615)878-3489. 
07-16-ARITANA-White Mt. Rim Rompers 44th 
Ann. Dance-A-Rama, July 16,17,18,1993. White Moun-
tain SQ.DA Hall. Show Low, AZ. S. Greer-R/D R&E 
Sabey. Contact W&G Clinkingbeard, 2320 W.Sylvester 
Cir. Show Low, AZ. 85901. (602)537-7039. 
07-16-GEORGIA-Summer Sounds-Gainsville 
Civic Center-July 16,17,1993-D.Taylor, S.Springer-
cuers R&J.Lawson-contact (706)291-4016 
07-21-NORTH CAROLINA-17th International 
RD Convention-July 21,22,23,24,1993-Winston-Salem, 
N.C.-contact Et& E Johnson, 1166 N. Parkway, Memphis, 
TN. 38105 
07-23-ILLINOIS-10th Illinois SCISDA SQ&RD 
Conven.-July 23,24,25,1993-Peoria Civic Center, Peo-
ria, ILL-contact B&M Clark,115 Carefree, Chatham, 
Illionis 626294217)483-2585 
08-27-CALIFORNIA-CAlif. Single Squares An-
nual Square Dance Weekend-August 27-29, 1993-Riv-
erside Raincross Square, Riverside, CA.-L.Schmidt, 
D.Houston- contact- M. Branham, P.O. Box 25389, Ana-
heim, CA. 92825 
08-02-CANADA-40th Annual Square Dance Jam-
boree, August 2-7-Pendicton, B.C. Canada. Write 
C.Loiselle,Box 66, Pendicton, B.C., Canada V2A 6J9 
08-07-MARYLAND-Oceean Waves Delmarva 
Roundup, August 7. Wicomico Civic Center, Salisbury, 
MD. R.Libby, L.Kanniard, RD J&P Adcock. Contact 
(410)5543-8976 
08-08-NEW YORK-Annual Cancer Ben. Dance-
August 8, 1993-Johnstown Masonic Lodge, Route 30, 
Johnstown, NY. W.& R. Smith-contact R. Smith-
(518)863-8217 
08-08-GEORGIA-Blue Ridge Mt. Dance Roundup-
Copecrest Dance Resort, Dillard, GA. August 8-14, 
1993. LSF staff. Contact Copecrest Dance Resort, Box 
129, Dillard GA. 30537. 
08-19-CANADA-18th Square & Round Dance 
Cony. August 19,20,21,1993, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, 
Montreal, Canada. R.Brendzy, M.Jacobs, J.Mar-
shall,D.Moger, J.Jestin, N.Wilcox, D.Wilson. R/D 
S.&W Bradt,-C&M Smarrelli-Pre-registration only-
Contact MASDA, P.O.Box 906, Pointec Claire, Dorval, 
Quebec, Canada H9R 4Z6 
08-20-GERMANY-SQ. & RD Cony. of World- Au-
gust 20,21,22,1993-Karlsruhe, Germany- contact-IMM 
Munkelt, Werrabronner StraBe 8 a, W. 7500 Karlsruhe 
41-(0721-483354 
08-22-SOUTH DAKOTA-Gold rush Weekend. 
August 22, 1993, Community Hall in Belle fouche, SD. 
J.kwaiser, G.Adams. contact J.Kwaiser (303)667-3440. 
08-30-CALIFORNIA-8th San Diego Contra DA 
Weekend. July 30, 31, Aug 1, 1993. University of San 
Diego. D.Armstrong, P&M Moore, G&F Nickerson. 
contact P. Moore, P.O. Box 897, Running Springs, CA. 
92382, (714)867-5366. 
09-l8-NEW YORK-Secandaga Swingers 15th An-
nuv. Dance. YMCA, Gloversville, Sat. 18, 1993. Cov-
ered dish supper. Contace C.& B.Morley, RD #2, Box 
308, Johnstown, NY. 12095-(518)835-4388 
10-02-DELAWARE-Levis & Lace's Octoberfest-
Oct.2, 1993. Fire Hall, Hartley, DE. J.Snyder, L.Kan-
niard, R/D R.Lock. Contact (302)697-9711 
10-22-NORTII CAROLINA-Autumn Leaves-Oct. 
22,23,1993-Fontana Village, NC. D.Cole, T.Marriner, 
cuers R&J Lawson. contact (706)291-4016 
12-31-DELAWARE-Delmarva New Year's Eve 
Gala, Dec. 31, 1993. Milford HS, Milford, DE. II.Ferree, 
RID A. Benner. contact (302)335-52960806-CALI-
FORNIA-San Diego Contra Dance Weekend, Univer-
sity of San Diego, August 6, 7, 8; D. Armstrong, P. 
Moore, G. Nickerson; Contact Paul Moore, PO Box 897, 
Runings Springs, CA 92382 (714)867-5366. 
0808-GEORGIA-Blue Ridge Mountain Dance 
Roundup-Copecrest Dance Resort, Dillard, GA. August 
8-14-W/Lloyd Shaw Found. Proffessionals-contact:E. 
Butenhof, 201 Red Oak Drive, Hendersonville, NC. 
28739 
MAC GREGOR RECORDS 
MACGREGOR RECORDS AS OF JANUARY 
1993 IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP OF 
FRED & ARLENE BEEM 
WATCH FOR NEW RELEASES! 
CALLER AND DEALER INQUIRES INVITED 
WRITE: 
MACGREGOR RECORDS 
PO BOX 1835, CLACKAMAS, OR 97015 
Arnencan Squaredance March 7983 
CI ASSIFIEDS 
RECORD DEALERS 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2718 (602-993-4932) 
Square, Round, balrocm, pop labels 
Specializing in ma/6 phone orders 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Bair 7039 
Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
PERRY'S PLACE 
12506 Starkey Rd Suite J 
Largo FL 34643 
813-535-0245 / 800-882-3262 
Al 'Abets, antzallen, needles, ekc. 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
1050 Toulon Dr. 
Marlon OH 43302 (1-800-328-3800 
SUPREME AUDIOMANHURSTS TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
Toll Free: 1-800-445-7396 (U.S. & Canads) 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E. Halsey, Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
Just $22.50 Yr. & You keep the tapes. 
EDDIE'S AND BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398-7508) 
SOUA RE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd, 
Denver CO 802214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
MIKE'S RECORDS 
9356 Natick Ave. 
Sepulukeda, CA 91343 (818)894-5621 
Owners: Mike & Mile Skorsky 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London 617, England (Ph.081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mai Order A Spedaty. Member NASRDS 
RAIXiES 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of DIsbnchon. Jon Today 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost 52.59 plus 50e postage & handling. 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engaved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA—M0 ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerree NM 87190 
30 Club & Fun Badges 
Free Cataogue — Ph. 1-800-352-KAMO 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Man. 
Moore OK 73160-5105 (405-794-5774) 
Mall Order 1-800-669-6774 
Many Times Free Sel-up 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bil Davis 
1359 Beleville 
Sunnyvale, CA 94067 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508-897-9767) 
178 West Acton Road 
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No., Maple Plan MN 55359 
Notes sent Fkst Class Mall 
Mainstream through A-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
216 Whams Street 
Huron, OH 44839 (419) 433-2188 
Write for free sample 
DANCE TIME NOTES FOR CALLERS 
Dck Han 219-583-5902 
513 South Bluff St. 
Monticello IN 47960 
Write for Free Sarrpie 
CANADIAN CONNECTION 
Joe Uebelacker 
1494 Clearview Dr., Peterborough, Ontario K9K 2A4 
Canada (705-742-8368) 
Basic thru Plus; CI Ihru C3; Al & A2 sup. 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
For the 'Complete' Club Caller 
1735 Deer Run, San Antonio, TX 78232 
Rusty Fennell-512-49O-1010 
Wnte or Cal for complimentary Copy 
TAPE SERVICE 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Vireo for sample 
ape. Palomino SID Service, 1050 Toulon Dr.. Marion OH 43302 
Phone 1-800-328-3800 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
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FREEI SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURSTS TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New SAD Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1650 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 - A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 (U.S. & Canada) 
BE & Peggy Heyman, PO BOX 687 
Ridgewood NJ, 07451-0687 
ALLEMANDE SHOP RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
1-800-346-4867 	1-615-499-5554 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught al-position to dancers who already know the cats from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with walkthru & practice 
of al cals. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, are 
widely acclaimed as best cri the market. Dril tapes, dance tapes 
& two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 
140 McCarxtless Pl., Wexford PA 15090.  
dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral bkiding, laser 
printing provides dear sharp Images. The most corrplete dagram 
books for Plus, Advanced & Challenge available today. Cost: 
$14.10Vbook inckides shpg. ($15.10 tor C3A). (Canada add 5.65). 
Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless PI., Wexford PA 15090. 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-A comprehensive 117,414 word 
glossary-reference manual for leacher, beginners, experienced 
dancers. Over 2200 balroom & R/D terms, articles, desc & defini-
tions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Haury, 8810 La Grime de Oro 
Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 505-298-5050. 
MY FAVORITE LINE DANCES by Thelma Lewis containing 30 
old favorites and 20 new dances - 57.95 4- postage. Also a cas-
sette tape with music for 10 ol the dances $4.94. 1724 Ocean 
Pines, Berlin, MD 21811. Cal: 410-641-6579 
THE CALL'S THE THING-A -how to booklet featuring CALL 
CARDS and RACK to display at classes and dances as a helpful 
quick reference for beginners and veteran dancers. Also PIE 
SQUARES and DIAGRAMMING DECALS, -COMPUTER SUPS 
for forming squares by numbers, LINE DANCE INSTRUCTION 
TAPES - AND MORE! 55 51 p&h Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Russel L Hoekstra, 67 Forest Glen Road., Am 321, Long-
meadow, Massachusetts 01106. 
MAINSTREAM SID CALLER'S NOTEBOOK - 450 S/D routines 
organized and indexed in modules by basics used. Quality bind-
ing & sized to fit Ina record case. 510.95 $1.50 shipping. Calvin 
Campbell, 343 Turf Ln., Castle Rodc CO 80104 (303) 790-7921. 





   
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800 
different calls and movements; $25.00. 1992 Edition. New Type, 
New Binder. Order from Jon Sanborn, 661 Middlefield Rd., Sak-
nas CA 93901-1004. Phone 408-443-0761. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved termi-
nology, mixers, teaching hints, plus Introduction Into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Croon record 
teachng series. Order book andlor records from Frank Lehnert, 
2844. S. 109th St, Toledo OH 43611. 
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS - 
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples for danc-
ers and callers! Book 1 (Red), Mainstream Book 2 (Green), Plus 
program and Al & A2. Please spedly which book you are order-
ing. To order send $4.00 (Including domestic postage) to 
Supreme Audio, Inc, P.O. Box 687, Ridgewood, NJ 07451-0687. 
SIGHT CALUNG SIMPLIFIED - An easy and simple system for 
new sight caters. Based on the premise that anyone can sight 
call. Price $7.00 Order from Whitey Aamot, 312 Lilac Ct., Waseca 
MN 56093 
R/D BOOKS by K. Anderson: (1) Fancy Footwork The Art of 
Round Dancing, (2) Fancy Figures (FF):Two-Step 0-111), (3) FF: 
Easy Level Waltz (I-III), (4) FF: Phase III Modems (FT. AS, Arg 
Tgo), (5) FF: Phase III Latns (CC, limb, Mmb, Jv). Comprehen-
sive references for begtadv dancers, step-by-step dkections/dia- 
grams for figivariatens. 515.95 each 	(52.50) first bk; 50c ea 
addl). Dance Action, Dept AS, PO Box 7162, Mesa AZ 85206. 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner & Cou-
ple dances. Book II, Continues on I; Book III, Photographed 
Turnst Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V. Une Dances Galore; 
Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches; Book VII, More 
Photographed Turns, Book VIII Cha Cha, Book IX West Coast 
Swing, Book X El Garbage. Technque & Styling, Book XI Hot 
Line Dances. Order by number. $20 each Includes pstg. & han-
ding, add $2.00 each outside USA. Kelly Gellene, PO Box 43425, 
Las Vegas NV 89116. 
POTLUCKS AND PETTICOATS, 336 pages of square dancers' 
favonte redoes AND a ful color history of American S/D. Club 
fund raisers-Christmas presents- everyday use! $11.95 plus 
$1.50 shpg. Quality discounts. Potlucks and Petticoats, PO Box 
129, Dilard GA 30537. Credo card orders 404-746-2134. 
PLUS. ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM 
ED FOOTE. 5 books avalable: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book), 
C1, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams al cats for the indicated pro-
gram from a variety of positions, also indudes helpful hints for 
CLUB LEADERSHIP MATERIAL 
LEGACY'S CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL-The only square 
dance pubicatian written exclusively for dub leaders, has an-
swers and Ideas that world Request your complmentary copy by 
writng CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL PO Box 766, Plover W 
54467-0766 or callnp 715-341-6603. You'll be glad) 
1)ISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS, PO Box 687 
Ridgewood, NJ 07451-0687. 1-800-445-7398 US & Canada 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
Houston TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
10331 Lindley Ave 0145 
Northridge, CA 91326 818-363-4454 
Wholesale Only 
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
1050 Toulon Dr. 
Marion, OH 43302 
Fax or Call: 1-800-328-3800 Intl' Fax or Cal 1414-389-5919 
S/I) PRODUCTS.  
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Fite color. eye-catching SEALS on 
all correspondence, checks, etc., are an invitation to square danc-
ing. Order from 3070 Summer Ave., 056, Memphis TN 38112-
2450. 3 sheets (50 each), 51.50 p&h; 10 sheets, $3 ♦ 75t p&h; 20 
sheets, 55.00.41.30 ppd; 100 sheets, 517.56)52.50 p&h (Sam-
ples on request. SASE appreciated) 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
-The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling 
and cueing equipment, 
records and publications eyallable from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
94 American Squaredance, March 1993 
P.O. Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 
Cal TOLL FREE 1-800-445-7398 
(201-445-4369 Foreign) 
YAK STACK- Sound Columns for Callers 
Write P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361 
Phone 203-647-7530 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
$10.00 Per 100 plus $4.00 shipping 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED CROSS-
STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea.41.50 pstg. per order. State patterns avalable 
upon request at $1.50 ea.+504 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. 
Ralph & Mary Aar Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail. Wilmington NC 
28409. 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 510-682-8390 
VARIABLE SPEED CASSETTE PLAYERS 
Calbne 4530 $125. Marantz 201 $250. Shipping tidal. Other 
models avalable. Also variable speed dual cassette players, com- 
pact disc players, phonon. free catalog. NORLDTONE MUSIC, 
230 7th Ave., NY, NY 10011. 212-691.1934 
BLANK AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES 
Agfa 649. Fifty 10' tapes 702 ea. 100 10' tapes 55c ea. Fitly 15' 
tapes 754 ea. 100 15' tapes 604 ea. Other lengths and quantities 
available. Shipping addt1 Also audio equip. Free catalog. 
WORLDTONE MUSIC, 230 7th Ave., NY, NY 10011. 
212-691-1934 
THE 40 GORE SKIRT 
9•  CIRCLE WEDGE • ONE TOOL - MANY DESIGNS!, 
One 9•  plexiglass drde wedge, 4 sheets circular graph paper and 
40 GORE SKIRT INSTRUCTIONS BY HELEN. $24.90 pies 
$3.50 shipping HMS ETC.,Helen Stalrwalt, 602 N. Victorla Rd. 
MH 135 Donna, TX 78537 (210)464-9207 
DANCE SHOES 
20% OFF SALE, ON ALL IN STOCK MANDY, DANCER, 
MAJESTIC, SCOOP - 50% OFF ALL BILUE & BARBIE (Sale 
limited to shoes in stock: not al sizes or colors evadable. List 
avalable on request). WORLDTONE MUSIC, 230 7th Ave., 
New York, NY 10011. (212)-691-1934. 
VIDEOS 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caler instructor. Each Color Video about 90 
min. long. Presentations organzed and complete. $39.95-one 
tape. $59.95-both tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Aliance OH 44601 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls 
are taught al position for dancers who already know the calls 
from standard position. Numerous walkthrus of the more difficult 
calls at each Calertab program, along with brief samples of danc-
ing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding of calls a 
emphasized. 4 video tapes evadable: Mainstream, Plus, A-1, A[2, 
each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS lormat. Cost: $39.95-1 
tape: 559.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Allance OH 44601. 
CLOSE OUT- LAST AVAILABLE 
JACK LASRY SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute Horne Study Program with Guide Book 
$35.00 Including Post 
Carolyn Lasry - 1523 N. 46th Ave., Hollywood FL 33021 
Phone 305-981-7788 
RESORTS/CA MPGROIJNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECR EST 
Vacation h the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest. 
Our caller staff Is outstandng, with al levels of squares. We offer 
superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, swimnfing pod and 
a staff that pampers youl Write Copecrest S/D Resort. PO Box 
129 Dillard GA 30537, or call 404-746-2134 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-round 
32 sessions of workshops and party dances per week Bull for 
dancers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD R.V. 
PARK, 4525 Graham Rd. Halogen, TX 78552. 210-423-1170. 
New resklents only/ Bring ad for free site and dance. 
RIO GRAND VALLEY, Beausld Moble & RVPark with friendly 
neighborly people. Great pool& dub house areas. 24hr security 
with controlled acess, square dancing & lessons planned. Green-
Gate Park , Bus 83 to 374 Loop to Bentsen Palm Dr. S., Mission 
TX 78572(512) 581-1932. 
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance Vacation, 
June 1 - Sept 12. 11 miles south ol Missoula. Dancing every eve-
ning. National Callers on weekends. No packages. Campgrounds 
among the pines on Lob Creek. Square & Round Dance Center, 
9955 Highway 12, Lob, MT 59847, 406-273-0141. 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, the choice of the best Informed 
Dancers, Leaders, Teachers A Cuers In the RD activity-since 
1957. FREE introductory package. Write: RDM Intro Pkg. RD 1-
Box 843, Petersburg, PA 16669-9304, Cal 814-667-2530. 
(US Sub S20/yr.) 
LESTER AURIA SOUND. $45.00 wit clean noisy controls, check 
storbe light, check turntable speed, power supply, record rest , 
motor & turn table drive wheel, and clean & lubricate plus much 
more. MAJOR REPAIRS NOT INCLUDED. Lester Anna 11662 
Excelo St., Adese, CA 90702 (310)924-8850 
- 	PERSONALS 
DANCE PARTNER WANTED Intl a do widower, home in Can-
ada and Florida, In 60's, 5'9•, 180 lbs, non smoker, social drink, 
wishes to meet attractive lady with equal finances to combine as-
sets and travel, square & round dance, etc. Prefer lady with plus 
to A2 dancing ablity. Photo appreciated. Marriage a possibility. 
Apply Box 4 123 American Square Dance Magazine. 
While Retired Lady 65 yrs young, sell supporting, don't smoke. 
Like to find a whole non smoking, see supporting male square 
dance partner. As a starter. PO Box 7765, Loveland, CO 80537 
FOR SALE 
RV MEMBERSHIP 
Home Campground, Parker, Arizona 
Colorado River Adventures Inc. Possble 
Camp Coast to Coast Membership Included 
$2,200 or best otter - James Briscoe 408-443-4371 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.00 HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) $3.00 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMED GUIDE $10.00 LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) $7.00 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) $1.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)$5.00 MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D) $7.00 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS $10.00 MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.00 
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA $25.00 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $3.00 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6.00 MUSIC AND TIMING $10.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300 page text) $14.00 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $6.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.00 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1.00 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up) $3.00 PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 
CLIP ART II (All different) $4.00 PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR CLUBS $25.00 
CLIP ART III (All different) $5.00 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.00 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.00 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better Promotion) $8.00 
DBD 8 TOUGH PLUS $5.00 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) $7.00 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $7.00 SOUNDING THE HALL (Equipment) $3.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) $6.00 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing) $4.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $3.00 TEACHING CLOGGING $7.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $3.00 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) $3.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) $4.00 WHEEL AND DEALING (Nursing Homes) $5.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT $4.00 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) $5.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS $2 00 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship$10.00 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 
 
S  20 each; 100415.00 
5.20 each; 100415.00 
 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 	  
CA residents add 7 1/2% tax 













Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is im-
possible to issue refunds on book orders, unless 
the book is defective. 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 	SALINAS, CA 93906-1004 
Phone: 408-443-0761 or 449-9724 (During PT Business Hours) 
INISH LIN 
DO NOT SQUANDER TIME 
THAT IS THE STUFF LIFE IS MADE OF 
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Palomino Record Distributors 
Learn four of today's most popular 
country dances! It's fun! It's easy 
entertaining! Join in as our dancers 
give you a step-by-step instruction. 
Watch and learn the specialty moves 
of each dance! Give it a try 
Go at your pace! Learn in the 
privacy of your own home... 
Take what you've learned... 
Go Out Dancing! 
Doin' It Country Style is a Two Plus 
2 Production, flimed entirely on 
location at Wild Bill's Dinner 
Extravaganza, in Beuna Park CA 
1992 Painted Hills Music, BMI 
Volume One Includes 
1) The Tush Push (A well-known, get-down-and-boogie line dance) 
2) The Ten Step Polka (A fast moving partner or line dance) 
3) The Wild Wiki West (An upbeat turning line dunce) 
4) The Elvira (A popular country line danc 
Volume Two Includes 
1) The Two Step (The original country dance) 
2) The Electric Slide (A well-known, boot slidin' line dance) 
3) The Cowboy hustle (A popular toe-tappin' line dance) 
4) Cloggin Around (A two plus 2 original! Kick up your heels & kick up 
some dust!) 
Volume Three Includes: 
1) The Texas Waltz (One of the smoothest partner dances) 
2) The Cowboy Boogie (A well-know, hip swingin' line dance) 
3) The Eighteen Wheeler (An upbeat partner or line dance) 
4) Slappin' Leather (A boot-slappin', toe-tappin' line dance_ 
Volume Four Includes 
1) Achy Breaky Heart (The hit song & hottest line dance) 
2) Boot Scootin' Boogie (An up beat line dance) 
3) Flying Eight (A real mover & shaker) 
4) Box Car Blues (A fast favorite that's easy to learn) 
Our New Stock Of 
'Country Western 
Dance" Videos!! 
These Sell For Only 
$9.95 Each 
Or All Four Four For 
$35.00 
(A 10% Discount) 
Plus Postage 
These Tapes Are 
Non Returnable! 
NEW IN 1993 
RECEIVE A FREE 6 MIL PLASTIC SLEEVE 
WITH EACH RECORD PURCHASED!! 
LOW RECORD PRICES AND UNBEATABLE SERVICE 
PALOMINO 
1050 Toulon Dr., Marion, OH 43302 
Fax or Call 1-800-328-3800 
Intl' Fax or Call 1-614-389-5919 
lie liCIRST'S 
TOPE & RECORD SERVICE 
Ili., Iwo, ,./:rip.enre ,114.1ro . 
THE "ORIGINAL" MONTHLY 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE 
• Monthly Tape Contains ALL New 
Singing Calls & Hoedowns 
• 50.00 Records in Stock 
• Fast Professional Service 
• Free Classified Ads 
• Toll Free Order Lines 
The Continuing Choice 
of more than 1,650 Callers 
FREE SAMPLE TAPE 
(Callers only please) 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(20 I -445-739R - Foreign) 
Ilinhursf s Tape 8, Record Service 
P.O. Rim 6X7 
Ridgewood. NJ 07451-06117 CD 
